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My Stand for the Palestinian People  
by Sharon Rose Poet  (Updated on April 22, 2024) 

 
I am backing up my blog posts here due to experiencing web and computer infiltration problems. 

 
Below are the posts I put onto my new Palestine blog at 
www.careforpalestine.blogspot.com 
 
 
 

Care for Palestine 
This blog is to help expose the decades long plight of the Palestinian people during 
Israel's Invasion of Palestine. In this situation it is very important to look at the 
bigger picture and the Palestinian side that has not been being exposed enough. 
Look with your heart and you will see the truth. 

 
 
 
 
Monday, April 22, 2024 

PLEASE SUPPORT PEACE AND FREEDOM... 
It should be illegal to slyly instigate violent retaliations, in order to "declare war," and for the 

declaration of "war" to enable murders and the terrorizing of masses of people and the theft of 

people's homes and businesses and lands...etc., like the Zionists did, in order to create Israel in 

Palestine, and like many Israeli leaders have done since the birth of Israel, and are still doing 

now, in Palestine.  (Not to mention the other places that this scenario has happened in.)    

   It is VERY obvious who is really the "terroristic" bully in Palestine situation, and its shocking 

that Israel's hell freely continues and is still being supported by so much of humanity. I still feel 

that the pharmaceutical and radio wave mind control must be partly responsible for Israeli 

leaders to be getting so much support for its evil destruction of Palestine and the Palestinian 

people. How else could so many people be so blind and so heartless and so complicit? 

 

God, help the Palestinians to be completely free of the hate and greed and cruel manipulations 

and violent behaviors in ALL of the involved Israeli leaders and military and settlers, as well as 

that in other Israeli supporters. 

 

Our world should be being set in peace, with absolutely no exceptions 

to the rights of freedom and justice and safety for ALL. 
 

P.S. It appears that the latest Israeli instigation of "war" happened when high ranking Iranian 

officials were murdered in a bombing. This provoked Iran into a violent retaliation against 

Israel. Now Israel claims the right to "declare war" on Iran! When will the hell end? It should 

have ended by now. 

https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2024/04/please-support-peace-and-freedom.html
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at April 22, 2024 No comments:  
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Wednesday, April 17, 2024 

Refraining from Generalizing 

  I was aiming to edit these writings, before my father died and hell broke loose in my family. 

Now I am getting back to it. But as I aim to correct some of my mistakes I realized that I have 

also generalized way too much. In my writings I wrote things like "Israel" did this or "the 

Zionists" did that....etc. In this situation I had also done this with "the Jewish," because Israel 

has been being referred to as "the Jewish state." When I generalize like this, in my mind and 

heart I know that its never ALL the people in that group or country, who are involved in the 

crimes, and I assume that other people think the same way. But I think that many people do not 

think this way; when they hear, "The Zionists did it" they are apt to blame every individual who 

is or was a Zionist. And, unfortunately, some blamers are too heartless to not treat people badly.  

    So.... I am working at not generalizing in my writings, but I still may make mistakes, especially 

when I'm overwhelmed. (Bad habits sometimes die hard.) So I hope those of you, who read mine 

and other people's writings, will realize that; even in groups like "the Zionists," which have been 

responsible for intrusively creating Israel in Palestine and gathering the Jewish people there and 

killing and displacing masses of Palestinians...etc., there are probably some Zionists who do not 

realize the bad intentions or bad behaviors of some of the others. We should never blame every 

individual in a group, even when the group, in general, is responsible for bad things.  And we 

should NEVER be mean to people even when they have done wrong. Striking back is NOT the 

way to fix things. 

at April 17, 2024 No comments:  
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Tuesday, April 16, 2024 

The core Problem 

I still fully believe that pharmaceutical and technological (radio wave) mind control is the core 

problem around Palestine's 75+ year long plight and Israel having so much support to continue 

its manipulative, violent thieving occupation in Palestine, as well as being the core problem in 

many other situations around the globe. It must be stopped, so that humanity can be set free and 

heal and live in peace. 

Short Core Problem Paper 

www.poeticpublications.com/mind2023.pdf 

at April 16, 2024 No comments:  
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Sunday, April 14, 2024 

Call for Sanctions Against Israel, in order to End the 
Violent Wars in the Middle East 
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The bottom line is that Iran and Hamas would not be striking back at Israel if Israel were not 

violently provoking them and if Israel were not engaged in an illegal occupation of Palestinian 

lands. Israel's violence must be stopped and I hope it is stopped without more murderous 

violence. I hope the UN stops going in circles with talks and quickly imposes severe sanctions on 

Israel, until it sets Palestine free and completely stops its violence against the Palestinians and 

other Arabs, which has been going on for over 75 years now - since the Zionists started stealing 

Palestine. Enough is enough! The one who keeps throwing the first punch is the one who must be 

restrained. This way the others have no reason to strike back. Israels illegal occupation and 

violence must be stopped! And the people who support Israel's manipulative thieving violence 

should find their hearts and support FREEDOM AND PEACE FOR ALL.  

at April 14, 2024 No comments:  
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When Will the Barbaric Violent Wars Stop? 

When will humanity grow up enough to stop the violent and vengeful 

and greedy and prejudice fighting? When? I guess it will be when it is 

free to heal and use it's Heart. If only the leaders and supporters of 

places like Israel would find their hearts and learn how to be 

considerate of other people's lives and lands...etc. 

at April 14, 2024 No comments:  
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Israel Manipulating more of its Arab Enemies into 
attacking...? 
It looks to me, like Israel intentionally provoked Iran's retaliatory attack so that it could use it as 

an excuse to do more mass destruction in Iran. Israel's evil manipulative destruction of Palestine, 

other Arab territories and the Arab people, through the past 75 years, must be stopped! 😥 

 

Israel's air defense system has not faced attack of this magnitude before 

https://youtu.be/aiPRjP3yt_U?si=V18LRYpaPv5S6Mt4 

 

 

 

Iran on high alert for possible Israeli response: AJE 

correspondent  https://youtu.be/TfgfxSeBYeA?si=I_J8KWJi2YSLJq0P 
at April 14, 2024 No comments:  
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Sunday, April 7, 2024 

A Shocking Continuation 
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Due to a death in my family, I have been taking a break from this. But I just checked in on 

reports and am shocked to see that its all still going in the same circles - that Israel is still freely 

continuing its evil destruction of Palestine and it's indigenous Arab population. It must be 

stopped. Israel and America, please set Palestine free! 

 

The Solar Eclipse of 2024 
Since Israel is involved in some of the prophesies connected with this eclipse, I am sharing this 

here... 

 

The Solar Eclipse of 2024 

 

Like usual, there are the fear mongering dooms day and dark religion based puppets, saying 

things like "this is the end times" and "red cows must be murdered to please the gods" and 

"Jesus is coming and God demands that we all follow Jesus or else...etc." And the sad part is that 

many people will believe it, especially those who are taking the instinct/intuition and heart 

numbing pharmaceuticals and those who are more completely enslaved. 

   The truth is that the REAL God is the pure LOVE and LIGHT that is here for us no matter 

what path our FREE WILL decides to follow. In fact, we grow closer to God when we open and 

follow our own hearts, and we fall further away from God when we follow the fear mongers and 

join their flocks of "religious" sheep. 

 

I believe that a natural energetic shift has indeed been taking place, but I feel that it is a 

positive one - one which will help bring an end to the darkest of times that we have 

ALREADY been passing through for about a century now, with the sly evil technological 

(radio wave) targeting of the Earth and its atmosphere, and with massive levels of 

pharmaceutical and parasite and radio wave targeting of humanity. Humanity must be set 

free. 
 

Its time for things to finally get better. And this is what we should 

believe in, so that we can all do our part to make the positive shift as 

big as it can be.   
 

REMEMBER THAT THE REAL GOD GAVE US FREE WILL AND DOES NOT EXPECT US 

TO FOLLOW ANYONE OR ANYTHING, ESPECIALLY NOT WHAT THE EVIL FORCES 

MAY CLAIM TO BE "JESUS." WE ARE ALL CONNECTED TO THE REAL 

GOD/LOVE/LIGHT, INSIDE OUR OWN HEARTS, AND SO IT IS THROUGH HEALING 

AND OPENING OUR OWN HEARTS THAT WE CONNECT TO GOD, NOT THROUGH 

FOLLOWING OTHER PEOPLE'S BELIEFS OR DECEPTIONS OR DELUSIONS OR 

BRAINWASHINGS...ETC. AND ITS NOT GOD WHO HAS BEEN CREATING WHAT IS 

CLAIMED TO BE "NATURAL" DISASTERS...etc., - GOD DOESN'T DO IT, GOD IS THE 

LOVE THAT HELPS US THROUGH IT. And God is also the Love that gives us the courage 

and strength to stop the intentionally inflicted suffering in humanity. We must stop believing in 

https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2024/04/the-solar-eclipse-of-2024.html
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and following other people's fear based beliefs or intentional deceptions, and do what we can to 

make things better in our world... 

 

Imagine a giant beam of pure white Light shining down on the Earth to help us all heal our 

hearts so that we can live in peace and grow and heal together, the way humanity should be 

everywhere. Please do this, and all else that you can do, to help restore freedom and peace in 

humanity... 

 

Please let your Hearts reach out to suffering people who are in need of help. And remember that 

genuine "help" is unconditional and is delivered in the ways that the struggling people want and 

need it. GOD'S HANDS WORK THROUGH OUR HEARTS, WE MUST DO OUR PART. 

 

Can you help stop the evil forces from continuing to harm and enslave humanity and from 

continuing to harm the Earth and its atmosphere? If so please do, as peacefully as is possible. 

 

Can you genuinely help people who are in need without it being for recognition or to feed your 

ego? If so, please do. If not, please find and heal your heart, especially if it is so blocked that you 

look down upon and judge the poor and struggling people who have been hurt too much. GOD'S 

HANDS WORK THROUGH OUR HEARTS, WE MUST DO OUR PART. 
at April 07, 2024 No comments:  
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Thursday, February 29, 2024 
 

Youtube and Blog Infiltration 
I recently found all of the videos erased from my playlist about what really happened on Oct 7th. 

And it appears that the address to it was replaced on the page on this blog. I share the link below. 

I have replaced some of the videos, but most were lost. 

What Really Happened on Oct 7th? 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLosHhrNh7LB6YRPvGlPNnDDf62B8rii3n 

 

 
at February 29, 2024 No comments:  
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Friday, January 26, 2024 

ICJ Ruling in Africa vs. Israel Genocide Case 
Good news. It appears that there is still some justice in our world. The ICJ is moving forward 

with the genocide case against Israel, and has ordered Israel to refrain from its genocidal actions. 

The judge did not use the words "cease fire," but said that Israel must stop killing and harming 

the Palestinians; "Israel must, in accordance with it obligations under the Genocide Convention, in 

regards to Palestinians in Gaza, take all measures within its power, to prevent the commission of all 

acts within the scope of article two of the convention, in particular, A; Killing members of the group. 

B; Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group..." 

Gaza: Order in the case South Africa v. Israel 

 | International Court of Justice (ICJ) - full 
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 https://youtu.be/1niAwMbBC6g?si=Dla68JXgmJUnsVEU 
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Friday, January 19, 2024 

My Father's Suffering has Ended 
My father passed away this afternoon. I feel relieved that he is no longer suffering and is free. 

The phrase, "He is now in a better place," applies doubly in this situation. But I grieve his life - 

his last few years, which were the complete opposite of what he had wanted and needed, and were 

filled with unnatural suffering. 😟 
at January 19, 2024 No comments:  
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Wednesday, January 17, 2024 

New Husam Zomlot Press Conference 
Husam makes perfect sense, to me. He does a great job with explaining things with honest 

common sense. The Palestinian people are lucky to have him. 

Palestinian Ambassador to the UK holds press conference – watch live 

 https://www.youtube.com/live/lAjdqgDRmqM?si=D2xy4JaWISI04PYn 
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Tuesday, January 16, 2024 

Another great Avi Shlaim Interview 
Gaza: Cruel Zionism, Past and Present with Professor Avi 

Shlaim  https://youtu.be/iNg93bLJL18?si=zKs3DtV5UMz01Hsf 
at January 16, 2024 No comments:  
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Monday, January 15, 2024 

The Remedy for "Terrorism" 
Definition of "terrorists"; People who have been treated so badly that they start violently 

striking back. 

 

Remedy for "terrorism"; Treat people with kindness and consideration for their needs and their 

human rights and their properties and their lives. And encourage healing from past pains. 
at January 15, 2024 No comments:  
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One Little Song that Says a Lot... 
TikToker sings for Palestine 
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New Chant for Gaza 
Gaza, it's OK to cry. 

Release the pain and stand up high. 

Palestine will never die. 
at January 14, 2024 No comments:  

Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

An Awesome Jewish Speech... 
This speech took place just before President Trump made things far worse in Palestine/"Israel." 

But, sadly, it is as applicable today... 

 

The 70th Palestinian Nakba Day – The Jewish 

perspective  https://youtu.be/vrT7LxtfqlU?si=XF9dcnQTx59BC7PD 
at January 14, 2024 No comments:  

Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

Don't Give it What it Wants... 
The evil wants destructive wars; it wants it's victims to violently strike 

back, so it can blame its victims for it's own destruction.  
 

IT IS BEST TO NOT GIVE THE 

EVIL FORCES WHAT THEY WANT. 
at January 14, 2024 No comments:  

Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

On the Israeli Side... 
As for the masses of obviously hateful and racist Israeli citizens; There is no doubt that some, like 

the leaders and the new settlers in the West Bank, are the hateful racist Zionists. But it appears 

that many of the other citizens have been terrorized, by the Zionists, into hating the Palestinians. 

It appears that they have been being brainwashed into thinking that the Palestinians are just 

"squatters" who do not belong there, and are all dangerous terrorists who want to kill all the 

Jews...etc. Its not true, but they do not seem to realize this or the fact that Israel is the one who is 

the violent invader since 1948, and that the Palestinians are the victims, and that some have just 

recently been fighting back in the same violent ways that Israel has done to them for many 

decades. 

   This situation is sad for the innocent Israeli citizens too. Imagine being deceived and forced to 

live with that kind of fear. If only they all knew the truth, for their own sakes as well as that of 

the Palestinians. Most would surely not go along with evil Zionist behaviors, if they still have 

functioning hearts. A few have proven to have both the heart and the awareness, and they have 

been standing up for the Palestinians. But, unfortunately its very few at this point. These are all 

that I've found thus far... 

Playlist of Israeli Voices for Truth 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLosHhrNh7LB57EY9qeSN1fLdwPHRkOUJ6 
at January 14, 2024 No comments:  

Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 
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Live Free or Die... 
Our New Hampshire license plate wisely says, "Live Free or Die," but I have never seen this 

belief put into practice, until I took a close look at the plight of the Palestinians, who have chose 

to do exactly that. I was sent a little letter from a Palestinian who grew up in the West Bank. It 

speaks for Itself... 

 

"Sharon Poet, Thank you for your beautiful and wonderful words. How beautiful the world would 

be with people like you, but I would like you to know that someone who has not experienced our 

suffering and pain and the persecution, violations and intimidation we have been exposed to since 

childhood cannot judge us according to his opinion. His own point of view that he lives. I am a 

Palestinian who lived my childhood in the West Bank. Which is governed by the coordinated 

Palestinian Authority. Recognized by the Israeli occupation. I faced abuse and intimidation in this 

neighborhood. How I hated that period during school hours. Our school was on the road leading to 

a checkpoint with Israeli soldiers. The soldiers always spilled what was in my bag on the floor and 

took the food my mother had prepared for me. They would stand me on one leg while I raised my 

hands up. I even lied to my mother that I was sick so I couldn't pass through that checkpoint. I 

remember one night their soldiers broke into our house in the middle of the night and took my 

father. We did not know why he was taken until two days later. Do you know what his crime was? I 

am sure you did not imagine how foolish these Zionists are. His crime was that he gave an interview 

to a television channel. 

   We have endured what you cannot endure. We have lived through the separation of friends who 

were killed by these Zionists, such as Muhammad al-Durra and others. They demolished our 

neighbor's house and took him out of his house. How can we live with these Zionists in peace? This 

steadfastness and faith that you see in Gaza, despite what Israel is doing of comprehensive 

destruction and systematic killing that does not differentiate between a child and a woman. This 

violence and violations committed by Israel is what led to the establishment of Hamas. Yesterday's 

children who lived through the tragedies of Zionist Israel are today's Hamas soldiers, and the more 

Israel's violations increase, the more heroes will be born from under the rubble to defeat the 

injustice we live in. The unjust world has failed us. We have been let down by the United Nations, 

which always persecutes us, supports Israel on our behalf, and turns a blind eye to the massacres of 

our people and the killing of our children. There is no peace with the Nazis. Either Palestine from 

the sea to the river, or we will die proud and not surrender to Masonic Zionism." 

 

Alana Hadid Speech at DC rally Jan, 13, 2023 

 https://youtu.be/6QfysuGXZdE?si=pDEgUDNEscIhAw_X 
at January 14, 2024 No comments:  

Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

Labels: Gaza, Gaza genocide, Hamas, Israel - Apartheid, Israel war on Gaza, Palestine, Palestinian, Palestinian 

People, Palestinian testimony, West Bank 

Zochrot - Uncovering the Truth of the Ongoing Nakba 
The Nakba is what the Arabs call Israel's 1948 massacres of, and displacement, of the Palestinian 

people. In reality it has continued and is still happening today in both Gaza and the West Bank. I 

just found this organization that is digging up the truths that Israel has wanted to keep hidden...  
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They say, "the Nakba is not just a historical event but rather an ongoing process to deprive the 

Palestinian people of their entire homeland. For us at Zochrot it is important to keep pointing to 

these facts, as well as to call for the implementation of the Palestinian right of return..." 

Zochrot - Uncovering the Truth of the Ongoing Nakba 

https://www.zochrot.org/articles/view/17/en?%D9%8BOur_Story 

Sunday, January 14, 2024 

An Israelian who Knows the Real Israel 
There are a few Israeli people who stand up for the Palestinian people and expose what Israel is 

really like. This video covers a lot of it... 

 

How Israel indoctrinates its people w/Miko Peled | The Chris Hedges Report 

 https://youtu.be/CU0Uc-PKe9Y?si=yUKAdyDKwVf8H_Mr 
at January 14, 2024 No comments:  

Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

Friday, January 12, 2024 

My View of the Overview 
I wrote a new Overview of this situation in Palestine... 

My View of the Overview 

https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/p/my-view-of-overview.html 
at January 12, 2024 No comments:  

Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

Thursday, January 11, 2024 

No More Violence Please 
I beg ALL people to please stop the violence.  

 

No matter what happens in the ICJ, I beg ALL people to please stop the violence. Arabs, please 

look at the past patterns; every time you violently struck back, they just used it as an excuse to 

kill and traumatize and hurt and wrongly label even more of you. Please stop seeking vengeance 

and focus on standing up and telling the truth and healing and rebuilding, for your own sakes. 

Freedom will come, without the violence. Please let it. ❤ 

 

I am not suggesting that the Palestinian people let Israel, and its supporters, steal and kill and get 

away with it. Of course defense is needed in many situations. BUT in situations where vengefully 

fighting back, merely brings on even more loss of homes and more deaths of loved ones, and 

possibly the extinction of the Palestinian or Arab people, a positive shift must take place. At this 

point in this situation I strongly feel that it is through, stopping the vengeful attacks and doing 

more to bring about public awareness, that freedom will be gained. A ball is already rolling in 

this court. Please let it reach the Light. 
at January 11, 2024 No comments:  

Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 
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International Court of Justice Hearing for Palestine 
Somehow, this court session makes Israel's evil even more real. My heart cries for the Palestinian 

people again this morning. Finally, a ray of Light for Palestine. Oh God, please let it shine until 

freedom has been attained....forever. I will share more later... 

 

 

Full Court Hearing on Israel Being Charged with Genocide 
 https://youtu.be/0Q_zTb9dfGU?si=trktdfPN0cHRKXa7 

 

 

WATCH: South Africa holds news briefing 

after arguments in ICJ genocide hearing against Israel 
 https://youtu.be/C2iKK1tWkQo?si=UTQ0WP4D0clpcfeM 

at January 11, 2024 No comments:  

Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

Wednesday, January 10, 2024 

Israel Has Broken Many Laws 

Israel has broken many laws, since 1948. In fact, its birth in Palestine went against the laws that 

we all expect to be honored, when it comes to our own homes and properties not being invaded or 

stolen and our loved ones not being killed or harmed. Israel is still breaking these laws, it just 

now does it under the guise of it being a "war against terrorism." Everyone knows this, because 

documented historical facts prove it. And there is something horribly wrong with so many 

officials either supporting it or sitting around debating it, for 75 years, instead of stopping it from 

continuing. 

at January 10, 2024 No comments:  

Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

Tuesday, January 9, 2024 

South Africa Charges Israel with Genocide 

South Africa Filed Case of Genocide Against Israel; 
https://www.icj-cij.org/sites/default/files/case-related/192/192-20231228-app-01-00-en.pdf 

 

Hopefully many other countries will follow suit 

for past Israeli crimes as well as current ones. 
at January 09, 2024 No comments:  

Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

Labels: Gaza genocide, Genocide in Israel, Hamas, ICJ - Israel genocide, Israel war on Gaza 

Israel's War Crimes and Targeting of Human Rights 
Organizations 
In this video Omar Shakir talks about how Israel has been banning the entry of human rights 

organizations and has been targeting them. He also talks about Israel's many years of criminal 

treatment of the Palestinian people in West Bank and Gaza. About the current escalation in 
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Israel's aims to finish taking over Palestine and get rid of the resisting Palestinians, he 

said, "Ultimately, we're in a situation today, where the very basic principals of international law are 

being flagrantly disregarded. And if the world allows this to continue without consequences, this will 

effect far more than the civilians who live in Israel Palestine. It'll undermine the protection of 

civilians everywhere around the world. We have a critical test. Humanity has failed, but its not over. 

We still have millions of Palestinians whose lives hang in the balance. We must do more. All of us 

must do more to end it." 

 

Documenting Israel’s War Crimes | Centre Stage 

 https://youtu.be/dkzhjrDEOzQ?si=dpzzuAhzTBM_x5u5 
at January 09, 2024 No comments:  

Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

Sunday, January 7, 2024 

Can Oct 7th be Justified? 
Israel and its supporters and puppets have had everyone under a judgmental axe, in regards to 

our feelings about Oct 7th. It appears that we are all expected to hate Hamas for it. I have been 

repeatedly asked what I feel about it. And so here it is... 

 

   There are reports which state that Oct 7th did not go the way the Israeli government said it did. 

Some reports say that Israeli officials fabricated many things, like the rapes and the beheaded 

babies...etc. And reports state that Israeli armed forces have admitted to killing masses of its own 

citizens as it opened fire on Hamas and the hostages in its usual indiscriminate way or through 

using Israel's "Hannible Directive" which calls for the murdering of hostages, rather than letting 

them be taken. So, who really did what on Oct 7th? How much of it was completely fabricated, in 

order for Israel to justify the completion of its decades long aim to finish stealing Palestine and 

finish getting rid of the resisting Palestinians? 

   And we must realize that this conflict did NOT start on Oct 7th, like Israel has been 

pretending. Regardless of the details, the real truth is that the Hamas side of Oct 7th was a 

violent reaction to the decades of violence and oppression that Israel had been inflicting upon the 

Palestinians. Because of Israel's long chain of violence against the Palestinians, on the Palestinian 

lands, in my eyes Israel bears the responsibility far more than Hamas, for Oct 7th and all other 

violent strikes back at Israel. You can't be stealing from and bullying and killing and mutilating 

and unjustly imprisoning people and expect to not have some negative reactions from some of 

them. Human beings can only take so much. 

 

Can October 7th be justified?  I have no doubt that some members of the Palestinian Resistant 

group (Hamas) did some wrong things in the past, as well as on Oct 7th. But what really 

happened on Oct 7th and why? What is the full truth? We need to know the full truth, and what 

lead up to it, in order to make a fair judgment. 

 

The way I look at it is that... ALL OF THE VIOLENCE, ON BOTH SIDES, COULD HAVE 

BEEN AVOIDED THROUGH ISRAEL HAVING THE DECENCY TO TREAT THE 

PALESTINIANS WITH KINDNESS AND CONSIDERATION FOR THEIR NEEDS AND 

THEIR RIGHTS AND THEIR HOMES AND THEIR LANDS AND THEIR LIVES...ETC. BUT 

ISRAEL DIDN'T AND THIS IS HORRIBLY SAD FOR ALL THE INNOCENT PEOPLE WHO 

HAVE BEEN HURT ON BOTH SIDES.  
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In general; I'm an anti-war person. So, I feel that killings, that are not 

fully necessary, for only genuine self defense against the specific 

individuals who are attacking, cannot be justified. And the side that 

attacks first, or does things to provoke attacks, is always more 

wrong. In my opinion, this applies to Israeli people just as much as it 

applies to Palestinian and all other people.  
at January 07, 2024 No comments:  

Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

Saturday, January 6, 2024 

Israels Indiscriminate Bombing Freely Continues!!! 
This is one of the many videos that brought me to tears. What they are going through is just 

too horribly wrong. And for it to be freely continuing without being stopped is a disgrace to 

every country and international organization that could stop Israel's evil, but hasn't yet done 

so.  

 

Israeli attacks kill 122 Palestinians, injure 256 in past 24 hours: 

Ministry  https://youtu.be/2_y660LMvg0?si=pBZruy8xQBF5ibo9 
at January 06, 2024 No comments:  
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Avi Shlaim - a Victim of Forced Assimilation in Israel 
Avi Shlaim has such a sweet and gentle energy that I just want to hug him and thank him for 

showing me that real human decency truly does still exist in humanity.  He is an Arab Jew who 

grew up in Israel from the age of 5. And he is a political historian. It appears that the Arab Jews 

were literally forced to move to Israel where they were assimilated, in a similar way that was 

done to the Native Americans in Canada and the USA. His story is fascinating. Below is an 

interview where he also shares what he witnessed of Israel's apartheid occupation in West 

Bank...etc. Under the video is a link to his "Memoir of an Arab-Jew" book... 

The forgotten history of Arab Jews | Avi Shlaim | The Big Picture 

S2EP5  https://youtu.be/lfDhaWlqXf8?si=_tdAuay2y8GsG_fO  

 

 

Three Worlds: Memoirs of an Arab-Jew  

by Avi Shlaim 

 

Quote from the description; "As anti-Semitism surged in Iraq, the Zionist underground fanned the 

flames. Yet when Iraqi Jews fled to Israel, they faced an uncertain future, their history was rewritten 

to serve a Zionist narrative. This memoir breathes life into an almost forgotten world. Weaving 
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together the personal and the political, Three Worlds offers a fresh perspective on Arab-Jews, 

caught in the crossfire of Zionism and nationalism." 
at January 06, 2024 No comments:  
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Labels: Arab Jew, Avi Shlaim, Israel - Apartheid, Israel Jew, Memoirs of an Arab-Jew 

Friday, January 5, 2024 

1970 Quotes by Bertrand Russell 
Keep in mind that these were written, long before Hamas existed. They are about the plight of 

the Palestinian people in Gaza and West bank and refugee camps in other countries. 
 

"The tragedy of the people of Palestine is that their country was “given” by a foreign Power to 

another people for the creation of a new State. The result was that many hundreds of thousands of 

innocent people were made permanently homeless. With every new conflict their number [has] 

increased. How much longer is the world willing to endure this spectacle of wanton cruelty? It is 

abundantly clear that the refugees have every right to the homeland from which they were driven, 

and the denial of this right is at the heart of the continuing conflict. No people anywhere in the 

world would accept being expelled in masse from their own country; how can anyone require the 

people of Palestine to accept a punishment which nobody else would tolerate?" ~ Bertrand Russell 

1970 

 

"We are frequently told that we must sympathize with Israel because of the suffering of the Jews in 

Europe at the hands of the Nazis. I see in this suggestion no reason to perpetuate any suffering. 

What Israel is doing today cannot be condoned, and to invoke the horrors of the past to justify those 

of the present is gross hypocrisy." ~ Bertrand Russell 1970 

 

"The aggression committed by Israel must be condemned." ~ Bertrand Russell 1970 

 

"Justice requires that the first step towards a settlement must be an Israeli withdrawal from all the 

territories occupied in June 1967." ~ Bertrand Russell 1970 

 

Bertrand Russell, Philosopher, Nobel Prize winner, Humanist - one of the most influential 

intellects of the 20th Century. He published this letter shortly before he 

died; https://savilleian.substack.com/p/bertrand-russells-last-letter-just 
at January 05, 2024 No comments:  
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Malcom X 1960s Speach for Palestine 
Malcolm X | Palestine and Israel #palestine #israel 

https://youtu.be/G0DNHnQfhHg?si=jseogA2GEqeOTPLa 
at January 05, 2024 No comments:  

Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

Thursday, January 4, 2024 

The Evil Religious Fanaticism 
Various parts of the Christian religion are at the root of many deceptive and terroristic wars, and 

Israel's "war" against Palestine and the Palestinian and Arab people is no exception. Many of the 

Israeli people claim that they are "the chosen ones" and that God created Israel for them and 
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that the resisting Palestinians have to leave Palestine. But this is not true. The Zionists created 

Israel in Palestine, even though the Palestinians are the ones who belong there. The Zionists 

claim to have God on their side and have recruited a lot of powerful people to help them steal 

Palestine and either kill or terrorize and chase out the resisting Palestinian people. Their 

behavior is literally criminal and evil, but they use the name of "God" and the "Jewish" people, 

in order to justify the hell they raise and project onto their victims. 

    I strongly feel that God does not condone Israel's violent and arrogant and thieving and 

dishonest existence in Palestine. And I strongly feel that the real God is Love, and that God Loves 

ALL people in ALL races and ALL religions. And I strongly feel that the more open people's 

hearts are, the closer they are connected to God, and in Israel this Heart/Love is VERY obviously 

severely lacking. Israel is the opposite of what it claims to be. It's an evil force that pretends to be 

good. 

   The following report focuses on the Zionism in the USA, but it appears that it is even worse in 

Britain and France and the UK and other places that have been even more staunch supporters of 

Israels creation. This sort of heartless religious fanaticism is a global problem, and it seems to 

want wide-spread war and destruction and suffering. It's evil hell must be stopped. 

Inside America’s Christian Zionist movement 

and its support for Israel | The Listening Post 
 https://youtu.be/2FjI7d2TBrA?si=bMs5S6AXFyfgbw-L 

 

 
at January 04, 2024 No comments:  
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Best Defense, for National Security 
The best defense, for our own national security, is to treat other 

countries and populations with kindness and with respect for their 

customs and their needs and their rights to their own freedom and 

security on their own lands...etc. Even if nothing else is learned, from the 

Palestine/"Israel" situation, by God this should be. And it should be permanently put into 

practice, globally. Period. 
at January 04, 2024 No comments:  

Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

Labels: Hamas attack, Israel war, National Security 

Boycott or Not... 
I have mixed feelings about some types of boycotts. I feel that people and companies, who are 

not directly involved with, or who are not aware of Israel's evil targeting of the Palestinians, 

should not be hurt by boycotts. 

   When I called for boycotts on my blog, I had envisioned things like big companies refusing 

to do shipping to or from Israel...etc., forcing Israel to cease fire and set Palestine free, in 

order to save itself from economic ruin. I liked this idea because it is a non-violent way to 

force Israel into a better direction. But it appears that even positive types of boycotts are now 

being made illegal... 
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Israel, Palestine, BDS, and the right to boycott in the US | The Take 

https://youtu.be/wQTGUAB-ZUo?si=Hf7K2zanyBaSwVGC 
at January 04, 2024 No comments:  
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My Definition of "free Palestine" 
"Free Palestine" has been twisted into many negative things by pro-Israeli puppets. But its just a 

cry for freedom... 

 

My definition of "free Palestine" is; All the displaced Palestinian people returning to the homes 

and lands that have been stolen from them, and being allowed to live there in peace without any 

Israeli occupation or control. ITS SHOCKING AND HORRIBLY UNJUST THAT THIS HAS 

NOT YET HAPPENED! Millions of displaced people living in refuge camps for over 75 years, 

after their homes and farms were stolen from them! How does Israel live with itself? Do you 

realize that Jewish and Palestinian and Christian people all lived peacefully together in Palestine 

before the Zionist/"Jewish" immigrants violently stole Palestine and turned it into "Israel"? By 

God its time for real truth and justice. 
at January 04, 2024 No comments:  
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One man's "Terrorist" is Another Mans Hero 
Israel told the world that Saleh Al Arouri was a "terrorist." But to the people who knew him, 

he was a hero - a man who strived to re-unite his people after Israel tore them apart, a man 

who dedicated his life to fighting for freedom for his people although it made things very 

difficult for him. Sadly, he is not nearly the only one that has been assassinated.  

Palestinians stage general strike: People gather to mourn Saleh Al 

Arouri  https://youtu.be/eGMnEHlV-OQ?si=8PsC3bcXK9yVE25I 
at January 04, 2024 No comments:  
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Wednesday, January 3, 2024 

Plea to Arab and all other Nations 
Tayab Ali: Arab and Muslim countries must 

back South Africa’s genocide case against Israel 
https://youtu.be/Y_zBcm1yDSU?si=dlGaEo7d41JpF8sE 

at January 03, 2024 No comments:  
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Tuesday, January 2, 2024 

The Ben Gurion Canal Plan 
  Israel has always wanted to finish stealing Palestine, and get rid of the resisting Palestinians, but 

is the current big push to finish stealing Palestine due to Gaza being the preferred route for the 

Ben Gurion Canal? And what about the huge well of natural gas that reports say were found 
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under Gaza? Has greed now been added to the hate and prejudice, which motivates the Israeli 

crimes?  
at January 02, 2024 No comments:  
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Monday, January 1, 2024 

John Pilger - Palestine is Still the Issue. 
John Pilger - a popular voice and witness for the 

 Palestinian people, died on December 30th 2023.  
 

On Nov 5th 2023, John Pilger's last tweet said, "When I was last in Gaza, the Israeli air force 

terrorized the population by flying fast and loud and low at night. All children bed-wetted and 

had violent nightmares, said a psychologist, and were 'damaged forever'. Such is Israel's 

exercise of its 'right to self defense'." 

 

Last year John Pilger said that Palestine is the victim of, "The longest, most brutal, lawless 

military occupation in modern times..." and "Palestine has been misreported for as long as I can 

remember..." 

 

In 2002 John Pilger said, "[in 1974] I made a film called, "Palestine is Still the Issue." It was 

about a nation of people - the Palestinians forced off their land and later subjected to a military 

occupation by Israel... an occupation condemned by the United Nations and almost every 

country in the world, including Britian. But Israel is backed by a very powerful friend - the 

United States. So, in twenty five years if we are to speak of the great injustice here, nothing has 

changed. What has changed is that the Palestinians have fought back. Stateless and humiliated 

for so long, they have risen up against Israel's huge military machine, although they themselves 

have no army, no tanks, no American planes and gunships or missiles. Some have committed 

desperate acts of terror, like suicide bombing. But for Palestinians, the overriding routine terror, 

day after day, has been [Israel's] ruthless control of almost every aspect of their lives..." 

John Pilger - Palestine is Still the Issue. 

https://johnpilger.com/videos/palestine-is-still-the-issue 

Sunday, December 31, 2023 

Dangers of Space Based Technologies 
Due to dreams I've had, and things I've experienced, I've been warning that there are microwave 

and laser weapon systems in space based technologies, like satellites. But I've never seen any 

reports that validate weapons being built into satellites, until today... 

 

In the following video, Kim Jong Un said, "I must remind the world that this, so called satellite 

technology, is the same as...intercontinental ballistic missile technology. That is why we are so 

worried." And it is not only Korea that we need to worry about when it comes to the capabilities 

of space-based technologies. 

 

If the war in Gaza, escalated into world war three, like the evil forces 
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seem to want, humanity is in very serious trouble. This should be 

prevented.  
 

If only those technologies could only be used for good. 
 

North Korean leader Kim Jong Un warns US policy is making war inevitable 

https://youtu.be/Gb_huknXYGs?si=OkFgyiKc6iOIKLIR 
at December 31, 2023 No comments:  
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Israel Publicly Exposes Plan to Take Gaza 
Bezalel Smotrich: Far-right Israeli minister 

calls for resettlement of Gaza after war 
 https://youtu.be/I3XLtt2yXGI?si=Y5m-jFPk_Y1MGbRM 
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Plea to Global Nations and International Organizations 
Israel, please cease fire now and set Palestine free. And please stop fabricating things, in 

order to justify the destruction of Gaza, the displacement of the Palestinian people, and your 

aim to finish taking control of Gaza and the West Bank. Factual records show that you have 

been far more "terroristic" than Hamas, since you Zionists invaded Palestine and aimed to 

get rid of it and the Palestinian people. Your 1948 man made "Israel" is NOT the holy land. 

Palestine is.  

   The whole world is becoming aware that much of what you blame on Hamas (the 

Palestinian Resistance) is merely projections of your own evil behaviors and the rest is 

provoked by you. We - the heart of humanity, condemn your violence and greedy thieving 

crimes. Israel, please end your 75+ year violent occupation of Palestine and stop blaming 

your victims for it. 
 

Global nations and international organizations, please take immediate 

actions to force Israel to cease fire and set Palestine free, and please 

do it peacefully, if possible.  
 

Deceitful, evil, thieving, violent, intrusive crimes cannot be allowed to freely continue, for the 

sake of the safety of all of humanity. Palestine and the rest of humanity must be free of that 

sort of evil, so it can settle into peace. Please take action to set Palestine and the rest of 

humanity free. 
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Saturday, December 30, 2023 

To Stop the Violence 
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IN ORDER TO STOP THE VIOLENCE 

WE MUST STOP WHAT CAUSES THE VIOLENCE.  
 

People do not become violent due to being treated with only loving kindness. Its mistreated 

people who strike out. So, we must stop mistreating people. 
at December 30, 2023 No comments:  
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Moving Past the Prejudicial Mentality 
I can't count the amount of times I've heard "they did this" or "they did that" as if gossip about 

the negative behaviors of just a few Palestinian people, justifies the hatred of, or the destruction 

of, ALL Palestinian people. I have, on a few occasions, seen the same thing happening against 

America; some people think that a few American officials supporting Israel's evil behaviors, 

means that all American's are bad or hateful. And it is not right no matter who it is against. 

People who think this way must make a positive shift... 

 

We should never blame the whole race or the whole country or the whole organization for 

what just a few members do. Seriously. We must get past this prejudicial mentality. 

 

I am speaking for myself here too. I have been trying not to generalize so that I do not 

support that sort of mentality. In my mind I do not blame the whole place or race even when I 

generalize, but I am learning that I must be more descriptive and have been editing my 

writings. The two things I still generalize about are "Israel", because the vast majority of it 

seems to support killing off and getting rid of the Palestinians... and the "Zionists", because 

that group was formed specifically to gather the Jewish people into one place (Israel), so they 

appear to ALL be on board with Israel's occupation in Palestine. BUT, even in Israel, there 

are some people who are not involved in the hate and prejudice and many who are just not 

aware of what has been happening. 

 

NO MATTER WHAT WE SHOULD NOT BLAME A PERSON JUST BECAUSE OF THE 

COUNTRY OR GROUP THEY ARE OR WERE ASSOCIATED WITH. WE SHOULD 

INDIVIDUALLY JUDGE PEOPLE BY THEIR OWN BEHAVIORS. 
 

P.S. Example; Israel claimed that Hamas beheaded babies on Oct 7th. This was not proven and 

appears to have been a lie told in order for Israeli officials to gain support for the destruction of 

Hamas and the destruction of Gaza and the killing and displacement of yet another batch of 

Palestinian people. However, even if some members of Hamas had really done this, it does not 

mean that ALL of the Palestinian Resistance Freedom Fighters kill babies, and it certainly does 

not mean that all of the Palestinian people kill babies. 

   One of the other rumors that have been going around is that "Palestinians celebrated after 

9/11." Like the beheaded babies rumor, it may not even be true, or maybe some did really 

celebrate - maybe some hate America for helping Israel to kill masses of their own loved ones and 

steal or bomb their homes...etc. But we can't rightfully blame all Palestinians, especially since 

those who are into revenge, were driven to it through violent and thieving crimes being done to 

them. IN ORDER TO STOP THE VIOLENCE WE MUST STOP WHAT CAUSES THE 

VIOLENCE - STOP TREATING PEOPLE SO BADLY. 
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A Constructive Conversation 
The June 2023 discussion, in the video below, sheds a LOT of light on the plight of the Palestinian 

people, BEFORE Oct 7th. This is one of the most constructive conversations I've heard on this 

subject. Omar Baddar and Josh Lockman show how opposing sides (Palestinian vs. Jew) can 

unite when the focus is on the truth.  

 

"It is ultimately about very fundamental human values. Its about whether we are going to 

support freedom and equality... or whether we are going to support brutalization and 

occupation against the civilian population. And that I think is a no-brainer. We have to do the 

right thing." ~ Omar Baddar 

 

Firelight Chats: THE ISRAEL AND PALESTINE SITUATION 

 https://youtu.be/NruuYwzE74Y?si=1_sGtwhUtODECqSG 

 

I do not know what Marrian's stand is. She my lean toward being more pro-Israel, but she had 

the open mindedness to host this conversation. 
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Wednesday, December 27, 2023 

Israel is Really the Zionist State 
The Zionists have boasted of Israel being the "Jewish state" and this has set people up to 

blame the "Jewish" for what Israel has been doing to the Palestinian people. Then if we 

blame those "Jewish" people, it is called being "antisemitic," although its about their 

behaviors and has nothing to do with them actually being "Jewish." 

   Before I realized the Zionist's leadership in Israel, I thought it was just the Israel's Jewish 

people who were targeting the Palestinians. We do need to be careful to not fall into the set up to 

blame just "the Jewish" people like I did in the beginning, before I realized that its the Zionists 

who created and control Israel and who lead the targeting of the Palestinians. 

They call Israel the "Jewish" state, 

but its really the Zionist state. 
 

One thing I want to make clear; no matter how I've worded things; I have never been prejudice 

against Jewish people or any other race, and I am sure not starting to be now. People should not 

use "prejudice" or "antisemitic" labels, in order to attack those of us who stand up against the 

abuse or crimes. People, no matter what race, are responsible for their behaviors. Just because a 

person or group is "Jewish" or "Black"...etc., does not mean that nobody else has a right to say 

or do anything about the wrongs they have done or are doing. 

 

P.S.   It should go without saying that not ALL Jewish people are responsible for what the 

"Jewish state of Israel" has done to Palestine and the Palestinian people. I guess we should be 
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more specific in our wording, for people who can't differentiate or who tend the blame every 

individual in that place or group.  
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A Planted Fungus in Gaza? 
This broadcast reports Israeli soldiers being infected with a mysterious fungus that came 

from Gaza. One has died from it. I cannot help but wonder if the soldiers were infected with 

what they themselves were contaminating Gaza with. I have suspected that Israel would 

switch to using lethal substances, since they cannot continue with the obvious bombing and 

starvation without looking like the genocidal monsters they are. 

  It is also possible that Israel is doing this, and letting it be broadcasted, with the intention of 

using it to force the Palestinians to vacate Gaza...etc. God help the Palestinian people. 
 

Israeli soldier dies after mysterious fungal infection in Gaza 

 https://youtu.be/apC8cF9C2ik?si=j0prU124wMIaavzV 
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Does Israel Have a Right to Exist? 
I actually do not believe that Israel ever had any right to exist in Palestine, and that it should not 

be there. This feels VERY true and right to me on spiritual levels as well as moral and legal 

levels. I feel that the officials, who control Israel and violently target the Palestinians, should be 

forced to leave, at least some of them imprisoned for war crimes. And I think the rest of the 

citizens of "Israel" should be fully informed of the TRUTHS and given the option to either move 

out or peacefully stay in Palestine with the Palestinians who are all returning to their own homes 

and lands. I gave this a LOT of thought and kept coming to the conclusion that this is the only 

resolution that feels right to me. However, no need for anyone to worry, because the choice is not 

mine.  

 

If what is left of Palestine, survives Israel's current violent attack, and 

the Palestinians agree to the two state solution, Israel should consider 

itself VERY lucky, because it truly does not deserve it and truly does 

not have any right to exist there. 
 

P.S. As for a "Jewish state" for the protection of the real Jewish people. I strongly feel that it was 

never needed and still is not needed, and that it's creation had ulterior motives and was filled 

with sly Zionist manipulations. The Jewish people, like all other people, should learn to live with 

the rest of humanity, instead of isolating itself. 
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Tuesday, December 26, 2023 

Wise and Impactful Rap Song 
"When I say FREE PALESTINE its not against anyone. It actually means we should protect 

everyone. It means equality for all. Respect peace and Love..." 
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US Rapper Macklemore reads a poem on Gaza during 

concert  https://youtu.be/L4BBt1D991g?si=lEt5oOIC-p8iiYjS 
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Monday, December 25, 2023 

Another Wise Quote... 
"Every time anyone says that Israel is our only friend in the Middle 

East, I can't help but think that before Israel, we had no enemies in 

the Middle East." ~ Father John Sheehan. 
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Hamas Explains Oct 7th and the Israeli Occupation 
Updated 12-29-2023 

This is the best interview of a Hamas official, that I've seen thus far. What he says makes 

perfect sense to me. Among other things, he explained that Oct 7th was a military reaction to 

Israel vamping up violence against the Palestinian people in West Bank...etc., and was aimed 

at the Israeli military, and was not the way Israel claimed it to be. He explains that they 

decided it was best to not silently let Israel finish getting rid of Palestine and the Palestinian 

people and that fighting back opened a door to let the world know that there is a serious 

problem with Israel's decades long illegal and violent occupation in Palestine. 

   He stated that Israel's occupation must end, that Israel's violence against the Palestinian 

people must end, and there must be independence for Palestine and security and safety for 

the Palestinian people, in order for there to be peace. This makes perfect sense and is a VERY 

reasonable request. 

   In the end of the interview he stated that the future governance of the Palestinian people 

should be the choice of the Palestinian people and not that of Israel or the USA. To most of 

us, this should go without even having to be said, but Israel and USA officials obviously need 

to learn this type of real democracy. 

   It is clear that what both Hamas and the PLO want is just common human rights and 

freedom and safety and peace for Palestine and the Palestinian people. And they should have 

had it all along, without having to fight the evil invading Israeli forces for over 75 years 

now. There is something horribly wrong in our world, that did not stop Israel's violence 

against, and displacement of, the Palestinian people in its ongoing illegal occupation/invasion 

of Palestine, long before this year of 2023. What the Palestinians have been through, for over 

75 years now, is utterly inhumane and should not have been happening at all. Where were the 

minds and hearts in those who could have helped Palestine to break free of the violent and 

evil Israeli invasions? Were they free or safe? I think not. 

   In this situation, I think justice has been being prevented by the evil invading forces 

utilization of things like pharmaceutical and radio wave mind control, and various types of 

threats and coercions, on top of the "terrorist" label and other fabrications fed to the main 

stream media and other officials. 
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Why did Hamas attack Israel on October 7? 

 https://youtu.be/Kth_d8mboIk?si=6knxpH_hMEeUsNNv 
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The Israeli Delusion 
Israeli people have been convinced that Israel is God's chosen place and people, because of Israel 

being mentioned in the bible. But, the Israel that the Zionists created in 1948 is surely not the 

same Israel that is mentioned in the Bible. It is very odd - how they seem to think that violently 

stealing Palestine and turning it into Israel, will win them favors with God. The opposite is the 

truth. The Israeli delusion is sad for those who blindly believe it as well as for Palestine and the 

Palestinian people that the new Zionist/"Jewish" Israel has been destroying for over 75 years 

now.  
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Christmas in Palestine 

 Christmas cannot be Christmas in the holy lands, due to Israel's evil and violent 75+ year 

long occupation of Palestine, and its current aim to finish destroying it under the guise of it 

being a war against "terrorism."  

 

Today I did my prayer candles for freedom and healing in Palestine and the rest of humanity, 

even though I was shot with a laser weapon and was in pain through the process. 
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Sunday, December 24, 2023 

A Powerful Pain Filled Message 
It is too soon for healing and forgiveness. But after this hell is over, and healing is happening; I 

hope that at least some of those who performed, or supported, the destruction of Palestine and 

masses of the Palestinian people, will reach a place of feeling genuine remorse and can give a 

sincere apology to the Palestinian people. And I hope that, if this happens, forgiveness will be 

found in the hearts of the Palestinian people. I wish this for the healing of the Palestinians. But 

until Israel's hell is over and Palestine has healed, they are entitled to their anger/pain... 

 

Rev. Dr. Munther Isaac: ‘For those who are complicit, I feel sorry for 

you’  https://youtu.be/YlCTkupKcn8?si=QnvbqBuBMTjaXjWI 
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An Insane "War" 

Do officials really think they are going to look like humanitarians, just because they "paused" 

to feed people before continuing to kill them? This "war" is insane! The violence must be 

stopped, not "paused." 
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at December 24, 2023 No comments:  
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Saturday, December 23, 2023 

A Wise Quote 
“If you don’t see any good people around, become one.” ~ A wise man. 

at December 23, 2023 No comments:  
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Friday, December 22, 2023 

"Truth and Morality are the Casualties" 
In regards to Israels fight against Palestine and its people, Cornel West said, "There's so 

much barbaric stuff that truth and morality are the casualties." 
at December 22, 2023 No comments:  
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The UN Security Council Meeting 
Prior to the meeting, the USA official again refused to agree to the ceasefire and said they would 

veto the proposal if alterations were not made to it. This forced the Security Council to alter the 

proposal and agree to Israel/USA terms, which enables Israel's continued destruction of Gaza 

and the Palestinian people. Many members of the security council obviously reluctantly agreed, 

just to quickly get aid to Gaza. This is very sad. I wish the Council had forced the USA to either 

agree to the ceasefire or go ahead and be the vetoing member who becomes fully responsible. 

    The Russian official called what the USA did, "blackmail" and its easy to see why it was 

viewed this way.  

    

It appears that the involved USA officials also set things up so that they and Israel are the 

ones who are in control of the delivery of aid into Gaza, which is extremely unethical and may 

even be dangerous, due to their obvious continued aims to destroy the Palestinians. Clearly 

Israel can not be trusted when it comes to the health and survival of the Palestinian people. I 

am concerned about the safety of the water or food or medicines they will deliver. The UN is 

supposed to supervise the aid, but will they test the food for chemicals and parasites or 

prevent the brain and feeling numbing types of pharmaceuticals that are used for 

brainwashings/mind control? I pray for them to be brought only safe and healthy foods and 

medicines...etc. 
   Time will tell if the aid, that everyone agreed upon, ends up being enough to completely stop 

the hunger and supply enough medical attention and provide enough housing for the homeless 

families and fill all other needs. But like the last "pause" in the fighting, it seems almost cruel to 

feed them before continuing to kill them. The full cease fire, which the USA again blocked, is 

what was needed. 

 

Below is the Video of the UN Security Council meeting. I watched most of it. I could not watch 

some of it, because I am just so sick of the dishonestly and pretenses expressed by the officials 

who are involved in the destruction of Palestine and its people. 

 I now find it disgusting, literally. But I watched enough of the USA official to realize that she 

(like Bidden) was trying to take the credit for getting aid to Gaza, even though they and Israel 

are the ones who caused the damage. And she brought up the fact that the security council still 
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did not agree to "condemn Hamas!!!" They still expect everyone to agree to their condemnation 

of the Palestinian people, which is exactly what "condemn Hamas" really means. And I am so 

glad that the UN Security Council has been wise enough to not agree to it.  

 

What everyone truly must condemn is Israel's evil behaviors and that of its supporters - the 

destruction and abuse of Palestine and the Palestinian people through the past 75+ years. 

When the Palestinian people are free to have common human rights, especially on their own 

lands, peace will prevail. This has always been the case and still is. 
 

Israel must back out of its occupation of Palestinian lands and stop trying to destroy and displace 

the Palestinian people...not to mention stop using the "terrorist" label and other fabrications, in 

order to manipulate the rest of the world into supporting their evil aims. Thankfully, much of the 

world sees the truth.  

 

Perhaps the next Security Council Resolution will provide real 

security for Palestine and the Palestinian people... and ultimately the 

rest of the world. Perhaps the time for real freedom and real peace is 

just around the next bend in the road. We can hope. 
 

 

The Middle East Palestinian Question - 

Security Council Meeting | United 

Nations  https://www.youtube.com/live/TBIJWM00Aoo?si=HeUfpouyB4bEEuGk 

 

UN vote on humanitarian aid: Security Council passes Gaza 

resolution  https://youtu.be/iHzmb40GIhk?si=YCzLz7DDOpG1RhTY 
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Poem About Todays UN Security Council Meeting 
Condemning the Evil and Deceptions 

copyright Sharon Rose Poet 12-22-2023 
 

A permanent cease fire was needed 

To stop the hell they continue to rage, 

But they rudely manipulated the UN 

That wants Palestine out of their cage. 
 

Their heartless egos try to take the credit 

For feeding the damages THEY have done! 

Do they think they can fool us into thinking 

They really care for Palestine or anyone? 
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Their obvious acts already told the truth. 

Its what they've done, not what they say 

That shows what lays beneath the masks, 

In the evil games they still want to play. 
 

Oh set a mirror before their twisted faces 

And help them see and fully understand, 

Its THEIR own terror we must condemn 

And their aims to steal Palestinian land. 
 

Lets give credit where credit is due 

Lets not believe the growing lie 

From those who still secretly smile 

While their victims suffer and die. 
 

Lets condemn their evil deceptions 

And replace them with genuine heart. 

And lets not let the violence continue 

Tearing our precious world apart. 
 

Lets shine a Light into the darkness, 

That they have spread far and wide, 

Until their deceptions are exposed 

And have no safe place left to hide. 
 

Lets do it for them and for us 

And do it for all of humanity. 

Lets do it for dear Palestine 

And the world to be set free. 
 

 
at December 22, 2023 No comments:  

Friday, December 22, 2023 

Message from a Palestinian Heart 
A heart touching message from the deceased father of a Palestinian man, "He's a very 

peaceful person... He does not believe in war. He always told me and taught me that you should 

be like Christ - you should forgive others. You should forgive even your enemy... You should 

seek peace." 

 

Around 300 people are understood to be sheltering inside Gaza’s holy family 

church  https://youtu.be/bjfb1kM6Ouc?si=BkUr_WeZLJc0ninW 
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Scholars Talk About the Flipping of Reality 
This video does a good job with exposing the disinformation and resulting misperceptions 

that have been happening against the Palestinians and those of us who support the 

Palestinian call for freedom from Israel's apartheid and occupation and violent invasions... 
 

   https://youtu.be/m7jSZsRt8Pc?si=Pj2YBRds_-rd5E_E 
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The Palestinian March Toward Freedom 
A beautiful message to the hopeless youth in Gaza - "Love is way more important than hate... 

make sure that its not hate that takes over - its Love... It will be OK... keep the march. The march 

might be slow. The march might be full with the feeling of betrayal. Sometimes, I must admit, we 

may feel alone, but we are definitely, definitely on our way [to freedom]." 

 

Palestine's envoy to UK discusses the past, 

present and future for his people | Centre Stage 

https://youtu.be/S32Pl_C26Aw?si=etxF_8xAL-BURzw- 
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Tuesday, December 19, 2023 

"Evacuation" vs. Displacement 
Israel Isn’t “Evacuating” Palestinians – It's Displacing 

Them  https://youtu.be/4UA5COsmo-U?si=4RD8qx-euFco_77s 
at December 19, 2023 No comments:  
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Monday, December 18, 2023 

Quote of a Holocaust Survivor 
"Take the worst thing you can say about Hamas, multiply it by 1,000 times and it still will not 

meet the Israeli repression and killing and dispossession of Palestinians" ~ Author Gabor 

Maté, Holocaust survivor 
at December 18, 2023 No comments:  

Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

Sunday, December 17, 2023 

An Honest Explanation of Hamas 
This video does a good job with giving a brief explanation of the Palestinian Resistance - 

Hamas. This feels very true to me. 
 

What Does Hamas ACTUALLY Want? 

 https://youtu.be/6Pjo3bJPrd8?si=d86SXPFkEkKCLXet 
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What Will be Left of Palestine When Israel is Finished? 
There is a lot of talk about what will be done to help Palestine AFTER Israel finishes destroying 

it. And this is crazy. The focus should be on stopping the destruction.  

What will be left of Palestine, and the Arab 

Palestinian people, when Israel is finished?  
 

The destruction that has already happened is too much! Its been too much since around 1948. 

And in the past couple months... it soars beyond description. Its utterly holocaustal. 
at December 17, 2023 No comments:  
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Saturday, December 16, 2023 

News Update on the Destruction of Palestine 
Eyewitness testimony and footage reveals escalation 

 in Israel's occupation tactics in West 

Bank  https://youtu.be/ZC6bMfikaiQ?si=SJS_3nIOcxexjGo2 

 

The images from Gaza are getting worse | The Listening Post 

https://youtu.be/teFpoA_hMgc?si=22OkcXj140ebi3y- 
 

John Mearsheimer: Israel is choosing 'apartheid' 

or 'ethnic cleansing' | The Bottom Line 

https://youtu.be/rc0mws9NT-0?si=1pv0a5272PNNEgbn 
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Tuesday, December 12, 2023 

Christmas Poem for Palestine 
This Christmas I will be doing my usual prayer candle lighting. And I've added Palestine to 

my list of people to light a prayer candle for. Below is a poem I wrote about this. Please join 

me in these prayers... 

Palestine Christmas 2023 
copyright 12-11-2023 Sharon Rose Poet 

 

Light a candle for the safety 

That must find the Arab race, 

And a candle for the martyrs 

Who are now in a better place. 

Light a candle for the survivors 

Whose relatives passed away, 

And a candle for the Love 

Their tears can help to stay - 

Light a candle for the healing 
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Of every angry, broken heart, 

And a candle for dear Allah 

Who will Light another star. 

Light a candle for freedom 

To finally meet each day, 

And a candle for peace 

To never again stray. 
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People Threatened for Supporting Palestinian People 
I've gotten death threats and a lot of harassment for standing up for the Palestinian people. 

And it appears that many other people have experienced similar things. We must be brave. 

 

WE MUST NOT LET OURSELVES BE BULLIED OR 

THREATENED INTO NOT STANDING UP FOR WHAT WE 

BELIEVE IN AND FOR WHAT IS RIGHT - FOR FREEDOM AND 

SAFETY AND PEACE FOR ALL OF HUMANITY. 
at December 12, 2023 No comments:  
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Monday, December 11, 2023 

Israel's Deception 
I find it shocking that the people of Israel actually think they are "God's chosen people" in 

the holy lands. What my heart and soul sees is the complete opposite of this. And I trust what 

I sense because it is validated by the behaviors of Israel's creators and leaders, and also by its 

new settlers who have been planted in the Palestinian territories. 

   Their evil is evident in the manipulative and thieving and violent ways they've behaved 

toward the Palestinian people, from the start of the aim to turn Palestine into "the Jewish 

state of Israel." And their obviously cruel aims to terrorize and get rid of the Palestinian 

people, who resist the invasion, has been going on for over 75 years now. So its not just 

Netanyahu and his supporters. 

    

There is absolutely nothing Godly about Israel and its supporters. 

People who have a genuine connection to God/Love have hearts that 

treat people with kindness and compassion and consideration for their 

needs and rights and feelings - the complete opposite of what Israel 

has been doing to the Arab and Palestinian people for over 70 years 

now. 

   I completely agree with the real Jewish people who call for the 

peaceful dismantling of Israel and freedom for all of Palestine. The evil 
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forces cannot win, for the sake of what is left of the Palestinians, as well as for the rest of 

humanity. 

 

Just because Israel has now backed off from the current round of obviously genocidal 

bombings, in order to save face after "genocide" was being publicized, does not mean this is 

not what it has been going. Israel has repeatedly, deceitfully tried to hide its evil behaviors, 

and blames its victims for them, instead of taking responsibility. Its been doing this through 

the past 75 years, while using the "Jewish" people as a shield. It has repeatedly projected its 

own evil behaviors onto the Palestinians and anyone who supports the Palestinians - the 

"evil" the hateful prejudice, the terroristic violence...etc. And its up to us to not accept 

Israel's projected deceptions and fabrications any longer. Truly Godly people do not do what 

Israel does. Period. 
 

The Palestinian Resistance - the "Hamas" fighters only exist and fight because of Israels evil 

manipulations and ongoing terrorizing killings, and ongoing thefts, and intentional 

displacement of, and unjust imprisonment of Palestinian people. The real "evil terrorists" are 

Israel's aware leaders and supporters. This is the truth. Its not fair for us to blame Israel's 

victims - the Palestinian Resistance (Hamas), who were forced to resort to fighting back, due 

to being too horribly hurt for too long and not having enough help from the rest of humanity. 

EVERY human being is capable of violence, under extremely abusive, life threatening 

circumstances. And the way to prevent this is to stop the abuse and life threatening 

circumstance, instead of killing the victims who fight back against it. (This is just common 

sense.) In this situation the way to prevent the violence is to stop Israel's abusive and thieving 

and violent and deceptive occupation in Palestine...and let a free Palestine heal back into the 

peace that existed before Israel's intrusion. 
 

The truth in this situation is very obvious to anyone who has a heart and a bit of common 

sense, and everyone who is not deceived or controlled/brainwashed by the evil that sustains 

Israel's violent existence in Palestine. ALL of humanity should be made aware and should be 

free to see and sense the truth. 

We must set Palestine and humanity free, 

 so that we can all heal into peace. 
at December 11, 2023 No comments:  

Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

Friday, December 8, 2023 

The UN Paralyzed in Call for Cease Fire! 
Several members of the United Nation have been begging the UN security council to take 

action and demand a cease fire to stop Israel's destruction of Gaza and the Palestinian people. 

But they have not yet succeeded, due to being vetoed by the USA official who is in the council. 

:-( 

   This report also shows the USA spokesman, in the UN, talking about Israel as if it is 

America, which (to me) is an indication of him either reading something Israel wrote for him 
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to read, or of being a puppet who has been brainwashed - a mind control victim who just 

repeats what Israel officials say, even though it is out of context.  

Draft resolution from the UAE demands an 

immediate humanitarian truce in 

Gaza  https://youtu.be/XrXawZBGG9A?si=EdJioK2JDgXsiVtj 
at December 08, 2023 No comments:  

Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

Tuesday, December 5, 2023 

Dreams of Evil in Israel 
I've had two dreams about people being turned into robot type things. And I am now sure 

that Israel is connected to this. Read more on this 

page... https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/p/dream-of-mechanical-human-beings.html 
at December 05, 2023 No comments:  

Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

Sunday, December 3, 2023 

Cease Fire... 
Israel please permanently cease fire and set Palestine free, now. 

 

Israeli behaviors toward the Palestinians, since its conception 

over 70 years ago, have been literally evil and must be stopped. 
at December 03, 2023 No comments:  

Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

How Many Have Been Traumatized? 

There has been a lot of talk about how many have been killed in Gaza. And there's been a 

little talk about how many have been wounded. But I've heard no talk about how many have 

been emotionally traumatized, although this is often the worse and longest lasting effect. 

ALL Types of Violence Should be Illegal, 

Including Emotional Abuse. And a "Declaration 

of War" Should NOT Make Any of it OK. 

at December 03, 2023 No comments:  

Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

The Violence was Preventable 
If the USA, and other Israel supporters, had supported freedom and peace for BOTH 

Palestine and Israel, none of the violence would be happening on either side. Think about 

this, please, and turn into the other direction. 
at December 03, 2023 No comments:  

Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

Genuine Help for Palestine 
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Any nation or organization, that genuinely wants to help the Palestinian people, should be 

taking actions that force a permanent cease fire and the complete end to Israel's occupation 

in Palestine, beyond at least the 1947 UN established borders, and help Palestine to become 

an independent state and rebuild itself without any sort of interference from Israel and its 

supporters. Period.  
at December 03, 2023 No comments:  

Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

The Day After 
"There is no other solution but to uproot the cause... the [Israeli] occupation has to leave. leave 

and everything else will fall into place; democracy, security, prosperity." ~ Dr. Husam Zomlot 

 

If I were the Palestinian people, and Israel was really backing out of its occupation of 

Palestine, at least to the UN established 1967 boundaries; I would not want Israel, the USA or 

any other pro-Israel nation, to be involved in the politics of reconstruction. I'd want the PLO 

and Palestine's kind and genuine supporters to be the ones to figure out the details of 

reconstruction. 

   Judging by what I've seen, the Palestinian PLO is very capable. In fact, Husam Zomlot 

seems far more functional and capable than all of the Israel and all of the current USA 

officials put together. I wish we had a man like him running for President in the USA. 

   The only reason that the Palestinian government has not been able to hold their own is due 

to Israel's (and its supporter's) political manipulations and interference, and invasions, which 

actually created the whole Hamas problem to begin with. The way that they should help is 

through ending Israel's occupation and destruction of Palestine and the Palestinian people, 

since they have good relations with Israel. ALL of the supporters of Israel's evil occupation 

and invasions should stop interfering and let Palestine have its independence and rebuild 

itself politically as well as economically. Husam Zomlot addressed this situation in the video I 

share below. Here is a quote from this video.... 

 

"There is only one solution. And that solution is there. Its been sitting there for a long time. It 

lacked international, political will... There is already a state of Palestine. Its recognized in 141 

states. There is a Palestinian government. And we need to make sure that, that government can 

provide for its people in Gaza, in Jerusalem, in the West Bank.... There has to be a 

comprehensive solution. And of course matters need to be discussed. But the state of Palestine 

needs to be dealt with by the international community.... We all go to the UN and the US and the 

UK need to remove their veto from us becoming a full member state in the United Nation system. 

We sit as a mature community of nations and we sort all this out. Palestinians have an address, 

Palestinians have a government, Palestinians have a flag and Palestinians... are united by their 

goal.... The PLO as a government has full legitimacy. The PLO as a state will be providing for its 

people in the West Bank and Gaza and East Jerusalum. We'll convene elections in all these 

areas and let people decide. Let OUR people decide. And let the world accept whatever our 

people decide... We need to give [our]people hope. We need to give [our] people a sense of 

direction... We need to bring all this horrible negative energy and turn it into a positive 

moment." ~ Dr. Husam 

Zomlot https://youtu.be/amKnSybgv8s?si=Gr5EiOCW7O7eL6Or&t=1610  
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"There is no other solution but to uproot the cause... the [Israeli] occupation has to leave. leave 

and everything else will fall into place; democracy, security, prosperity." ~ Dr. Husam Zomlot 

 

As for Israel's "what if" fears; grow up and take responsibility for what you have done. Stop 

giving Palestinian and Arab militant groups a reason to fight back - stop invading and killing 

and manipulating and controlling and lying. Its simple. Learn how to be a good neighbor. 
 

Israel should not be allowed to use the USA, or any other place, in 

order to continue manipulating and controlling Palestine. Its not OK 

to kill and terrorize people and then zoom in to take advantage of 

their state of trauma...etc. It just isn't. Let them have genuine support 

and good considerate help. And the evil forces should not use the 

pharmaceutical and radio wave type of manipulative control against 

the Palestinians and their leaders either. Palestine should be fully set 

free, and so should the rest of humanity. 
at December 03, 2023 No comments:  
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Saturday, December 2, 2023 

An Obvious Solution 
It is VERY obvious that the first step in the solution has to address the root cause of the 

problem. The root cause of all the violence, on both sides, is Israel's decades long occupation 

of Palestinian lands, and this has to completely stop. Israel has to pull out of the lands it 

invaded, at least back to the UN established 1967 boarders. 

   Below is a list of Quotes by Hasum Zomlot, which spell out this situation in a very clear and 

common sense way. The solutions are so obvious that they should not even have to be said, 

but here it is again for all those who have been brainwashed into thinking things are the 

opposite of what they truly are. 

   Now that Israel has continued its destruction of Gaza and the slaughter and displacement of 

the Palestinian people in both Gaza and the West Bank, Husam's optimism here is sad. He 

and his people just want freedom in at least just PART of their own lands, and the evil forces 

in our world, do not want to let them have it. This is the bottom line. 

 

 

Quotes by Husam Zomlot 

 

"The crimes Israel has committed against my people over the last 75 years is recorded... 

What Israel experienced on Oct 7th is what Palestinians experience on a regular basis.... The 

source of the violence is [Israel's] military occupation. Everything else is a reaction [to that]... 

The root cause [of all the violence on both sides] is Israels military occupation." 

 

"We reject, whole heartedly, completely, the targeting of citizens from ALL sides." 
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"This situation has nothing to do with Israels claim to irradicate Hamas...from day one the 

plan is very clear - the plan is to irradicate the Palestinian people, and by the way, not only in 

Gaza, follow what has happened in the West Bank in the last few weeks. See how many 

Palestinians were killed by the Israeli army and the illegal settler militias - illegal settler 

terrorist groups... maybe it is happening at a lower scale [in the West Bank], but it is 

happening there too... This does not belong to our age and time.... this is the dark ages... 

Israel, in the past six weeks has succeeded in normalizing horror... If we don't hold those who 

committed these atrocities to account, we are waiting for the next tragedy... Justice has to be 

served, or else they'll do it again..." 

 

"We submitted a request to give the ICC full mandate. In that mandate we said, you come 

investigate war crimes and crimes against humanity, by anybody (including Hamas) in the 

land of the occupied state of Palestine. And the ICC came out and said, we have the full 

mandate now, but unfortunately the ICC has been dragging its feet...because countries like 

the US and the UK have been blocking the ICC from doing its duty... Why do countries like 

the US and the UK...deprive the Palestinian people from peaceful legal means?... Our 

international order was based on two premises. The first is, war should never be the first 

option... second, should war be an option, as a last resort, there are rules. Third, there has to 

be accountability when war is conducted. Israel has demolished all three, completely... Now 

we need to go back to our rules... There is only one solution. And that solution its there. Its 

been sitting there for a long time. It lacked international, political will." 

 

"The state of Palestine needs to be dealt with by the international community.... We need to 

give people hope. We need to give people a sense of direction... We need to bring all this 

horrible negative energy and turn it into a positive moment. There is no time for small 

measures now... And I think its possible. The two state solution has an international 

consensus... So why not implement it.... The world wanted to implement it 30 years ago and 

they dragged their feet. Perhaps this is the time. Thirty years is long enough for not 

implementing your own policy... We have 83 UN security council resolutions...Implement 

them!...There are international standards that must be applied.... Stop making Israel an 

exception to all these rules. Stop." 

 

"Stop killing me. Stop colonizing me on my land. Get the hell out of the land. And then we 

will discus if your security concerns are not met..."  
 

"Many people around the world think that the two state solution is a Palestinian demand. No 

its not. The two state solution is a Palestinian concession.... we accepted the two state solution, 

not as our demand, but as our compromise. We can not accept less than the 1967 borders.... 

they will not accept less than what was offered by UN security council and they can never give 

more... This is the line... Lets go for that line. Lets level the field.... and let us have two states, 

equal - equal among nations..." 

 

"This is a time when we really tell Israel, OK, you want to be a member of this family of 

nations, you have got to behave like the rest of the nations... Perhaps this is an opportunity to 

tell the world and tell Netanyahu---- Stop there... you can not bypass the Palestinian issue... 
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you can not kill thousands of women and children like this, you can not bombard our own UN 

system.... " 

 

"Who has the right to defend themselves? Is it the occupier or the occupied? Think with me. 

The world has adopted terminology and words... that have flipped things upside down, for 

decades. Its we who have the right to defend itself, not the occupier." [Israel is the occupier] 

 

"There is no other solution but to uproot the cause... the [Israeli] occupation has to leave. 

leave and everything else will fall into place; democracy, security, prosperity." 

 

Israel-Hamas at war: Palestine’s Ambassador to the 

UK  https://youtu.be/amKnSybgv8s?si=H8bky1rCrRwZ5xyq 
at December 02, 2023 No comments:  
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Friday, December 1, 2023 

What Really Happened on Oct 7th 
There have been several testimonies, which point to things not being the way 
Israel said they were; https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/p/what-really-happened-
oct-7th.html 
 
 
Thursday, November 30, 2023 

Husam Zomlot - A Ray of Light for Palestinians 
Husam Zomlot is truly a ray of Light for the Palestinian People. His honest, 
caring, intelligent common sense is just what they need.  
 

Husam Zomlot - You tube Playlist of Videos 
 https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/p/husam-zomlot-ray-of-light.html 

 

 

Leveling the Scales 
The world has been hearing, primarily only the Israel side of this situation for 
over 70 years. It is time for the Palestinian side to be heard and for the full 
truth to be revealed. And this is my focus here on this blog. 
 

"The only way that you can begin to understand this conflict and this 
tragedy is by hearing the voices from every side." ~ TRIP Interviewer  

Thursday, November 30, 2023 

They Blame their Victims 
The evil in our world attacks it's victims, and then exposes it's victim's 
negative reactions, in order to make them look like the bad guys. This is what 
Israel has been doing to Palestine. Its what I call the "blame the victim 
scenario." But Husam Zomlot put it much better when he said they focus 
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on "the reaction instead of the action." The war did not start of Oct 7 - Oct 7th 
was a reaction to what Israel had already been doing. 
 
 
Wednesday, November 29, 2023 

A Good Palestinian Leader 
The reporter in this interview is so programmed with the Israeli propaganda 
that he seemed incapable of comprehending Hasam's common sense and 
clear explanations. 
    I feel better, now that I know the Palestinians have Husam Zomlot on their 
side. He made perfect sense to me and I have felt many of the same truths that 
he expresses. I too feel that we are at a huge and critical crossroad, and the 
wrong turn, or just a continuation on the current USA and Israeli path for 
Palestine, is going to be devastating for all of humanity. And I agree with him 
that this just must not happen. Its time for the right and just and good 
direction to be chosen, for freedom and peace for Palestine and all of 
humanity. Its time for Israel's evil to be stopped. And its best that it be done 
peacefully.  

 

Israel-Hamas at war: Palestine’s Ambassador to the 
UK  https://youtu.be/amKnSybgv8s?si=H8bky1rCrRwZ5xyq 

 

Example of a "Palestinian Prisoner" 
I've seen many news reports, which state that the prisoners, which Hamas 
has wanted to have released, are all criminals and terrorists types of people. 
But most of them are actually children. Apparently Israel holds thousands of 
untried children in prison for years, for things as minor as posting the 
Palestinian flag on social media. 
   And, as they are released, the Israeli officials either deliver threats to arrest 
them again or telling them and their families to not talk to the media and to 
not celebrate their release and not even tell relatives they are coming home. 
Below is just one video about this. Most of the Palestinian children, who have 
been set free, are too scared to talk to reporters. 

 

'They Assaulted All The Girls' - Jailed For Posting a Palestinian 
Flag  https://youtu.be/jQP-eKSk21U?si=U1wsM_rtDtDmhz_N 

 

Testimony of a Displaced Palestinian 
Interview with Mohamed Hadid amid Israel's onslaught in 

Gaza https://youtu.be/JSiGSxI3nVU?si=ZkgNugRi5DAzP1vr 

 

What Bothers me Most 

https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/a-good-palestine-leader.html
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/example-of-palestinian-prisoner.html
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/testimony-of-displaced-palestinian.html
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/what-bothers-me-most.html
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Some people think its just the graphic news reports from Gaza that is bothering so many 
people. But that is not what has been most upsetting to me.... 

 

What Bothers Me Most 

https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/p/what-bothers-me-most.html 
 
 
Tuesday, November 28, 2023 

Two Speeches by Hamas Official, Osama Hamdan 
I've had a hard time finding speeches or interviews showing Hamas Officials. Web searches 
have only come up with a couple short ones that show the types of reporters who rudely 
accuse and do not allow the Hamas official to explain or finish answering questions. But I 
just found these through Al Jazeera.  
 

Notice that the interview below was FIVE YEARS AGO, which 
shows part of the problems that existed BEFORE Oct 7th. 

 https://youtu.be/fqC5KlFCkq0?si=Wx-UawAaaBPu0tWR 
 
 

Notice how youtube has placed an age restriction on the video below, which 
would deter many people. I watched this and there is absolutely nothing on it 
that can justify the restriction.  

 

Senior Hamas official at a press conference in Beirut Today 
 https://youtu.be/IelcxV-b69U?si=3r86AScx312fIcfd 

 
 
 

 

A Touching Speach by UN Ambassador 
Palestinian Ambassador calls for a permanent ceasefire at UNGA 

https://youtu.be/6SPgVqTvbNw?si=eBQzkP-iHT5z0A7C 

 

The Real Thieves of Palestine? 
It appears that this holocaustal crisis in Palestine, like many others in 
humanity's history, has deep roots in the Catholic/Christian aim for 
domination... 
 

The Real Thieves of Palestine? 
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/p/the-real-thieves-of-

palestine.html 

 

This Blog and I are Being Targeted 
Please excuse the condition of this blog. The right column is no longer functioning on the 
home page, due to this blog being targeted by those who do not want this information to 

https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/p/what-bothers-me-most.html
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/speach-by-hamas-official-osama-hamdan.html
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/a-touching-speach-by-un-ambassador.html
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/the-real-thieves-of-palestine.html
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/p/the-real-thieves-of-palestine.html
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/p/the-real-thieves-of-palestine.html
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/this-blog-and-i-are-being-targeted.html
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reach people. I have also been being targeted. Aside from being harassed and threatened 
and periodically blocked on youtube, I have experienced one severe life threatening 
microwave weapon attack, and one very painful laser weapon attack, microwave induced 
sleep deprivation, an unusual amount of dead animals appearing at the end of a driveway 
and on roads I frequent, periods of being blocked from the web, and problems with the 
functionality of my car and my computer...etc. Even the library I go to, for the use of safer 
PC computers, suddenly closed, forcing me to use a more infiltratable laptop with public 
wifi. Some of these things may be a coincidence, but certainly not all of them. 
   I was being targeted before I started realizing the Palestinian plight. But my writing about 
it has definitely triggered the typical type of severe vamp ups that, not only interfere with 
my research and writings, but also try to torture and terrorize me into silence. It has been 
the same as what usually happens when I figure out and aim to expose the most important 
parts of the evil targeting of humanity, like the mind control and the weather wars, and the 
satellite surveillance and laser weapon systems being used on humanity ...etc. 
 
Update 12-5-2023; Aside from interference with the functionality of this blog, I also noticed 
that that they had swapped around the addresses of a few videos. They put a UN official 
video in a post about Hamas, and put a music video in the post about the UN official. I 
checked this against my back-up and am sure it was not my mistake. In past infiltrations 
they have altered my writings. I don't know if this si happening here too, but it may be. 
Please just be aware and do not blame me for what they do. 

 

The Information War 
This situation has fallen into an "information war" and I hope that all of 
humanity will soon realize that those who are pro-Israel are either unaware 
of the history of Palestine and are just blindly believing Israel and the 
controlled parts of the media, or are brainwashed puppets, or are part of the 
evil forces that lie and cheat and steal and kill people and fabricate things, 
and then blame their victims for it and pretend that they are the ones who are 
the victims. 
   But I have learned that severely brainwashed - mind control victims are next 
to impossible to convince of the truth, unless it comes from an authority they 
know and trust. I hope more and more of the world keeps realizing the truths 
and standing up. I hope officials start taking actions to stop Israel and restore 
ALL of Palestine and save what is left of the Palestinian people. 
 
 
Sunday, November 26, 2023 

Puzzling Facts and Questions 
Real Jewish people say they are completely opposed to Israel and its theft of 
Palestine and its treatment of the Palestinian people and its existence. And 
they say that they have been being targeted in Israel. So, who or what are the 
"Jewish" people that "Israel" was created for, if they are not the real Jewish 
people? 
 

Zionists say they are "Jewish", but they were initially the "Christian 
Restoration Movement" and the Christian, especially the Catholic leaders, 
have always disliked Jews because they denounce Jesus. So why do the 

https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/the-information-war.html
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/puzzling-facts-and-questions.html
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Christians want the Jews in Palestine's holy lands, even though they have no 
positive connection to Jesus? 

Do the Zionists control or brainwash the people in Israel, or are they free to 
think and feel and do what they want to? It appears that they are just puppets 
who are programmed to say they are "Jewish" and to harass or fight against 
the native Palestinians. Generally speaking. 
 
 
 
Saturday, November 25, 2023 

Testimonies of a Real Jew 
I found this video fascinating. It appears that the Jewish people, who are in 
the pro-Israel movement, are actually going completely against the beliefs of 
the real Jewish people. It appears that this new sect of Zionist lead "Jews" are 
not really Jews who follow the Jewish faith, yet they are now using the Jewish 
religion, and "antisemitic" claims, in order to justify getting rid of the 
Palestinian people and stealing the rest of Palestine. 
   Literally, everything that Rabbi Dovid Weiss said about Israel, 11 YEARS 
AGO, is the complete opposite of what the Zionists and pro-Israel "Jewish" 
people say. And here is the kicker; they also call this Jewish rabbi and all his 
fellow real Jews, "antisemitic!" But listen to what he says about that.... 

 
Rabbi Dovid Weiss: Zionism has created 'rivers of blood' 

https://youtu.be/7S17Fr8z_Oo?si=Ae1N3RR0Le-CXSPO 

 

The Roots of the Zionist Movement 
It turns out that the Zionists were initially a Christian movement, that started 
in the early 1800s, and was called the Restoration Movement. 
https://renew.org/restoration-movement-history 

   It was about promoting Christianity and making sure that people did not 
sway away from Jesus. It became the "Zionist" movement just prior to the 
aim to bring the Jewish people to Palestine and turn it into the "Jewish state 
of Israel." 
 

In 1904 Theodor Herzl, (also known as "the father of modern political 
Zionism") formed the modern political Zionists organization, which 
promoted Jewish immigration to Palestine, in order to form a "Jewish state." 
 

God, help humanity to recover from the damage 

that heartless religious leaders have inflicted. 

  
FYI: God is Love. And Love does not support violent wars or any of the other 
bad things people do. God, doesn't do it - God is the Love that helps us 
through it. 

https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/testimony-of-real-jew.html
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/the-zionist-role-in-destruction-of.html
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Friday, November 24, 2023 

A Day of Freedom for Some 
Its good to see some of the captives from both sides being set free, and some 
aide being brought into Gaza. Thanks to Qatar and Hamas pushing for a deal 
from the start, and to all the civilian hearts who stood up for a cease fire and 
humanitarian aide. Now we must have all the rest of the captives from both 
sides set free, and all of Palestine and the Palestinian people set free....and 
permanent peace so that healing can take place. 

 

The Worse Terror 
From my vantage point Israel is FAR more "terroristic" than Hamas, and has 
fabricated or exaggerated a lot of things, just to use Hamas as an excuse to kill 
off masses of Palestinian Arabs and try to terrorize the rest into leaving. 
Israels rounds of this terror against the Palestinians has been going on for 
over 70 years, and started long before Hamas even existed. To see the full 
truth we must look at the bigger picture, instead of only at isolated events 
claimed by Israel, and this is what I do. BOTH sides have done wrong, but 
which side is the invader? Israel. And which side has inflicted the most 
terror? Israel, by far. 
 
 
Thursday, November 23, 2023 

The "Right to Exist" 
Pro-Israel people have been repeatedly declaring that "Israel has a right to 
exist," yet through its recent birth it completely disregarded Palestine's right 
to exist, and the Palestinian people's right to exist. 
 
BOTH Palestine and a "Jewish State" have a right to exist, but the Jewish state 
of Israel has no right to exist in Palestine, without the permission of the 
Palestinian people, especially since it has been destroying Palestine and the 
Palestinian people.  
 

Palestine must be set free and restored. 
 
 
Wednesday, November 22, 2023 

Another Great Truthful Speach 
Palestine's UN Rep. Nada Abu Tarbush 

 EXPOSES Israel's War Crimes in 
Gaza  https://youtu.be/exMIunx37Po?si=12OJveDTAKG8IKbW 

 
 
Tuesday, November 21, 2023 

https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/a-day-of-freedom-for-some.html
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/the-worse-terror.html
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/the-right-to-exist.html
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/another-great-truthful-speach.html
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A Genuine and Passionate Stand 
I have great respect for this kind of directness and honesty, that is delivered with a passion 
that clearly comes from genuine care. This is a magnificent speech. I hope it was heard as 
well as it was delivered. 

 

Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett, "The world is responsible 
for failing to call out the reality of the Israeli regime" 

https://youtu.be/QfwVvOBrB6A?si=O5pg4ixa7_nK2MGt 

 

Israel IS Responsible... 
Israel truly is responsible for what it has done to the Palestinian people since 
its invasion of Palestine around the 1940s. But it keeps trying to evade this 
and now places all the blame on Hamas - on "terrorism", even though Hamas 
did not even form until 1986, and is primarily just a militant group of 
freedom fighting Palestinians in the Gaza strip that Israel wants to steal or 
completely control. 
   Someone tried getting me to face what Hamas has done through getting me 
to read a 2015 Amnesty International report, which was instigated by Israel. 
And here is a link to the article I wrote about 
this. https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/p/israel-is-responsible-for-its-
own.html 
 
 
Monday, November 20, 2023 

Poetry for Palestine 
Its time for all to see our good - 

For life here to be as it should. 
All we ever wanted was peace 

On our land here by the sea! 

Our Palestine must be free. 
 

The rest of this poem and more poetry is on 
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/p/poetry-about-palestine.html 

 
 
Sunday, November 19, 2023 

A Sad and Brave Testimony from Israeli Woman 
I was glad to see that there are some people in Israel who can look at the 
whole truth instead of joining the blood thirsty hate against the Palestinians. 
But it puts them in a very difficult position in Israel. I could feel the pain in 
this woman as she spoke... 
 

https://youtu.be/NVby0bw8nAE?si=N9vl2HxvmGhp8GyS 
 
 
 
 

https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/i-genuinely-passionate-stand.html
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/israel-is-responsible.html
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/p/israel-is-responsible-for-its-own.html
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/p/israel-is-responsible-for-its-own.html
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/poetry-for-palestine.html
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/p/poetry-about-palestine.html
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/a-sad-and-brave-testimony-from-israeli.html
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Saturday, November 18, 2023 

What Makes Masses of Jewish and Other pro-Israel 
People so Heartless? 
 
It is very likely that they are victims of human enslavement, either through being brain 
damaged or through the pharmaceuticals that block their hearts and makes them easily 
brainwashable. If this is the case, those who lead and use them, are the ones who are 
responsible, not only for what has been being done to the Palestinian people through 
the past several decades (as well as now), but also for what has been done to masses of 
Jewish and other people, in order to turn them into heartless puppets who go along 
with it. Over and over again I have been stunned by their cruelty and the pain they seem 
to be gladly inflicting upon the Palestinian people. I have to keep reminding myself that 
at least some of them are most likely mind control victim. 

The Core Problem 

www.poeticpublications.com/mind2023.pdf 
 

Freedom's Peace Paper  
http://www.poeticpublications.com/freedomspeacepaper.pdf 

 
 This core problem pdf was one of the first things I'd put on this blog. The page I put it on was taken down 
by whoever has infiltrated my blog or computer. To me, this is added proof that it is an important part of 
this situation - a part that the evil forces do not want people to know. Please help spread the word and 
pray for freedom and peace for Palestine and all other people who need it and should have it for other 
reasons.  
 
The mind control program must be exposed and stopped, in order for things to get better. 
 
 
 
Friday, November 17, 2023 

I am being Targeted 
They have been threatening me and infiltrating my computer, and interfering with the functions in this 
blog, and blocking me from the web, and nuking me and now they are disabling my car. I live in my car so 
this is very scary. Its all I have left. I will not survive without it. They appear to be doing this to try to force 
me to stop standing up for the Palestinians. It looks like I may not have a choice but to stop. Please help 
this info to reach other people. 
 
 
 
Thursday, November 16, 2023 

Amnesty International Report on Palestine 
 
This report, from Amnesty International, was written in February 2022. It 
explains some of the plight of the Palestinian people, BEFORE Oct 7th. 
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2022/02/israels-apartheid-against-palestinians-a-cruel-
system-of-domination-and-a-crime-against-humanity/ 
 
 

https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/what-makes-jewishisrael-people-so.html
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/what-makes-jewishisrael-people-so.html
http://www.poeticpublications.com/mind2023.pdf
http://www.poeticpublications.com/freedomspeacepaper.pdf
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/i-am-being-targeted.html
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/amnesty-international.html
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2022/02/israels-apartheid-against-palestinians-a-cruel-system-of-domination-and-a-crime-against-humanity/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2022/02/israels-apartheid-against-palestinians-a-cruel-system-of-domination-and-a-crime-against-humanity/
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Wednesday, November 15, 2023 

There is Now More Hope 
Israel refused this UN proposal, because they did not say they "condemn Hamas"...etc. But the fact that it 
was not vetoed is a good sign. 

The UN Security Council adopts a resolution 

 for ‘humanitarian pauses’ in Gaza. 
https://youtu.be/YwWp5G6hRSE?si=NsSNqD2StydZc6ga 

 
 
 
Tuesday, November 14, 2023 

The Pro-Israel Protests In America 
 
I found the pro-Israel protests in America frightening. It felt like we are losing America and all that it used to 
stand for. It felt like Israel's secret blood thirsty hate and prejudice was infiltrating America. As I watched the 
crowds fill the streets with Israel flags my fear turned to anger. I wondered how the Palestinian people in 
America must have felt. I'm sure it made them feel less safe here. It made me feel less safe here. 
 
The Jewish planned pro-Israel protests inconsiderately turned a grave situation for Palestinians into a petty 
protest competition here in America. Some parts of it were cruel to the Palestinians; "No cease fire" some 
chanted as over ten thousand Palestinians get slaughtered in the little sliver of Palestine that Israel has not yet 
completely stolen. 
   Beneath the videos of the news broadcasts of the Israel rallys and protests were hoards of comments that 
bragged about how superior and "civilized" and "peaceful" their own protests were, and how much larger they 
were, in comparison to that of the Palestinians whom they were falsely and negatively labeling. 
   Of course the Palestinian protests were more emotional, because they were a painfilled stand for their the 
freedoms they lost decades ago, and for their thousands of suffering people who are now going through yet 
another round of being cruelly slaughtered yet another time...etc. Far too much pain and suffering has been 
inflicted upon the Palestinian people, through many decades now, and it just has to stop! 
 
I HAVE NEVER IN MY LIFE, JUDGED ANYONE BASED ON THEIR RELIGION OR RACE, BUT I 
DO JUDGE PEOPLE AND RELIGIONS BASED ON THEIR BEHAVIORS TOWARD OTHER 
PEOPLE...AND I FEEL THAT THE ISRAEL AND JEWISH PEOPLE'S BEHAVIORS IN THIS 
WHOLE SITUATION IN ISRAEL, AS WELL AS HERE IN AMERICA, ARE DISPICABLE AND 
ARE A DISGRACE TO THE HUMAN RACE. I HOPE THEY FIND THEIR HEARTS. MAY JUSTICE 
AND TRUTH AND FREEDOM AND PEACE WIN FOR PALESTINE AND ALL OF HUMANITY. 

 
Call to Boycott Israel 
 
Violence does not solve the core problem in Palestine/"Israel" - It just exacerbates it on both 
sides. The past several decades have proven this. So, I beg BOTH sides to please stop all forms 
of violence. And I beg the rest of humanity to please let your hearts do every possible peaceful 
thing to stop Israel's continued occupation of Palestine and their decades long aims to get rid of 
the Palestinian people instead of setting things right and returning what they have stolen from 
them. I think we should... 
 

BOYCOTT ISRAEL UNTIL IT HAS RETURNED PALESTINE AND SET THE PALESTINIANS 
FREE. AND DO NOT STOP UNTIL ITS COMPLETELY DONE AND PEACE AND FREEDOM HAVE 
BEEN PERMINENTLY ACCOMPLISHED. 
 

https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/there-is-now-more-hope.html
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/the-israel-protests.html
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/call-to-boycott-israel.html
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A Powerful Palestinian Speech 
 
It is very clear, in this speech, as well as many others, that the Palestinians are not going to take anymore abuse, that 
peace will not come until justice is served. In this case Irelands Palestinian Ambassador said, "Neither peace, nor 
security will prevail while the rights of the Palestinian people are denied." And nobody, who knows the history and 
what Israel has done to them, can fairly blame the Palestinians for taking this sort of stand. What can be fairly blamed is 
those who continue to hurt them and steal from them and kill them and displace them...etc., and expect them to just leave and not fight 
back. 
   The ball has always been in the court of Israel and its supporters. And it still is. Will Irael stop the horrid lethal and dehumanizing 
abuse and theft... and undo the wrongs it has done to the Palestinians and their beloved Palestine? Time will tell. But I pray that they 
are forced to and that the Palestinian people refrain from striking back, through stooping to Israel's level in 
attacking innocent civilians. Two wrongs never made a right. Surely there are other ways to see to it that justice is 
served, even though those other ways have failed in the past. Perhaps it is time for the laws, that were 
implemented to protect ALL of humanity's freedoms and rights and safety and homes and lands, to start working 
properly for the Palestinian people. I pray so. Better late than never. 

 

Full Speech from the Palestinian Ambassador 
to Ireland - Dr Jilan Wahba 

Abdalmajid  https://youtu.be/nscmLVGEsbo?si=ME3RazMWf1YRHYkS 

 

Computer Infiltrations 

 
I have noticed that the word, Israel, was replaced with "Palestine" in my Nov. 9th article about the 
condemnation stuff. I do not know if it was my mistake or if it was due the computer infiltrations I have 
been experiencing. I fixed it on this blog and on my newest back-up for it on my website is now 
at www.poeticpublications.com/palestine5.pdf. 
 
The previous back-up pdf is at www.poeticpublications.com/palestine.pdf. And my initial stand was 
on www.sharonrosepoet.blogspot.com. Hopefully those writings and others on this blog have not 
been altered. I'm too overwhelmed to re-check them all right now. 
 
 
 
Sunday, November 12, 2023 

The Projections and Dehumanization 
 
The Projections; One of the many things I've learned, through witnessing how evil forces operate, is that 
they tend to project their own behaviors onto their victims. In general; what they say their victims have 
done is often what they have done, and what they say their victims will do is often what they plan to do, 
and what they say their victims are, is often what they themselves are. They pit their victims against each 
other. They pretend to be the ones who are the victims, when their victims say anything about it. And 
they tend to heavily target people who have the deepest and most Loving hearts, as well as people who are 
less controllable than most - people who have creative minds and follow their own instincts rather than 
what they are told. It can be very hard for some people to realize the real truths, due to how manipulative 
they are. However, in some cases its easy to see. 

https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/a-powerful-palestinian-speach.html
https://youtu.be/nscmLVGEsbo?si=ME3RazMWf1YRHYkS
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/computer-infiltrations.html
http://www.poeticpublications.com/palestine5.pdf
http://www.sharonrosepoet.blogspot.com/
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/the-projections-and-dehumanization.html
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In this situation, the historical facts clearly show that 
Israel is truly the one who is the aggressive invader who 
wants to wipe out Palestine and get rid of the Palestinian 
people, and that the Palestinian people are truly the real 
victims who have been forced to resist the invasion and 
defend themselves and fight for their lives and their 
homes and their lands. 

I feel that Israel has fabricated and orchestrated and intentionally provoked many things, in order to make 
themselves look like the victims and make the Palestinians (Hamas) look like the bad guys. It is sad when 
the real victims strike back, like Hamas has, because this helps to make the lies seem true, in the eyes of 
unaware people. Its like biting the hook. Israel has obviously been using Hamas attacks as an excuse to kill 
off masses of Palestinian people for many decades now. Israel claims that Hamas started it, but the 
Hamas attacks have been responses to Israel's invasions and violent attacks and other 
cruel behaviors against the Palestinian people. 
 
The "dehumanization." The obvious dehumanization of the Palestinian people is very similar to that 
which has been being done to "Targeted Individuals." 
   In the dehumanization of the Palestinian people (Hamas); the world has been being convinced that they 
are worthless "animals" and "terrorists" and "evil" and "dangerous" and are "lying" when they tell people 
what Israel is doing to them...etc. But they are really victims of horrid crimes, even though some of them 
have fought back - meeting violence with violence. 
   And with Targeted Individuals; the world has been being convinced that we are all just "mentally ill" and 
"dangerous" and "crazy tin foil hat people," and that what we say about being tortured with laser and 
microwave weapons is "not true"...etc. But we are really victims of horrid crimes, even though some of us 
have been driven to the point of fighting back - meeting violence with violence. 
   The difference between these two "dehumanization" examples is that, in the Palestinian situation, the 
evil targeting is at least mostly overt; they are very obviously being targeted in ways that clearly aim to 
make them suffer and it is obviously to kill off masses of them and terrorize the rest into leaving Palestine 
so that Israel can finish stealing Palestine...etc. And in the Targeted Individual situation, the targeting is 
covert and includes inconspicuous harassment and microwave and laser weapon tortures, and parasite 
inflictions, and the sly sabotaging of businesses and relationships...etc., which makes it much more 
difficult to prove. 
   It would not surprise me if the Palestinian people also experience some parts of the microwave and 
parasite targeting. There is also a pharmaceutical part of the general targeting of humanity, which I feel 
certain that the Palestinian people are also victims of. Brain and feeling numbing pharmaceuticals, greatly 
aid various types of brainwashings, including that which is done with radio waves (microwaves). If my 
intuition is right, some of the Palestinians do not take the pharmaceuticals and their underground tunnels 
are protecting them from the air-born radio waves. And this would be upsetting to those who want to 
control them. 
 

The real truth is that, it is what targets the Palestinian people, and us 
"Targeted Individuals," that is dangerous and evil and dishonest, and is not 
only a danger to us, but is a very serious danger to all of humanity. The 
projections and dehumanization manipulations, and the overtly lethal or 
covertly torturous targetings, must be fully realized and stopped. What is 
behind these targetings is truly pure evil and it appears to want to destroy the 
good in humanity - the Heart of humanity. We must not let it continue. 
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God, help the Palestinian people, and all other targeted people, and all of 
humanity to be free, not only from the horrid violence, but also from the 
covert and pharmaceutical and radio wave targeting. All of humanity must be 
free, in order for things to be as they should be. 
 
P.S. When you find out that what they said was "bad" is really good; forgive yourself for not knowing, 
because you were probably a victim too - your mind and feelings and instincts were probably too numbed 
by the pharmaceuticals, for you to be able to sense or see the truth. FYI; such pharmaceuticals have 
been being found in public and bottled drinking water, and filtering the water through 
untreated charcoal takes out the pharmaceuticals and other chemicals. And at least three 
feet of Earth is said to protect people from at least some of the radio wave part of the 
targeting. 
   What must quickly take place is all types of the evil targetings and manipulations being fully exposed and 
stopped, especially since many of the people (puppets) who go along with the evil targeting programs, are 
people who have been drugged and brainwashed. After it is stopped, healing can take place, on BOTH 
sides, and the Heart of humanity will be restored. Lets do it! Please let Love win. God's hands work 
through our Hearts and we must do our part. Please help spread the word and help stop the hell 
from continuing, so that ALL of humanity can be free to live in peace and 
liberty. www.poeticpublications.com/mind2023.pdf  
 

Freedom's Peace Paper 
http://www.poeticpublications.com/freedomspeacepaper.pdf 

 
 

 
 
 
Saturday, November 11, 2023 

Nobody Can Fairly Blame Them 
I condemn all violence and am still very anti-war, but in this (decades long) situation in 
Israel, nobody can fairly blame the Palestinian people for fighting for freedom 
in the only ways they felt they could, because nothing else was succeeding 
with saving them and their homes and their lands. They should never have been 
put into that position to begin with. And they should not have remained trapped in it for 
so long. They should have had more help long ago. And I hope they get it now, in ways that 
are peaceful, if that is possible. I hope the leaders of Israel and America find their 
Hearts. 
 
My heart literally cries, "How can this massacre in Gaza be so freely continuing for over a 
month now, without being stopped?" And the answer surely is that the people who can 
take actions to stop them are definitely not in their right minds or in their Hearts. I hope 
they quickly find freedom from the darkness that has such a grip on them... 

The Core Problem 

www.poeticpublications.com/mind2023.pdf 

Freedom's Peace Paper  
http://www.poeticpublications.com/freedomspeacepaper.pdf 

http://www.poeticpublications.com/mind2023.pdf
http://www.poeticpublications.com/freedomspeacepaper.pdf
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/nobody-can-fairly-blame-them.html
http://www.poeticpublications.com/mind2023.pdf
http://www.poeticpublications.com/freedomspeacepaper.pdf
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Friday, November 10, 2023 

A VIP Message for Benjamin Netanyahu...etc. 
This is also for all other officials, both inside and outside of Israel, who enabled Israel's creation and 
Israel's continuation with the destruction of Palestine and the Palestinian people... 

 
I understand that a solution seems complicated to many. But it is actually 
quite simple and obvious, although it will be inconvenient and costly for some 
people. Its just a matter of knowing right from wrong, and choosing the right 
way. 
 

A general lesson for you; We should always strive to be kind to, and 
considerate of, our fellow human beings. We should not mistreat any 
people, especially not those who believe in seeking vengeance, if we want to 
live in peace and safety. When we have wronged people, we should find the 
HEART to undo our mistakes and set things right. And this should happen 
between countries as well as between neighbors and individuals in our 
communities...etc. 
 

Since you so severely wronged the Palestinian people, from the start of the 
creation of Israel, you must undo your mistakes and set things right, in order 
to have peace and a clean conscience. This is just common sense and common 
human decency. Please set your egos aside and use your HEARTS. Everyone makes mistakes. Its 
that we can CARE to correct them and learn from them that matters most. 
   Continuing with the same disastrous mistake is not good for you or anyone else. Hamas (or 
the "Terrorist" claim) is not a valid excuse for what you were doing to the Palestinian people long before 
Hamas even formed to fight back. There is no valid excuse for what you have done to Palestine 
and it's people. Its just wrong. Please find the Heart to set things right, not partially, but completely. 
Please undo the wrongs you have done, and repair the damage you have done, because its the right thing 
to do. 
   Please realize that you should have created your "Jewish State" in a place where you had permission to 
do so, and realize that you could not gain safety and peace through stealing from and murdering and 
displacing and abusing the rights of the Palestinian people. The Palestinian people matter just as 
much as you do. I fact, on their own lands, they matter more than you and the new 
immigrants do. Please return all of Palestine to its Palestinian people. 
   Perhaps most of "Israel's" residents will be willing to live peacefully with Palestinians in a 
restored Palestine. Hopefully a lot of healing will take place on both sides as they unite. But 
all who do not have the HEART to be kind and accepting of the Palestinian people, should leave Palestine. 
Perhaps they can create their own "Zionist" or "Jewish" or "Christian Zionist" (or what ever they want) 
state in a place where they have permission to do so. And hopefully, this time, they will do it in a better 
way. Hopefully, they will have learned from their mistakes in Palestine. Hopefully, they will have learned 
to be considerate and kind - hopefully, they will heal their HEARTS. 
 
 
Thursday, November 9, 2023 

This Man is a True Hero 

 United Nation Official Quits his Job so he Could Stand up for Palestinians. 

https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/a-vip-message-for-all-officials-who.html
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/this-man-is-true-hero.html
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https://youtu.be/GZ1b3nHq8YY?si=cTiyOsAW3cd9S4Nb 

 

The Push for the Public to "Condemn Hamas" and Choose 
a "Two state solution." 
The push for people to either "Condemn Hamas" or be labeled as a "terrorist," has grown into a push to 
either choose a "two state Solution" for Palestine and Israel, or agree with what Hamas wants and be 
labeled as "a terrorist" or "antisemitic." Does anyone else see what is wrong with this picture? We must 
be brave and follow our Hearts and do what we feel is right...  
 

I condemn the horrid violence on BOTH sides; I do not see what Hamas did on Oct 7, as 
being any worse than what Israel has been doing to the Palestinian people for decades now, even if the 
initial news reports are accurate. The truth is that Israel's "terroristic" behaviors had been FAR worse than 
Hamas's, even BEFORE the 7th. 
 

I do NOT condemn Hamas, because I feel that if the Israel officials had enough compassion and 
consideration for the Palestinian's feelings and wishes and needs and rights, from the start, Hamas would 
not have even existed or been defending themselves or fighting back at all. I condemn Israel's rude and 
controlling and inconsiderate and hateful and violent and thieving behaviors, because that is what forced 
Hamas into existence and into fighting back. 
   I can understand the Palestinian people needing a group, like Hamas, to defend their lives and homes 
and rights and freedom, while Israel was killing them and displacing them and stealing from them and 
imprisoning them...etc., but I do not condone the vengeful types of violence, even though Israel did it first. 
However, it is easy to understand why they resorted to that when nothing else was working, because they 
believe in being warriors/martyrs who will fight to their death, in order to avenge the wrongs done to them 
and their families. This does not make vengeance right, in my eyes, but I can respect the fact that its their 
way and their belief. There is a lesson in this for all of us. And the lesson is; people, from all 
walks of life, sometimes react violently when they have been too hurt and too wronged for 
too long. Its just human nature. And the remedy is to not treat them badly, and to find the 
Heart to be sorry and set things right when we have. (This is a HUGE hint to Israel and America 
and Britian and anyone else who may have helped Israel steal Palestine and aim to kill off and displace its 
native people.) 
 

As for the "two state" vs. "one state" solution; I have already shared my opinion on this 
blog and beyond. But I'll add a bit more. I came to my conclusion after objectively looking at the history, 
and the bigger picture of this whole situation.  
 

I strongly feel that the Palestinian people should get ALL of Palestine back. Its 
what feels right to me, both legally and morally. I feel this way, because I have a heart and 
because I know right from wrong. So if you call me a "terrorist" or "anti-Semitic" you will 
be wrong. 
 
Since Israel took over, it has turned a sacred land into a bloody, raging battlefield, and even though they 
now blame Hamas for this, they were already doing it before Hamas even existed and they are still doing it 
now, far more than what Hamas has done. Israel has been a disgrace to humanity, from the 
moment of its creation, due to its behaviors toward the Palestinian people, whom they have 
been trying to wipe out, literally, from the very start, displacing hundreds of thousands of 
them and using every excuse in the book to do a slow and inconspicuous genocide of the 
ones who refused to leave their own homes and country. 
 

The wrongs, that have been done to the Palestinian people should be set right, 

https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/the-push-for-public-to-condemn-hamas.html
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/the-push-for-public-to-condemn-hamas.html
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so that peace can settle in. And the public has no right to decide how it is done. Those who should 
be making this decision are the Palestinian people and the officials who have authority over the nations. 
The authority that the British leaders used to get a mandate, in order to make the theft of Palestine look 
legal, should undo their mistake, because it was against the will of, and far too inconsiderate of, the vast 
majority of the Palestinian people, and some of the take-overs, since then, have even been against 
international law. 
 

I hope for safety and peace and freedom for the 
Palestinian people, in their own independent state of 
Palestine, as it was before Britian and the Jewish 
immigrants started destroying it and them. 

 
 
Wednesday, November 8, 2023 

Finally, Some Countries Standing Up 

I do not understand why other countries did not stand up decades ago, after Israel's 1967 hell. Perhaps they did and I just 

do not know about it. Better late than never. But this situation has needed more than standing up - it has needed actions 

that stopped Israel and saved what was left of the Palestinian people, especially now. Every day hundreds of lives and 

homes and businesses are being lost. Why has Israel's prejudice and hate and murdering and displacement of the 

Palestinian people not been stopped? 

 

Spain’s Ione Belarra: Israel must end ‘genocide’ of Palestinians in Gaza  

https://youtu.be/BFvGgU_rQ-k?si=4CZujiRZDkob_RXU 

 

 

Top News: Belgium Wants Sanctions Against Israel...  https://youtu.be/3ELWllZORq0?si=WEBq3irIsDiD2TbN 

 

 

Message for Palestinian People 
Dear Palestinian and Arab people, I'm sorry. I didn't know. I was told that you were "terrorists" - just cruel people who kill 

for the sake of killing, with no reason for it. I didn't know that you had been so deeply hurt, and so cruelly wronged, and 

so trapped for so long, that you started seeking vengeance. I did not even check into it until recently. But I finally did and 

now I know. Although my voice appears to be just yet another little "worthless" one, in the parts of our world that have 

not yet seen our value, I hope it helps you. 

   My heart is with you and is praying for you to have the safety and freedom and peace you long for and should have been 

allowed to retain in Palestine. I'm so sorry that this horrid violence is still happening to you. I hope the Heart of humanity 

quickly helps you to restore your Palestine into the place where you are safe and free, so that you no longer have to fight 

for it to be. 

   After this round of violent fighting is over, I hope you let your tears cry out the pain and anger so that you heal and do 

not continue seeking vengeance. I hope you lay down your swards and settle into a place of peace and Love within 

yourselves, for your own sakes. 

I hope Love and peace and freedom wins, 

for you and your precious Palestine, 

because it is what is right and fair. 

https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/finally-some-countries-standing-up.html
https://youtu.be/BFvGgU_rQ-k?si=4CZujiRZDkob_RXU
https://youtu.be/3ELWllZORq0?si=WEBq3irIsDiD2TbN
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/message-for-palestinian-people.html
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Message for Israel 
Dear Jewish immigrants in Palestine/"Israel," I understand that you wanted a peaceful place of your own, so that you 

could be safe from the wrongs that were done to you in Germany...etc. But, you cannot attain it through thieving and 

killing or through following other people's controlling ways. I hope you heal - I hope you let your tears wash away the 

pain that was inflicted upon you, so that you do not continue to inflict it upon others. 

   I hope you, and all who set you up there, find your hearts and connect to the real God - the God that is Love - the 

God/Love that guides people into being compassionate - into being kind and considerate and peaceful and accepting of 

other people's differences and other people's rights to safety and freedom and peace in their own homes and on their own 

lands. 

   In the 1940s you could have honored the real God/Love who wanted you to "Love thy neighbor," but you chose to hate 

them and get rid of them, and this has filled sacred lands with blood and agony and rage and it just has to stop. And please 

stop blaming your victims. The Palestinian people fighting back is not the root problem here - its what you did to drive 

them into seeking revenge. Please realize your own mistakes - your own "terroristic" behaviors and choose a better way. 

   The Heart of humanity is begging you to choose the way of Love and peace. Can't you hear it calling out to you from 

the streets all around the world? "Free Palestine" also means 'Love Palestine, instead of continuing to control and destroy 

it.' 

 

Israel, please cease fire now! Please set Palestine free and let it settle into a place of peace and healing, for those of 

you who have been hurt, and for the native Arab/Palestinian people. Please let Love into your hearts enough to 

embrace the native Arab people and let them freely live in their own homes and on their own lands. The time for 

this is long overdue. Please do it now. Please lay down your swards and pick up your Hearts. Please let Love/God 

in. 

 

 

It Breaks my Heart 
It breaks my heart, that the Jewish immigrants, and their helpers, have turned Palestine's sacred land 

into "Israel's" destructive and bloody battleground since the 1940s. The disrespect of these sacred lands, 

and the utter heartlessness that has been killing and terrorizing and chasing away its inhabitants, is 

shocking, especially in people who claim to be connected to God/Love. I pray for the evil that guides 

them, and the pain filled anger that guides their Palestinian victims into striking back, to all be 

immediately stopped. I pray for freedom and peace and healing to quickly spread through the sacred 

land of Palestine. 
 

I feel a connection to the old Palestine, which I cannot explain, except for in dreams I've had. Seeing such 

evil and violence happening there is very difficult for me. Its like a pain that permeates my soul. I think 

that perhaps I have been there in a past life, or perhaps just in my dreams. I wake crying and I pray for 

Palestine to be saved from the darkness that has been taking control of it and destroying it from the 

1940s to now. I pray for all who have been involved in the violence to find their Hearts and find 

forgiveness. I pray for the Palestinian people to stop being hurt. I pray for Israel to find it's Heart - to 

find the Love and kindness and consideration and peace that comes with a real connection to the real 

God, who is Love. 

Israel, please permanently cease fire now! 

Please set Palestine free and let it heal in peace! 
 

 
Tuesday, November 7, 2023 

https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/message-for-israel_8.html
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/it-breaks-my-heart.html
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An Optimistic Song 

Several times now, I have seen extreme optimism in the Palestinian people in Gaza. And it feels 

sad to me, because, although it comes from a strong faith, it is probably also fed by the type of 

denial that people have at times like this - when the pain is just too excruciating to face and feel. I 

know what it feels like - to feel so scared and trapped and in so much pain, that I just flip into 

imagining a world where I am free and everything is OK. I've done this many times in the past 

several years. During those times I've even designed my organic gardens and the home I want to 

build...etc. It helps me to survive. And I'm sure this sort of optimism helps the Palestinian people 

to survive right now, when everything is just too horrible to even start the grieving process. I felt 

the sadness in this song, even though it is not sung in English... 

Maher Zain - Alhubbu Yasood | يسود الحب - زين ماهر  (Loving Palestine 

🇵🇸)  https://youtu.be/6t_jxZGk04E?si=3XlgopBIGPYY-kSq 

 

There is more on this link; 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLosHhrNh7LB6Ufo_dRAAtjel-u18us1Rs 

 
 
 
Tuesday, November 7, 2023 

The "Antisemitic" card 
Many Jewish people seem to think they can now do anything they want to hurt people, and then avoid 
taking responsibility for it, through calling their victims "antisemitic, or calling anyone who says anything 
about their behaviors, "antisemitic." Its utterly ridiculous how much this "antisemitic" card has been 
played by them and their supporters. But the good news is that...  
 

 Jewish people are just as responsible for their own behaviors as everyone 
else. And it is not wrong for anyone else to stand up and expose and stop their 
abusive or criminal behaviors. And the same goes for every other religion or 
human being in the world.  
 
 I actually find it amazing how the most hatefully prejudice people are the ones who 
habitually falsely claim that other people are prejudice against them. It is a very clear 
projection of their own prejudice. The Jewish people are certainly no exception to this disfunction. I 
hope they find their hearts and become more honest and functional. And God, help the Arabs until they 
do. 
 
 
Monday, November 6, 2023 
 

Hold Onto Your Hearts 

https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/an-optimistic-song.html
https://youtu.be/6t_jxZGk04E?si=3XlgopBIGPYY-kSq
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLosHhrNh7LB6Ufo_dRAAtjel-u18us1Rs
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/the-antisemitic-card.html
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/hold-onto-your-hearts.html
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 DEAR PALESTINIANS, HOLD ONTO YOUR HEARTS; LET YOUR TEARS WASH AWAY THE 

PAIN AND ANGER. KEEP LOVE IN YOUR HEARTS SO THAT THEIR EVIL CAN NOT WIN. WE 

ARE STANDING UP FOR YOU AND CRYING FOR YOU AND PRAYING FOR YOU IN AMERICA. 

 

Protests for the Palestinian People 
The demonstrations in the USA are huge and appear to be mostly very peaceful. I hope they remain peaceful. 

I'm glad to see so many people's hearts standing up for justice and freedom for the Palestinian people. The video 

below shows a lot of interviews with the protesters and a lot of good messages from them. The best message 

was calling for Palestinian people to hold onto their hearts - their Love, so that the evil will not win... 

 

Voices from Largest Pro-Palestinian Protest in U.S. History: 

Stop the Siege on Gaza Now!  https://youtu.be/1h-L76sCC5A?si=yjyt4YfVMmzd92I2 

 
ISRAEL, PERMINENTLY CEASE FIRE AND SET PALESTINE FREE, IN ORDER TO SET THINGS RIGHT 

AND PREVENT FURTHER ESCALATION! 

 

THE WHOLE WORLD MUST REALIZE THE HORRIFIC WRONG, IN WHAT ISRAEL HAS BEEN DOING 

TO THE PALESTINIAN PEOPLE FOR DECADES NOW, WHICH IS WHAT HAS CAUSED THE VIOLENCE 

ON BOTH SIDES. I CONDEMN THE VIOLENCE. IT JUST HAS TO STOP. 

 
 
Monday, November 6, 2023 

A Fair Suspicion 

 I strongly suspect that officials in Israel knew the October 7th Hamas attack was going to 
happen, and did not stop it, so they could use it as an excuse to finish getting rid of the 
Palestinian people. I even suspect that they intentionally provoked it. Getting rid of the 
Palestinian people has been their aim from the start of their invasion. And the world just 
cannot let this continue! FREE PALESTINE! 

 
Sunday, November 5, 2023 

What Instigated it? 

Someone asked me what I would do if Hamas attacked me. And my answer was the same 
one that any conscientious human being would do... I'd ask, why did they do this horrific 
thing? Was it something I did or said? Was there something I could have done, or not done, 
in order to prevent it?   
 
If only Israel and the rest of the world wound ask these questions and face the honest 
answers. Obviously many people must learn that violence often begets violence. Who was 
the first to be so cruel? Who shot the hand that pulled the trigger? Who should have chosen 
peace to begin with? In this situation, the answer is in the historical 
facts; https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/p/the-true-history-of-palestine-and-
israel.html 

 

https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/protests-for-palestinian-people.html
https://youtu.be/1h-L76sCC5A?si=yjyt4YfVMmzd92I2
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/a-fair-suspicion.html
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/what-instigated-it.html
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/p/the-true-history-of-palestine-and-israel.html
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/p/the-true-history-of-palestine-and-israel.html
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Message for Israel 
Please permanently cease fire immediately, and return what you have stolen 
from the Palestinian people, and restore Palestine to the peaceful place it was 
before you invaded and stole it.  
 
Continuing to abuse the Arabs, for reacting to your abuse, is just too wrong. I 

want to say to both sides... Two wrongs do not make a right! But 
you are the one who started it. 
 

In the beginning of this decades long conflict; if you had treated the 
Palestinian people with kindness and consideration, none of the violence 
would have ever happened. The world will know the truth - that the 
Palestinians are the ones who have been forced to "defend" themselves...and 
you are the cruel invading force that should not even be there and must be 
stopped from continuing to provoke Hamas or fabricate excuses to kill off 
masses of Palestinians and terrorize the rest into leaving their own country. 

I hope you find your heart. 
 
Saturday, November 4, 2023 

Objective Opinion of Hamas 
In Israel's war against the Palestinian people, many things are not the way they have been portrayed by 
the leaders of Israel. And it is VERY important for the rest of the world to realize the truth. So, I am asking 
you to also look at the other side, and then follow your own heart and instincts. If you look at the bigger 
picture, with your heart, you will see the truth. 

The Middle East Eye Website 
https://www.middleeasteye.net/countries/palestine 

 
People have asked me to "condemn Hamas." But I won't. I condemn the violence on BOTH 
sides, but not Hamas, because Hamas - the Palestinian resistance is the side that has been 
forced to defend itself, and Israel is the intruding attacker. And historical records prove that 
this is the way it has been from the very start of Israel's invasion and occupation of 
Palestine. (This is another good example of the dishonesty on the Israel side - they try to make it all look like 
it is the opposite of what it really is.) 

 
The Truth About Hamas 

 
The name, HAMAS, comes from "Harakat al-Muqawama al-Islamiya" - the Islamic Resistance 
Movement. 
 

Hamas formally formed in 1987, but it has roots that go back to 1939. One branch of it is a 
group of Palestinian militant people who gathered to fight "for the liberation of Palestine" - for 
freedom and safety and common human rights for the Palestinian people, as Israel's immigrant 
leaders (the Zionist Jewish people) continued to encroach on what little is left of the 
Palestinian lands. Hamas is also fighting for the return of their own lands and homes, which 
were recently (within the past century) stolen by the Zionist - Jewish immigrants who recently 
wiped out Palestine and turned it into Israel and is still trying to force Palestinian people out of 
their own country. 

https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/message-for-israel.html
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/wisdoms-beacon-for-freedom-sharon-rose-poet/1134004058
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/the-truth-about-hamas.html
https://www.middleeasteye.net/countries/palestine
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HAMAS is not a "terrorist" group, but they have fought violently and sometimes vengefully, just like other 
military groups around the world. I am a serious anti-war person, and even I can understand why they 
fight with violence. Its because nothing else has worked and the Palestinian people have continued to be 
treated very cruelly - they have continued to be harassed, murdered, terrorized, imprisoned, chased out of 
their own homes and out of their own country...etc. They are hurt and angry and some want vengeance. 
They are just like most other human beings would be under the same conditions. 
 
One example of how Israel fabricates things is evident in the news reports, which say that Hamas wants to 
"destroy Israel," with the implication that they will do it with violence. But this is not true. Israel is what 
the Zionist Jewish immigrants named Palestine, AFTER they stole it without permission. Hamas merely 
wants all of the Palestinian land to be returned to its rightful people and to restore its original name - 
Palestine.  

You can see what Hamas really stands for in their 2017 Charter; 
https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/hamas-2017-document-full 

(In this charter they call the Zionist Jewish people "anti-human," which surly means, inhumane.) 
 
Over all, it is very clear that Hamas merely wants fair justice in the land dispute, and peace and freedom 
and safety for the Palestinian people. And they have been fighting like hell to get it. 
 
Military types of people would probably see them as brave and extremely resilient heroes, who stood their 
ground, without giving up, even while the most powerful forces in the world aimed to wipe them off the 
face of the Earth. They are willing to die for freedom and liberty for themselves and the rest of humanity. 
To many people this is honorable, even though some of their attacks do not kill in the same way that larger 
more formal militaries do. They are a small militant group of Palestinian people who are trapped and 
deprived and surrounded and watched and abused and have been being killed off for decades, and they 
fight for freedom in every way they can. 
 
Its what invaded their country and homes and made them feel like they had to fight for their survival and 
freedom and independence that is mostly (if not completely)  to blame for all the violence on both sides. 
And what drove them to it was Israel's invasion and ongoing intrusions and thefts and killings and other 
abuses. 
 
IF THE JEWISH IMMIGRANTS HAD TREATED THE PALESTINIAN PEOPLE WITH KINDNESS 
AND CONSIDERATION, THERE WOULD BE NO HAMAS AND THERE WOULD BE NO WAR, 
AND THE JEWISH AND OTHER RELIGIOUS GROUPS WOULD ALL BE LIVING PEACEFULLY, 
WITH THE ARABS, IN THE COUNTRY OF PALESTINE. (This is how it was before the Jewish 
immigrant take-over, and its the way it would have continued.) 
 

There is more in these videos: 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLosHhrNh7LB7YD-VVZewPCuM_bImbf7qk 

 
 
 
Friday, November 3, 2023 

Israel's Decades long Invasion of Palestine 

 In order to realize the real truths we must look at the bigger picture, 
instead of just at what is being said about current escalations, in this 
decades long conflict. When we do this, the truth is VERY evident. That truth is that Israel is the 
recent invader of Palestine, and the Palestinian people are the victims of this brutal invasion, which has been 

https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/hamas-2017-document-full
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLosHhrNh7LB7YD-VVZewPCuM_bImbf7qk
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/israels-decades-long-invasion-of.html
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aiming to get rid of them. What is now being called a "war against terrorism" is really the aggressive invaders 
trying to kill off what is left of the native Palestinian people who have been fighting for their freedom and the 
return of their stolen homes and the return of their stolen lands.  

 
You may not believe this, after watching the one sided news reports, but I beg you to care to objectively look at 
the other side of this story, and the historical facts in the bigger picture... and do what you can to promote 
peace and safety and freedom for the Palestinian people and all other people who have been being targeted by 
deceptive evil forces. The following link has many professional and well done documentaries and news reports.  

 

Historical facts on the Palestinian Plight 

https://www.youtube.com/@SharonPoet/playlists 

 

 

The Core Problem 
Perhaps, if anything good can come from Israel's hell, it will be the world finally realizing that something 
is horribly wrong - something that has blocked the hearts of masses of people and effects their minds in 
ways that make them blindly believe, or go along with, or ignore things they normally wouldn't. This may 
be hard for these people to believe, but our core problem truly is pharmaceutical and radio wave mind 
control. If this problem did not exist, the Palestinian people would have gotten the safety and justice they 
should have had decades ago. And Israel would not have the support it does. 

 The Core Problem  
www.poeticpublications.com/mind2023.pdf 

Freedom's Peace Paper  
http://www.poeticpublications.com/freedomspeacepaper.pdf 

 

Below are the most important info pages I put onto my 
new Palestine blog at www.careforpalestine.blogspot.com 
 
 

Care for Palestine 
This blog is to help expose the decades long plight of the Palestinian 
people during Israel's Invasion of Palestine. In this situation it is very 
important to look at the bigger picture and the Palestinian side that has 
not been being exposed enough. Look with your heart and you will see. 

 

The Historic Plight of Palestine 

In order to realize the real truths we must look at the bigger picture and the historical facts, 
instead of just at what is being said about current escalations, in this decades long conflict. 

https://www.youtube.com/@SharonPoet/playlists
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/the-core-problem.html
http://www.poeticpublications.com/mind2023.pdf
http://www.poeticpublications.com/freedomspeacepaper.pdf
http://www.careforpalestine.blogspot.com/
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/
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When we do this, the truth is VERY evident. This is just a quick peek at the bigger picture. And 
it starts with a few quotes from the Britannica website... 

"The violent birth of Israel led to a major displacement of the Arab population, who either 
were driven out by Zionist military forces before May 15, 1948, or by the Israeli army after 
that date or fled for fear of violence by these forces." 
 
"In December 1949 the UN General Assembly created the United Nations Relief and Works 
Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA) to assist the Palestinian refugees. In 
May 1950 UNRWA established a total of 53 refugee “camps” on both sides of the Jordan River 
and in the Gaza Strip, Lebanon, and Syria to assist the 650,000 or more Arab refugees it 
calculated needed help. Initially refugees in the improvised camps lived in tents, but after 
1958 these were replaced by small houses of concrete blocks with iron roofs. Conditions were 
extremely harsh; often several families had to share one tent, and exposure to the extreme 
winter and summer temperatures inflicted additional suffering. Loss of home and income 
lowered morale... Although the refugees were provided with rent-free accommodations and 
basic services such as water, health care, and education (UNRWA ran both elementary and 
secondary schools in the camps, teaching more than 40,000 students by 1951), poverty and 
misery were widespread... [However] by the mid-1960s, despite Israeli efforts to forestall the 
emergence of a renewed Palestinian identity, a young educated leadership had arisen, 
replacing the discredited traditional local and clan leaders... Thus Palestinians entered a new 
stage of the struggle for nationhood... 
 
"An Arab summit meeting in Cairo in 1964 led to the formation of the Palestine Liberation 
Organization (PLO)... In its 1968 charter (the Palestine National Charter, or Covenant) the 
PLO delineated its basic principles and goals, the most important of which were the right to 
an independent state, the total liberation of Palestine, and the destruction of the State of 
Israel... while they aimed at dismantling Israel and purging Palestine of Zionism, they also 
sought to establish a nonsectarian state in which Jews, Christians, and Muslims could live in 
equality. Most Israelis doubted the sincerity or practicality of this goal and viewed the PLO as 
a terrorist organization committed to destroying not only the Zionist state but Israeli Jews." 
 
"In the Arab-Israeli war of 1967 (also known as the Six-Day War), Israel defeated the 
combined forces of Egypt, Syria, and Jordan and also overran large tracts of territory, 
including East Jerusalem, the West Bank... and the Gaza Strip. Israel’s victory gave rise to 
another exodus of Palestinians, with more than 250,000 people fleeing to the eastern bank of 
the Jordan River. However, roughly 600,000 Palestinians remained in the West Bank and 
300,000 in the Gaza Strip. Thus, the...Jews came to rule... [these] Arabs." 
 
[Since then Israel became a severely oppressive and abusive apartheid state where the majority 
of the native Arabs - the Palestinian people, live in various forms of captivity, especially in their 
own West Bank and Gaza strip territories, which are surrounded and controlled by Israel.]  
 
"Approximately 150,000 Arabs remained in Israel when the Israeli state was founded [in 
1948]... The majority of them lived in villages in western Galilee. Because much of their land 
was confiscated, Arabs were forced to abandon agriculture and become unskilled wage 
labourers, working in Jewish industries and construction companies. As citizens of the State 
of Israel, in theory they were guaranteed equal religious and civil rights with Jews. In reality, 
however, until 1966 they lived under a military jurisdiction that imposed severe restrictions 
on their political options and freedom of 
movement..." https://www.britannica.com/place/Palestine/World-War-I-and-after 
 
Israel's apartheid state is far worse now than it was prior to 1966. And Israel continues to steal 
Palestinian territories through illegally building Jewish settlements on them and imprisoning 
Palestinian people (even children) who resist or fight back against Israel's ongoing invasion 
and theft. 
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   Violent conflicts between the "Palestinian Resistance" groups and the invading Israel forces, 
have been off and on since 1917 when the roots of the plan to bring in masses of Jewish 
immigrants into Palestine and then wipe Palestine off the map and turn it into the Jewish state 
of Israel, were first formed. In these escalations of violence, Israel has always inflicted far more 
death and destruction to the Palestinian civilians and their infrastructure than what is done in 
the Palestinian Resistance groups, retaliations. Both sides have done violent "terroristic" types 
of attacks, but Israel's have been far worse and Israel has always had the USA and many 
European countries backing them. In physical battles the Palestinians have not stood a chance, 
because they are so outnumbered, but they are still hanging in there and resisting Israel's 
invasion. Someday, the world will probably see them as extremely resilient and brave heros, no 
matter what mistakes some members may have made. 
   But much of the world has been listening to Israel's claims of them all being nothing but 
"Hamas terrorists" who must be killed. The truth is that BOTH sides have been doing violent 
"terroristic" types of attacks on each other. (It is a violent war that has been going through 
rounds of escalations since 2017.) But Israel's violence against civilian Palestinians has always 
been far worse than that of the Palestinian Resistance. And all anyone really has to do, in order 
to figure out which side is more in the wrong, is ask one basic question; which side is the 
intrusive invader that is mostly composed of new immigrants who arrived since 1917? And the 
honest answer to this question is Israel. Historical facts still prove this, although pro-Israel 
people appear to have been trying to re-write the history. They have even wiped Palestine off 
maps, and are telling people that it never really existed. 
   Israel's ongoing destruction of the native Arab Palestinian people, and it's theft of their homes 
and lands is still happening today and its now aiming to complete the process in this current 
escalation of violence. Please help spread the word and help to stop this genocidal-type 
situation from succeeding. Please help to set Palestine free. 

Palestine 1920: The Other Side of the Palestinian 
Story   https://youtu.be/QUCeQt8zg5o?si=XychjZe7Y2PcE4A3 

 
Three big questions on the Israel-Gaza war answered  https://youtu.be/r-

CigdyHMY8?si=BUQR8iMlpoXkE3vw 
 
 

The history of Hamas, Fatah and Palestine 
resistance   https://youtu.be/WLTLuiqNsWI?si=ijrAC8N6CvJJHg1F 

 
Six days that changed the Middle East: 

The '67 Arab-Israeli War | Featured 
Documentary  https://youtu.be/cn3RUZsaPmg?si=AGkHyV0OQGxQvRuc 

 
 

Why does Israel want to annex the West 
Bank?  https://youtu.be/6uuD0cGKu1Y?si=Q0HCDVkyAbB0Y-Rf 

 
Al-Nakba: The Palestinian catastrophe - Episode 1 | Featured 

Documentary  https://youtu.be/H7FML0wzJ6A?si=bh9kOA0FE-PNY-MI 
 

There are more videos on You Tube; 
  https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLosHhrNh7LB6AZv8jZfOjl29g25kOFMqT 

 

 

Map of Palestine 1946 to 2020 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLosHhrNh7LB6AZv8jZfOjl29g25kOFMqT
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 I got this from a Bing search. I hope its creator does not mind me posting it here. 

 

 
 

An Obvious Solution 

It is VERY obvious that the first step in the solution has to address the root 
cause of the problem. The root cause of all the violence, on both sides, is 
Israel's decades long occupation of Palestinian lands, and this has to 
completely stop. Israel has to pull out of the lands it invaded, at least back to 
the UN established 1967 boarders. 
   Below is a list of Quotes by Hasum Zomlot, which spell out this situation in a 
very clear and common sense way. The solutions are so obvious that they 
should not even have to be said, but here it is again for all those who have 
been brainwashed into thinking things are the opposite of what they truly are. 
   Now that Israel has continued its destruction of Gaza and the slaughter and 
displacement of the Palestinian people in both Gaza and the West Bank, 
Husam's optimism here is sad. He and his people just want freedom in at 
least just PART of their own lands, and the evil forces in our world, do not 
want to let them have it. This is the bottom line. 
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Quotes by Husam Zomlot 

 
"The crimes Israel has committed against my people over the last 75 years is 
recorded... What Israel experienced on Oct 7th is what Palestinians 
experience on a regular basis.... The source of the violence is [Israel's] 
military occupation. Everything else is a reaction [to that]... The root cause 
[of all the violence on both sides] is Israels military occupation." 
 
"We reject, whole heartedly, completely, the targeting of citizens from ALL 
sides." 
 
"This situation has nothing to do with Israels claim to irradicate 
Hamas...from day one the plan is very clear - the plan is to irradicate the 
Palestinian people, and by the way, not only in Gaza, follow what has 
happened in the West Bank in the last few weeks. See how many Palestinians 
were killed by the Israeli army and the illegal settler militias - illegal settler 
terrorist groups... maybe it is happening at a lower scale [in the West Bank], 
but it is happening there too... This does not belong to our age and time.... this 
is the dark ages... Israel, in the past six weeks has succeeded in normalizing 
horror... If we don't hold those who committed these atrocities to account, we 
are waiting for the next tragedy... Justice has to be served, or else they'll do it 
again..." 
 
"We submitted a request to give the ICC full mandate. In that mandate we 
said, you come investigate war crimes and crimes against humanity, by 
anybody (including Hamas) in the land of the occupied state of Palestine. And 
the ICC came out and said, we have the full mandate now, but unfortunately 
the ICC has been dragging its feet...because countries like the US and the UK 
have been blocking the ICC from doing its duty... Why do countries like the 
US and the UK...deprive the Palestinian people from peaceful legal means?... 
Our international order was based on two premises. The first is, war should 
never be the first option... second, should war be an option, as a last resort, 
there are rules. Third, there has to be accountability when war is conducted. 
Israel has demolished all three, completely... Now we need to go back to our 
rules... There is only one solution. And that solution its there. Its been sitting 
there for a long time. It lacked international, political will." 
 
"The state of Palestine needs to be dealt with by the international 
community.... We need to give people hope. We need to give people a sense of 
direction... We need to bring all this horrible negative energy and turn it into 
a positive moment. There is no time for small measures now... And I think its 
possible. The two state solution has an international consensus... So why not 
implement it.... The world wanted to implement it 30 years ago and they 
dragged their feet. Perhaps this is the time. Thirty years is long enough for 
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not implementing your own policy... We have 83 UN security council 
resolutions...Implement them!...There are international standards that must 
be applied.... Stop making Israel an exception to all these rules. Stop." 
 
"Stop killing me. Stop colonizing me on my land. Get the hell out of the land. 
And then we will discus if your security concerns are not met..."  

 

"Many people around the world think that the two state solution is a 
Palestinian demand. No its not. The two state solution is a Palestinian 
concession.... we accepted the two state solution, not as our demand, but as 
our compromise. We can not accept less than the 1967 borders.... they will not 
accept less than what was offered by UN security council and they can never 
give more... This is the line... Lets go for that line. Lets level the field.... and let 
us have two states, equal - equal among nations..." 
 
"This is a time when we really tell Israel, OK, you want to be a member of this 
family of nations, you have got to behave like the rest of the nations... Perhaps 
this is an opportunity to tell the world and tell Netanyahu---- Stop there... you 
can not bypass the Palestinian issue... you can not kill thousands of women 
and children like this, you can not bombard our own UN system.... " 
 
"Who has the right to defend themselves? Is it the occupier or the occupied? 
Think with me. The world has adopted terminology and words... that have 
flipped things upside down, for decades. Its we who have the right to defend 
itself, not the occupier." [Israel is the occupier] 
 
"There is no other solution but to uproot the cause... the [Israeli] occupation 
has to leave. leave and everything else will fall into place; democracy, 
security, prosperity." 

 

Israel-Hamas at war: Palestine’s Ambassador to the UK  
  https://youtu.be/amKnSybgv8s?si=H8bky1rCrRwZ5xyq 
 
 

Husam Zomlot - A Ray of Light 

 
Ambassador Zomlot on CNN: Israel warned 

 the situation was going to deteriorate 
 https://youtu.be/_JedXB-QEfY?si=bXn9XuyR0gsUry0v 

  
2022; Ambassador Husam Zomlot 

Full Address and Q&A | Oxford Union 
https://youtu.be/aS_0kzGFcsY?si=x6SWowFmJpWTRYtM 

 
August 2023; Husam Zomlot | Israel, the media and the 
future of Palestinian resistance | The Big Picture S2EP1 

https://youtu.be/amKnSybgv8s?si=H8bky1rCrRwZ5xyq
https://youtu.be/aS_0kzGFcsY?si=x6SWowFmJpWTRYtM
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https://youtu.be/SpWmwOcqMGU?si=oe3d0D8QFzTel_x1 
 

Palestinian Ambassador Speaks to Novara | Husam Zomlot Interview 
https://youtu.be/4H119lUg8lE?si=e664vpblWNKb36o- 

 
Palestinian ambassador Husam Zomlot speaks to TRT World 

https://youtu.be/7cyQE90qGR4?si=OpRHPnrDoNj2l7NS</span> 
 

Iain Dale debates Husam Zomlot over the UK's response to Gaza crisis | LBC 
https://youtu.be/IoCJWX29cRk?si=KOneuvDrTCpiXm4k 

 
Husam Zomlot addresses demonstrators in March for 

Palestine London: "This is an historic moment..." 
https://youtu.be/PrWCd6ag12k?si=bqM8Pge1bLxL80Pp 

 
Dr Husam Zomlot speaks about the Israel-Hamas 
 conflict and the need for a permanent ceasefire 

https://youtu.be/VFbqxRDnC3s?si=d1lGpNaatT479hLi 
 

‘It’s time you report the truth’: Husam Zomlot 
lambasts western media coverage of Palestine 

https://youtu.be/z2ApRopgdUA?si=AjwkJcFgWhUwMu2o 
 

Dr Husam Zomlot talks about achieving peace 
 between Palestine & Israel and relations with Egypt 

https://youtu.be/8ujzcoT9eEw?si=b7llxI8lhS-HwFQL 
 

The View from Gaza | Palestinian 
Ambassador to the UK - Husam Zomlot 

https://youtu.be/AtsTsCFxrNI?si=vTmvBlNJw7e7iYo- 
 
 

 
 

Husam Zomlot Interviews with Israeli Puppets 

 
These videos expose reporters who are so brainwashed by the Israeli propaganda and 
narratives that they have a hard time registering logical common sense and often evade or 
cut off the most important honest facts. And some of these types of reporters also conduct 
one sided interrogations, trying to make Hasam agree to the Israeli narrative, instead of 
listening to his explanations. And they completely ignore the core problem, which is the 
Israel invasion/occupation of Palestine, which is what the Palestinian fighters are reacting 
to. They just want to make Palestine or Hamas appear wrong. And they have been getting 
away with these sorts of manipulations against the Palestinians for over 70 years. 
   Hasam handles himself well with these puppets. He remains calm and honest and clearly 
explains things, even though he is often cut off and is obviously often not believed. Much of 
what he says is a matter of historic fact, and not just opinions. And nobody, who is humane 
and has a heart and a conscience would blame Husam if he got upset and just cut loose and 
blasted them, after going through so much of this, but this appears to be what some are 
trying to get him to do, in order to discredit him. Such is the way with the evil in our world - 
attack or provoke the victim and then expose the victim's reaction in order to make them 
look like the bad guy. This is what Israel has been doing to Palestine. 

 

https://youtu.be/SpWmwOcqMGU?si=oe3d0D8QFzTel_x1
https://youtu.be/4H119lUg8lE?si=e664vpblWNKb36o-
https://youtu.be/7cyQE90qGR4?si=OpRHPnrDoNj2l7NS
https://youtu.be/IoCJWX29cRk?si=KOneuvDrTCpiXm4k
https://youtu.be/PrWCd6ag12k?si=bqM8Pge1bLxL80Pp
https://youtu.be/VFbqxRDnC3s?si=d1lGpNaatT479hLi
https://youtu.be/z2ApRopgdUA?si=AjwkJcFgWhUwMu2o
https://youtu.be/8ujzcoT9eEw?si=b7llxI8lhS-HwFQL
https://youtu.be/AtsTsCFxrNI?si=vTmvBlNJw7e7iYo-
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Diplomat: 'For Israelis, every Palestinian 
 is a terrorist' | Israel Hamas war 

https://youtu.be/DU9j7DiGEE8?si=Xd635hhCBWZG7tUy 
 

Husam Zomlot, Palestinian ambassador to the U.K, 
 says U.S. needs to be "honest mediator" 

https://youtu.be/qwJlVuWbfA4?si=6x2_VBf38_i83vip 
 

Diplomat: 'For Israelis, every Palestinian is a terrorist' | Israel Hamas war 

https://youtu.be/DU9j7DiGEE8?si=gIc4InQDJUYKEugO 
 

Ambassador Zomlot on BBC HARDtalk [16/10/2023] 

https://youtu.be/rImrOgJPyVE?si=zSzDOh4FrKggVt6Q 
 

Ambassador Zomlot says the world should 
 stop obsessing about condemnations 

https://youtu.be/L4KpWcWGCcI?si=p8Ohslqq3c6MSSzt 
 
 

Prior to Oct 7 2023 

 
January 2023; Palestinian ambassador calls out Israeli propaganda... 

https://youtu.be/-qftYQXv-SE?si=9u8PM6RcTmfe4_8y 
 

2021; Palestinian ambassador Husam Zomlot wants 
‘clear commitment from UK to fix the mess created here' 

https://youtu.be/fbV4HOBlRFU?si=2gKBM8G90Bk4p3Hc 
 

2020; Husam Zomlot, Head of Palestinian Mission to UK - BBC HARDtalk 
https://youtu.be/hDd6s5GsbeI?si=JEI_XTqM_YYWWoka 

 
Israel-Hamas at war: Palestine’s Ambassador to the UK 

https://youtu.be/amKnSybgv8s?si=LraQRv2MM_XLK8qe 
 
 

Husam Zomlot Full Playlist on Youtube 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLosHhrNh7LB6G6Y1onCYjkysxs3s9DcHU 

 
 

 

What Really Happened Oct 7th? 

 
 It appears that the Palestinian Resistance (Hamas) performed a militant operation, to 
attack an Israeli military complex that was holding Gaza under siege, and to collect 
hostages for an exchange deal. It appears that this got out of hand when other groups also 
joined the fighting and the Israeli Military attacked both Hamas and the Israeli citizens. 
    
The fact that the Israeli ground based police force was mysteriously absent on Oct 7th, is 
suspicious. Did Israel intentionally allow the attack to happen? It appears that reporters 

https://youtu.be/DU9j7DiGEE8?si=Xd635hhCBWZG7tUy
https://youtu.be/qwJlVuWbfA4?si=6x2_VBf38_i83vip
https://youtu.be/DU9j7DiGEE8?si=gIc4InQDJUYKEugO
https://youtu.be/rImrOgJPyVE?si=zSzDOh4FrKggVt6Q
https://youtu.be/L4KpWcWGCcI?si=p8Ohslqq3c6MSSzt
https://youtu.be/-qftYQXv-SE?si=9u8PM6RcTmfe4_8y
https://youtu.be/fbV4HOBlRFU?si=2gKBM8G90Bk4p3Hc
https://youtu.be/hDd6s5GsbeI?si=JEI_XTqM_YYWWoka
https://youtu.be/amKnSybgv8s?si=LraQRv2MM_XLK8qe
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLosHhrNh7LB6G6Y1onCYjkysxs3s9DcHU
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were there for it. And New York Times has reported that Israel knew the Hamas attack was 
going to happen... 

New York Times; "Israel Knew Hamas’s Attack Plan More Than a Year Ago" 
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/11/30/world/middleeast/israel-hamas-attack-

intelligence.html 
 
The Israeli military is known to kill their own people in a hostage situation, under the 
Hannibal Directive. And there appears to be proof of this happening on Oct 7th... 
 

October 7 testimonies reveal Israel’s military 
 ‘shelling’ Israeli citizens with tanks, missiles (posted Oct 30) 

http://www.ronpaulinstitute.org/archives/featured-articles/2023/october/30/october-7-
testimonies-reveal-israel-s-military-shelling-israeli-citizens-with-tanks-missiles/ 

   
The rape and "beheaded babies" claim has not been proven, because it appears to have 
been a complete fabrication. And I've heard reports, which state that at least some of the 
burnt bodies were Palestinians and not Israeli citizens, and that this was done by Israeli 
military and not Hamas. 

Haaretz article: Detailing unverified and inaccurate 
 accounts of the 7 October Hamas attack 

https://youtu.be/SSikD6EVM6g?si=qaqAd35D9UfsyGYW 

 
Over-all, it appears that much of the killings, that took place on Oct 7th, were 
done by the Israel military, and that many other things were also fabricated 
by Israeli officials, in order to make the Hamas attack look much worse than 
it was, and in order to justify yet another attack on Gaza... 

 
 

What really happened in Israel on Oct. 7? 
 w/Max Blumenthal | The Chris Hedges 

Report  https://youtu.be/d0gECjlpXF8?si=NHTxr8NoBa2as3Jt 
 

The Hannibal Directive: What Really Happened On October 
7th  https://youtu.be/pxGDRJJ9avw?si=zIjSmR4tW6dZiLPF 

 
 

Playlist - What really Happened on Oct 7, 2023  
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLosHhrNh7LB6YRPvGlPNnDDf62B8rii3n 

 
More may be coming soon... 

 
 

Report on Israel Apartheid 

 
"The comprehensive report, Israel’s Apartheid against Palestinians: Cruel 
System of Domination and Crime against Humanity, sets out how massive 

https://www.nytimes.com/2023/11/30/world/middleeast/israel-hamas-attack-intelligence.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/11/30/world/middleeast/israel-hamas-attack-intelligence.html
http://www.ronpaulinstitute.org/archives/featured-articles/2023/october/30/october-7-testimonies-reveal-israel-s-military-shelling-israeli-citizens-with-tanks-missiles/
http://www.ronpaulinstitute.org/archives/featured-articles/2023/october/30/october-7-testimonies-reveal-israel-s-military-shelling-israeli-citizens-with-tanks-missiles/
https://youtu.be/SSikD6EVM6g?si=qaqAd35D9UfsyGYW
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLosHhrNh7LB6YRPvGlPNnDDf62B8rii3n
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seizures of Palestinian land and property, unlawful killings, forcible transfer, 
drastic movement restrictions, and the denial of nationality and citizenship to 
Palestinians are all components of a system which amounts to apartheid 
under international 
law." https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2022/02/israels-apartheid-
against-palestinians-a-cruel-system-of-domination-and-a-crime-against-
humanity/ 
 

 

The Day After 

 "There is no other solution but to uproot the cause... the 
[Israeli] occupation has to leave. leave and everything 
else will fall into place; democracy, security, 
prosperity." ~ Dr. Husam Zomlot 

 
If I were the Palestinian people, and Israel was really backing out of its 
occupation of Palestine, at least to the UN established 1967 boundaries; I 
would not want Israel, the USA or any other pro-Israel nation, to be involved 
in the politics of reconstruction. I'd want the PLO and Palestine's kind and 
genuine supporters to be the ones to figure out the details of reconstruction. 
   Judging by what I've seen, the Palestinian PLO is very capable. In fact, 
Husam Zomlot seems far more functional and capable than all of the Israel 
and all of the current USA officials put together. I wish we had a man like him 
running for President in the USA. 
   The only reason that the Palestinian government has not been able to hold 
their own is due to Israel's (and its supporter's) political manipulations and 
interference, and invasions, which actually created the whole Hamas problem 
to begin with. The way that they should help is through ending Israel's 
occupation and destruction of Palestine and the Palestinian people, since they 
have good relations with Israel. ALL of the supporters of Israel's evil 
occupation and invasions should stop interfering and let Palestine have its 
independence and rebuild itself politically as well as economically. Husam 
Zomlot addressed this situation in the video I share below. Here is a quote 
from this video.... 
 
"There is only one solution. And that solution is there. Its been sitting there 
for a long time. It lacked international, political will... There is already a 
state of Palestine. Its recognized in 141 states. There is a Palestinian 
government. And we need to make sure that, that government can provide 
for its people in Gaza, in Jerusalem, in the West Bank.... There has to be a 
comprehensive solution. And of course matters need to be discussed. But the 
state of Palestine needs to be dealt with by the international community.... 

https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2022/02/israels-apartheid-against-palestinians-a-cruel-system-of-domination-and-a-crime-against-humanity/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2022/02/israels-apartheid-against-palestinians-a-cruel-system-of-domination-and-a-crime-against-humanity/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2022/02/israels-apartheid-against-palestinians-a-cruel-system-of-domination-and-a-crime-against-humanity/
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We all go to the UN and the US and the UK need to remove their veto from us 
becoming a full member state in the United Nation system. We sit as a 
mature community of nations and we sort all this out. Palestinians have an 
address, Palestinians have a government, Palestinians have a flag and 
Palestinians... are united by their goal.... The PLO as a government has full 
legitimacy. The PLO as a state will be providing for its people in the West 
Bank and Gaza and East Jerusalum. We'll convene elections in all these 
areas and let people decide. Let OUR people decide. And let the world accept 
whatever our people decide... We need to give [our]people hope. We need to 
give [our] people a sense of direction... We need to bring all this horrible 
negative energy and turn it into a positive moment." ~ Dr. Husam 
Zomlot https://youtu.be/amKnSybgv8s?si=Gr5EiOCW7O7eL6Or&t=1610  
 

"There is no other solution but to uproot the cause... the [Israeli] occupation 
has to leave. leave and everything else will fall into place; democracy, 
security, prosperity." ~ Dr. Husam Zomlot 
 
As for Israel's "what if" fears; grow up and take responsibility for what you 
have done. Stop giving Palestinian and Arab militant groups a reason to fight 
back - stop invading and killing and manipulating and controlling and lying. 
Its simple. Learn how to be a good neighbor. 
 

Israel should not be allowed to use the USA, or any other place, in 
order to continue manipulating and controlling Palestine. Its not 
OK to kill and terrorize people and then zoom in to take 
advantage of their state of trauma...etc. It just isn't. Let them 
have genuine support and good considerate help. And the evil 
forces should not use the pharmaceutical and radio wave type of 
manipulative control against the Palestinians and their leaders 
either. Palestine should be fully set free, and so should the rest of 
humanity. 

 

Freedom's Peace Paper 
This is a recent version of my paper, which exposes covert and microwave targeting and the 
enslavement of humanity. And I feel certain that the same evil forces who do this to humanity 
are behind the Palestinian crisis. 
 

Freedom's Peace Paper 

http://www.poeticpublications.com/freedomspeacepaper.pdf 
 
 

Dreams of Evil in Israel 

https://youtu.be/amKnSybgv8s?si=Gr5EiOCW7O7eL6Or&t=1610
http://www.poeticpublications.com/freedomspeacepaper.pdf
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I sometimes have prophetic dreams, and dreams that show me the reality of what is 
happening. Sometimes they are symbolic and sometimes they aren't. It appears that I've 
had one of each kind about this Israel situation. 
   As I wrote the article about the Jewish settlers in Israel being "Fake Jews" - the new 
Zionist types of Jew, I had a symbolic dream that appeared to be showing me what they 
really are. The dream showed that a bunch of trees had been planted, which are partly 
machines. And that when someone tries to cut down one of them it forms a bunch of new 
branches to prevent the process. There are a lot of them and they form a dense and very 
dark/evil forest. 
   Long ago, I'd had a series of dreams about man-made disasters. And I now believe that at 
least two of them were about Palestine and Israel. One showed so many deaths happening 
that bodies were being piled in tarps outside hospitals. This appears to be now happening 
in Gaza. And another dream showed a large facility, where people were remotely 
controlling people who had died. It was like Frankenstein type of stuff. This may have been 
symbolic of the pharmaceutical and radio wave mind control, but it may have literally been 
about human beings being turned into machines that are remotely controlled, or 
preprogrammed. 
   So, I am wondering... Does Israel do this to human beings? Did they do this to the Jewish 
people whom they lured to Palestine? Is Israel's habit of killing hostages, in order to hide 
the human/mechanical beings? Is Hamas aware of these beings - is the "unhuman" 
description of Jews in their charter, not a misprint? I had thought it meant 'inhumane' 
because this surely fits the scenario with masses of the Israeli settlers. But many of the 
settlers truly may not be fully human, or may be being completely brainwashed and 
controlled through the pharmaceutical and radio wave mind control type of situation that 
began around 1900, after Nickola Tessla experiments with radio waves being shot into the 
human body. 
 

Investigations should take place. If the Catholic Zionists have been enslaving 
or using the Jewish people, for technological experimentation, it must be 
realized and stopped. 
 

FREE HUMANITY 

 

 

Professional News for Palestine 

• Youtube Playlist for Palestine 
• Al Jazeera News 
• Middle East Eye News 
• Break Through News 
• Novara News 
• Palestine Deep Dive 
• United Nations Playlist for Gaza 
 

 
 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/@SharonPoet/playlists
https://www.youtube.com/@aljazeeraenglish/videos
https://www.youtube.com/@MiddleEastEye/videos
https://www.youtube.com/@BreakThroughNews/videos
https://www.youtube.com/@NovaraMedia/videos
https://www.youtube.com/@PalestineDeepDive/videos
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLwoDFQJEq_0aWU2qTpz0H2iPAZxhIZbX4
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Below are Pages that Share  

my opinions as I figure things out 

Israel is Responsible for it's Own Behaviors and their 
Consequences 

 
Someone pointed out to me, one of the war crimes that Israel says Hamas did 
during Israel's 2014 (July/August) conflict with Gaza. My focus is on the 
bigger picture, but I checked the Amnesty International report they told me 
about. And I found the following statement in the beginning of that report.... 
 

"The Israeli authorities have refused, up to the time of finalizing this report, 
more than nine months after the hostilities ended, to allow Amnesty 
International and other researchers from international human rights 
organizations to enter the Gaza Strip through the Erez crossing with Israel, 
despite the organization’s repeated requests for entry since the beginning of 
the conflict. Neither have the Egyptian authorities granted Amnesty 
International permission to enter the Gaza Strip through the Rafah crossing 
with Egypt..." 
 

They had to do their investigation remotely and Israel appeared to have been 
in charge of it. When Israel will not allow investigators, from a neutral 
source, to go get into Gaza, it is a sure sign that what they are doing is just yet 
another batch of fabrications or projections of their own cruel behaviors. 
   However, there is not a doubt in my mind, that some Hamas members have 
done horrible things, just as some members of the Israel military and other 
militaries have, in these sorts of violent wars. I do not condone any of the 
violence, no matter who is doing it. But the fact that Hamas has 
fought violently against Israel's even more violent invasions into Palestine, 
and probably has also fought violently against individuals who have betrayed 
them through being informants for Israel in 2014, does not make their cause 
wrong and it does not make them "Terrorists" and it does not make Israel 
right. I still condemn the violence, but I still do not "condemn Hamas," 
because Hamas is on the side of the victims who are being invaded and stolen 
from and who have experienced far more terroristic violence from Israel than 
it has delivered in retaliation. 
   If I were a high official, I'd hold Israel responsible for all the violence on 
both sides, because none of it would have ever happened if Israel had not 
invaded Palestine and started killing off masses of Palestinian people and 
tried terrorizing the rest into leaving. After over 70 years of Israel's rounds of 
killing and terrorizing the Palestinian people, they have been so severely 
wounded and emotionally traumatized that nobody can fairly blame them for 
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hating the Jewish state of Israel, and nobody can fairly blame them for 
fighting back in ways that are just as violent as Israel has been doing. 
 

Israel started this hell. Israel has continued it, instead of 
doing right by the Palestinian people. And Israel is 
responsible for ALL the damage that it's own cruel 
behaviors have caused inside the Palestinian people as 
well as outside of them. Period. 

 

It is not fair to blame the victims, instead of stopping Israel and setting things 
right - setting Palestine and it's people free. It just isn't, no matter what some 
members of Hamas have done, and even if Hamas was far worse than what 
Israel claims. Period. 
  My focus is going to remain on the bigger picture, because its the bigger 
picture that shows the whole truth. What really should be investigated here, 
is why Israel has been allowed to continue its cruel thieving, murderous 
invasion of Palestine for so long, and why anyone in their right mind would 
ever even think of supporting it...and why the lives, and the emotional and 
mental wellbeing, of the Palestinian (Arab) people has not mattered to those 
who could stop Israel and set Palestine free. What Israel has done, and the 
fact that it is STILL supported and allowed, is a disgrace to the human race. 
 

Where is the heart of every nation that could easily stop 
Israel through not supporting it's cruel invasion, and 
could stop it through supporting Palestine - the victim of a 
cruel (over seven decades long) invasion, which includes a 
long, slow torturous genocide, that now operates under 
the guise of "a war against terrorism"???? 

 

There is no valid excuse for Israel's behaviors and Israel is 
responsible for all the problems that its behaviors have 
caused. Period. God help all of Hamas's wounded Palestinian members 
who fight for freedom from Israel's invasive control and bombardments. Its 
actually amazing that they are still not giving up, after over 70 years of most 
of the Palestinian people being killed off or displaced. These guys are heros, 
not "terrorists." The Palestinian people should have been allowed to freely 
and safely and peacefully live on their own lands, instead of being invaded 
and attacked and forced into fighting for their freedom. Period. 
 
P.S. No matter what details, or fabrications, that Israel wants to distract people with, or 
displace blame with, it is still Israel who is responsible for it all, because Israel is the 
unwelcomed invader of Palestine. Period. 
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   I'm sorry I got so long winded, but this is all very upsetting to me. And what is so 
upsetting is not only what has been being done to hurt the Palestinian people, but also the 
fact that Israel's evil and manipulative behaviors, and its brutal invasion of Palestine, is 
still being allowed and even condoned by many countries. How can anyone have faith in the 
leadership in our countries with Israel's hell freely continuing for decades and only some 
of them standing up AFTER it has been more publicly exposed and may be too late? 
Something is terribly wrong and its not only in Israel. 

Israel, please permanently cease fire now and set ALL of 
Palestine free. 

Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

 

What Bothers me Most 
Some people think that its just the graphic news reports from Gaza that is bothering so 
many people. But that is not what has been most upsetting to me, and my guess is that it 
also isn't for most other people, because much of humanity has been desensitized, when it 
comes to graphic displays of violence, due to the levels of it we have been subjected to in 
moves and even children's games. What is most disturbing to me, in the Gaza situation, is 
multiple things.... 
 
Its the horrid injustice; the injustice of millions of people being left to suffer, for over 70 
years, due to Israel's violent invasion of Palestine, the injustice of the victims who strike 
back, being blamed for everything the evil invader (Israel) does - the injustice of the media 
and officials and masses of puppets pretending it all just started on Oct 7 and is all Hamas's 
- the Palestinian people's fault, the injustice of masses of people pretending that the 
Palestinian resistance to the destructive and evil Israeli invasion is just "terrorist" attacks, 
the injustice of Israel's lies and fabrications being repeated and believed, instead of 
investigations finding the truth. the injustice of these injustices freely continuing for over 
70 years. (There is something horribly wrong in our world!) 
 
Its the way that evil so freely continues, no matter how many people stand up against it, 
due to America's officials supporting it; its the fact that Israel's evil, thieving and 
murderous invasion has been being portrayed as a good and positive thing that has "a right 
to protect itself" against its resisting victims, as it slaughters yet another batch of them and 
tries to terrorize the rest into leaving their own homes and country. Its the fact that this has 
been freely going on for over 70 years with the support of the supposedly greatest nation in 
the world. 
 
Its the joy I saw in President Biden as the Palestinian people got slaughtered and terrorized 
and left homeless and helpless and suffering too terribly; President Biden seemed to 
suddenly become more functional and happier than I'd ever seen him. He seemed proud of 
his support of Israel's evil slaughter. Is he Israel's puppet or is he one of the evil Catholic 
Zionist? Either way, it just feels horrible to me. Due to his behaviors, and the masses of 
pro-Israel puppets filling our streets in a heartless competition with scared Palestinian 
protesters... I no longer feel safe in America.  
 
Its the horrid prejudice against the Arab people; its the fact that most of the world has 
supported Israel's evil, violent, thieving invasion of Palestine and it's Arab natives, as well 
as the targeting of the Arab people in neighboring countries for over 70 years now. And its 
how those who hate the Arabs pretend that its the Arabs who are prejudice against them. 
Its an evil twisted mess that hurts the Arabs and confuses the rest of humanity. 

https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=5111975005840713685&pageID=7812902881511930709&target=email
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=5111975005840713685&pageID=7812902881511930709&target=blog
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=5111975005840713685&pageID=7812902881511930709&target=twitter
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=5111975005840713685&pageID=7812902881511930709&target=facebook
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=5111975005840713685&pageID=7812902881511930709&target=pinterest
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Its the damage that has been being done to ALL of the Palestinian people, in ways that 
effect their hearts and souls and inner health; In the West Bank, a whole generation of 
Palestinian Arabs have now been raised in such oppressive captivity that the survival of 
their spirit depends on resisting and fighting back...and this may be all most of them know. 
(I pray for them to learn what it feels like to be free and to have neighbors that are kind and 
considerate.) 
 
Its that there is so much evil in the world, which has had free reign for too long; And, in the 
Palestine crisis, there has been nothing big enough and caring enough and good enough to 
take action and stop Israel's evil invasion. Its that, what should be stopping it is actually 
supporting it. Even though the bombing of Gaza has stopped, the evil has not been stopped 
and it will just continue in other ways, unless it is finally removed and Israel, and its 
supporters, are held accountable for over 70 years of crimes against the Arab people. Israel 
should be taken out of Palestine and put in jail. 
   Israel has no right to even exist in Palestine. It never has and it never will. It has turned 
sacred land into a bloody battlefield and this should never ever be excused, let alone being 
allowed to continue. Its all wrong. Its all just too horribly wrong. But who, who has the 
power, and can care enough to stop Israel's evil decades long invasion? America should 
have stopped it, but it joined it instead, and I find this devastating. "Liberty and Justice for 
all" now just feels like meaningless, empty words to me. I am facing a painful reality here in 
America as well as in Palestine. It is scary and it hurts. 
 
I keep feeling that humanity should be too evolved at this point, to engage in evil, barbaric, 
destructive, violent wars that hurt people far more on the inside than they do on the 
outside. But it obviously isn't. The heart of humanity has been being destroyed by evil 
forces that also use pharmaceuticals to enslave or brainwash people...and I have been 
standing up and telling the world this for decades now and either my voice has been being 
too drowned out or nobody has cared to listen or do anything about it. I feel too powerless. 
I want the hell to end. I want peace and healing. I want to make things better, but I am just 
another one of the "worthless" waifs that is being held captive by the evil forces. Its not 
been allowed. 
 
Sometimes I feel angry and sometimes I just want to cry and cry and cry. And in between 
these times I now feel a sense of loss that I can not even properly explain. Some of it is 
empathy for the Palestinian people, but some of it is my own grief. I feel, in the depths of 
my heart and soul, that life here on Earth should be better than this by now... better for the 
Arabs and better for me - better for all the people who have been being targeted by evil 
forces. But it clearly isn't. Its just all too wrong. 
Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

 

Projections and Dehumanization 

The Projections; One of the many things I've learned, through witnessing how evil forces 
operate, is that they tend to project their own behaviors onto their victims. In general; what 
they say their victims have done is often what they have done, and what they say their 
victims will do is often what they plan to do, and what they say their victims are, is often 
what they themselves are. They pit their victims against each other. They pretend to be the 
ones who are the victims, when their victims say anything about it. And they tend to heavily 
target people who have the deepest and most Loving hearts, as well as people who are less 
controllable than most - people who have creative minds and follow their own instincts 

https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=5111975005840713685&pageID=6588553087834850788&target=email
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=5111975005840713685&pageID=6588553087834850788&target=blog
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=5111975005840713685&pageID=6588553087834850788&target=twitter
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=5111975005840713685&pageID=6588553087834850788&target=facebook
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=5111975005840713685&pageID=6588553087834850788&target=pinterest
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rather than what they are told. It can be very hard for some people to realize the real 
truths, due to how manipulative they are. However, in some cases its easy to see. 

In this situation, the historical facts clearly show that 
Israel is truly the one who is the aggressive invader who 
wants to wipe out Palestine and get rid of the Palestinian 
people, and that the Palestinian people are truly the real 
victims who have been forced to resist the invasion and 
defend themselves and fight for their lives and their 
homes and their lands. 

I feel that Israel has fabricated and orchestrated and intentionally provoked many things, 
in order to make themselves look like the victims and make the Palestinians (Hamas) look 
like the bad guys. It is sad when the real victims strike back, like Hamas has, because this 
helps to make the lies seem true, in the eyes of unaware people. Its like biting the hook. 
Israel has obviously been using Hamas attacks as an excuse to kill off masses of Palestinian 
people for many decades now. Israel claims that Hamas started it, but the Hamas attacks 
have been responses to Israel's invasions and violent attacks and other cruel behaviors 
against the Palestinian people. 
 
The "dehumanization." The obvious dehumanization of the Palestinian people is very 
similar to that which has been being done to "Targeted Individuals." 
   In the dehumanization of the Palestinian people (Hamas); the world has been being 
convinced that they are worthless "animals" and "terrorists" and "evil" and "dangerous" 
and are "lying" when they tell people what Israel is doing to them...etc. But they are really 
victims of horrid crimes, even though some of them have fought back - meeting violence 
with violence. 
   And with Targeted Individuals; the world has been being convinced that we are all just 
"mentally ill" and "dangerous" and "crazy tin foil hat people," and that what we say about 
being tortured with laser and microwave weapons is "not true"...etc. But we are really 
victims of horrid crimes, even though some of us have been driven to the point of fighting 
back - meeting violence with violence. 
   The difference between these two "dehumanization" examples is that, in the Palestinian 
situation, the evil targeting is at least mostly overt; they are very obviously being targeted in 
ways that clearly aim to make them suffer and it is obviously to kill off masses of them and 
terrorize the rest into leaving Palestine so that Israel can finish stealing Palestine...etc. And 
in the Targeted Individual situation, the targeting is covert and includes inconspicuous 
harassment and microwave and laser weapon tortures, and parasite inflictions, and the sly 
sabotaging of businesses and relationships...etc., which makes it much more difficult to 
prove. 
   It would not surprise me if the Palestinian people also experience some parts of the 
microwave and parasite targeting. There is also a pharmaceutical part of the general 
targeting of humanity, which I feel certain that the Palestinian people are also victims of. 
Brain and feeling numbing pharmaceuticals, greatly aid various types of brainwashings, 
including that which is done with radio waves (microwaves). If my intuition is right, some 
of the Palestinians do not take the pharmaceuticals and their underground tunnels are 
protecting them from the air-born radio waves. And this would be upsetting to those who 
want to control them. 
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The real truth is that, it is what targets the Palestinian people, and us 
"Targeted Individuals," that is dangerous and evil and dishonest, and is not 
only a danger to us, but is a very serious danger to all of humanity. The 
projections and dehumanization manipulations, and the overtly lethal or 
covertly torturous targetings, must be fully realized and stopped. What is 
behind these targetings is truly pure evil and it appears to want to destroy the 
good in humanity - the Heart of humanity. We must not let it continue. 
 

God, help the Palestinian people, and all other targeted people, and all of 
humanity to be free, not only from the horrid violence, but also from the 
covert and pharmaceutical and radio wave targeting. All of humanity must be 
free, in order for things to be as they should be. 
 
P.S. When you find out that what they said was "bad" is really good; forgive yourself for not 
knowing, because you were probably a victim too - your mind and feelings and instincts 
were probably too numbed by the pharmaceuticals, for you to be able to sense or see the 
truth. FYI; such pharmaceuticals have been being found in public and bottled drinking 
water, and filtering the water through untreated charcoal takes out the pharmaceuticals 
and other chemicals. And at least three feet of Earth is said to protect people from at least 
some of the radio wave part of the targeting. 
   What must quickly take place is all types of the evil targetings and manipulations being 
fully exposed and stopped, especially since many of the people (puppets) who go along with 
the evil targeting programs, are people who have been drugged and brainwashed. After it is 
stopped, healing can take place, on BOTH sides, and the Heart of humanity will be 
restored. Lets do it! Please let Love win. God's hands work through our Hearts and we must 
do our part. Please help spread the word and help stop the hell from continuing, so that 
ALL of humanity can be free to live in peace and 
liberty. www.poeticpublications.com/mind2023.pdf 
Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

 

The Evil Targeting of an Arab 
I've been sensing that there is a very severe and wide spread prejudice against the Arab 
people, which has existed for over a century. I've seen many strong signs of it, but Stuart is 
by far the most obvious one I've seen... 
 

I've been reluctant to share this video, because Stuart's behaviors are so vile. 
But its a perfect example of the type of mentality that has been targeting the 
Arab people in the past century and possibly more. Some people call it "hate" 
and "prejudice" but this is worse than that, this man is obviously finding joy 
in abusing an Arab man in New York; his behaviors are literally sadistic and 
evil. 
   News reports stated that the man in this video was a national security 
adviser in charge of the Israel/Palestine situation. Incredible that someone 
like that was in charge of "helping" with that conflict. We do not need to 
wonder why things have not been fair to the Palestinians (Arabs) in at least 
his part of the "peace talks"...etc. 
   But there is one thing we should all wonder and find the honest answer to, 
and that is...What blocked Stuart's heart so severely? Was it the way he was 

http://www.poeticpublications.com/mind2023.pdf
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=5111975005840713685&pageID=2734393590916165961&target=email
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=5111975005840713685&pageID=2734393590916165961&target=blog
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=5111975005840713685&pageID=2734393590916165961&target=twitter
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=5111975005840713685&pageID=2734393590916165961&target=facebook
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=5111975005840713685&pageID=2734393590916165961&target=pinterest
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raised or a past trauma? Was it due to various types of brainwashings? Was it 
due to the types of pharmaceuticals that block people's hearts...etc.? 
Whatever it is, its something that humanity should guard against happening, 
because this is just not OK, even when the results are much milder than what 
this man demonstrates here. 
   And one other thing that I am concerned about is the way Stuart was 
repeatedly asking his victim if he had "raped" his daughter. Because people 
like this often project their own evil behaviors onto their victims, it is fair to 
ask if Stuart rapes little girls. Stuart has been arrested, and I hope 
investigators check into what else he may have done before letting him loose 
into society. 

Stuart Seldowitz Harassing an Arab man THREE different times 
https://youtu.be/g8jypiNIWTo?si=VlcpFKlpYi-AegBd 

 

 

Objective Opinion of Hamas 

 In Israel's war against the Palestinian people, many things are not the way they have been 
portrayed by the leaders of Israel. And it is VERY important for the rest of the world to 
realize the truth. So, I am asking you to also look at the other side, and then follow your 
own heart and instincts. If you look at the bigger picture, with your heart, you will see the 
truth. 
 

People have asked me to "condemn Hamas." But I won't. I 
condemn the violence on BOTH sides, but not Hamas, 
because Hamas - the Palestinian resistance is the side that 
has been forced to defend itself, and Israel is the intruding 
attacker. And historical records prove that this is the way 
it has been from the very start of Israel's invasion and 
occupation of Palestine. 

 
The Truth About Hamas 

 

The name, HAMAS, comes from "Harakat al-Muqawama al-Islamiya" - the 
Islamic Resistance Movement. 
 

Hamas formally formed in 1987, but it has roots that go back to 1939. One 
branch of it is a group of Palestinian militant people who gathered to fight 
"for the liberation of Palestine" - for freedom and safety and common human 
rights for the Palestinian people, as Israel's immigrant leaders (the Zionist 
Jewish people) continued to encroach on what little is left of the Palestinian 
lands. Hamas is also fighting for the return of their own lands and homes, 
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which were recently (within the past century) stolen by the Zionist - Jewish 
immigrants who recently wiped out Palestine and turned it into Israel and is 
still trying to force Palestinian people out of their own country. 
 
HAMAS is not a "terrorist" group, but they have fought violently and sometimes vengefully, 
just like other military groups around the world. I am a serious anti-war person, and even I 
can understand why they fight with violence. Its because nothing else has worked and the 
Palestinian people have continued to be treated very cruelly - they have continued to be 
harassed, murdered, terrorized, imprisoned, chased out of their own homes and out of 
their own country...etc. They are hurt and angry and some want vengeance. They are just 
like most other human beings would be under the same conditions. 
 
One example of how Israel fabricates things is evident in the news reports, which say that 
Hamas wants to "destroy Israel," with the implication that they will do it with violence. But 
this is not true. Israel is what the Zionist Jewish immigrants named Palestine, AFTER they 
stole it without permission. Hamas merely wants all of the Palestinian land to be returned 
to its rightful people and to restore its original name - Palestine.  

You can see what Hamas really stands for in their 2017 Charter; 
https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/hamas-2017-document-full 

(In this charter they call the Zionist Jewish people "anti-human," which surly means, 
inhumane.) 

 
Over all, it is very clear that Hamas merely wants fair justice in the land dispute, and peace 
and freedom and safety for the Palestinian people. And they have been fighting like hell to 
get it. 
 
Military types of people would probably see them as brave and extremely resilient heroes, 
who stood their ground, without giving up, even while the most powerful forces in the 
world aimed to wipe them off the face of the Earth. They are willing to die for freedom and 
liberty for themselves and the rest of humanity. To many people this is honorable, even 
though some of their attacks do not kill in the same way that larger more formal militaries 
do. They are a small militant group of Palestinian people who are trapped and deprived and 
surrounded and watched and abused and have been being killed off for decades, and they 
fight for freedom in every way they can. 
 
Its what invaded their country and homes and made them feel like they had to fight for 
their survival and freedom and independence that is mostly (if not completely)  to blame 
for all the violence on both sides. And what drove them to it was Israel's invasion and 
ongoing intrusions and thefts and killings and other abuses. 
 

IF THE JEWISH IMMIGRANTS HAD TREATED THE PALESTINIAN PEOPLE 
WITH KINDNESS AND CONSIDERATION, THERE WOULD BE NO HAMAS 
AND THERE WOULD BE NO WAR, AND THE JEWISH AND OTHER 
RELIGIOUS GROUPS WOULD ALL BE LIVING PEACEFULLY, WITH THE 
ARABS, IN THE COUNTRY OF PALESTINE. (This is how it was before the 
Jewish immigrant take-over, and its the way it would have continued.) 
 
 

There is more in these videos: 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLosHhrNh7LB7YD-VVZewPCuM_bImbf7qk 
Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 
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The Real Thieves of Palestine? 

 The Catholic, and other Christian religions under them, have hated the Jewish and 
indigenous people who refuse to join their religion. Hence the German Holocaust and 
isolated native reservations and the extremely abusive Catholic/Christian "Indian 
Residential Schools"...etc. 

It appears that it is actually the Christian Restoration Movement that has 
been stealing Palestine and its holy lands; it appears that they initially 
invented the "Jewish Zionist," religion so that they could lure the Jewish 
people into Palestine, with the hope that the resisting native Arabs would kill 
off the real Jewish people, and then the masses of fake "Jewish"/Zionist 
settlers could be used to get rid of the Palestinian people. So, the initial 
invasion of Palestine appears to have been for the Catholics/Christians to 
gain complete control of the holy lands, while pitting two of their enemies 
against each other, in an aim to get rid of masses of both of them. 
   It appears that many of the real Jewish people did not go to 
Palestine/"Israel," because they do not believe in what the leaders of Israel do 
- they do not believe in stealing and killing and fighting in the military. And 
they do not even have a religious connection to Jesus. However, in this 
process of hijacking the "Jewish" label and creating a false "Jewish"/Zionist 
religion, which includes the acceptance of Jesus, the Christian "Jews" have 
monopolized the web and media and the holy lands and the rest of the world, 
while the real Jewish people fade into the background. This is yet another way 
for the Catholics/Christians to over-power the Jews; by promoting 
Christianity through a "Jewish" religion. I can see why the real Jewish people 
are very upset about this. 
 
So it appears that, most of these Israel leaders and their settlers, who have been harassing 
and attacking and imprisoning and killing the Palestinian people, are not the real Jewish 
people, and all those heartless pro-Israel people who have been attacking and threatening 
pro-Palestine people on the web are not real Jewish people, and all of the pro-Israel people 
who have been prancing up and down our USA streets (with the Israel flag), while cruelly 
yelling, "NO cease fire!" at the suffering Palestinian protesters, (while thousands of 
Palestinians get slaughtered in Gaza) are not real Jewish people, and that most of those 
who scream "antisemitic!" at the Palestinians who beg for freedom, and anyone else who 
stands up for Palestine are not really Jewish people... and they are all just the Christian 
Resurrectionist's (Zionist's) puppets, who pretend to be "Jewish." Its scary that there are 
so many of them, both in Israel as well as in America. Most of them are probably mind 
control victims who do not even know they are enslaved and are being used by evil forces. 
This is why I call them puppets. I owe the real Jewish people an apology, because, as I 
realized what was happening in Palestine, I thought they were both the Zionists and their 
puppets. For a while, I was fooled by the deceptions, because I was so upset. But the real 
truth is... 
 

It appears that this holocaustal crisis in Palestine, like many others in 
humanity's history, has deep roots in the Catholic/Christian aim for 
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domination. 
 

God, help the real truths to be known by all of humanity, 
no matter how many things have been done or said to 
cover them up. We cannot allow evil to continue deceiving 
and manipulating humanity and traumatizing people, and 
killing people, and enslaving and using people, and 
pretending that someone else or "God" is doing it...etc. 
We just can't, for all our sakes. 

 
My Spiritual belief; the real "God" is the purest of Love that does no harm and has 
compassionate acceptance of all people's rights and beliefs. We do not have to join a 
religion, in order to have a connection to God, because it is naturally in the HEART of all of 
humanity. All we have to do is keep our Hearts open. EVERYONE whose HEART is open 
enough to be genuinely kind and caring and compassionate and considerate is connected to 
Love/God. 
   There are things that Evil forces use to block humanity from God/Love, which includes 
inflicting severe trauma and many types of pharmaceuticals. And I believe it is only the evil 
forces that deceive and do harm and instigate violent wars...etc. God does not do it - God is 
the LOVE that helps us through it. And God's hands work through our Hearts, so we must 
do our part. 
Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

 

The Real Jewish Connection to Palestine 
Before you read this page you may want to read the post on the link below. 
I've been in the process of trying to figure this out. Follow your own heart in a 
search for the truth. I am too overwhelmed right now and may be wrong 
about some of these details. 
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/the-real-thieves-of-
palestine.html 
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

The Real Jewish Connection to Palestine 

 
Many Jewish people now claim to have an ancient, sacred connection to 
Palestine's holy lands, in efforts to justify their aim to own and control them. 
Although they have been trying to re-write history, in order to convince the 
world of their claims and their right to steal Palestine; historical facts still 
show that the Jewish people have no sacred connection to Palestine's holy 
lands, because they were actually on the dark side of this part of Palestine's 
history. According to historical records, the small group of Jewish people, 
who lived with the Roman's during the time of Jesus, were actually 
responsible for the murder of Jesus. And, until the 1960s the Jewish people 
had still been denouncing Jesus, which is why the Catholic and other 

https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=5111975005840713685&pageID=5892424366609150375&target=email
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=5111975005840713685&pageID=5892424366609150375&target=blog
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=5111975005840713685&pageID=5892424366609150375&target=twitter
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=5111975005840713685&pageID=5892424366609150375&target=facebook
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=5111975005840713685&pageID=5892424366609150375&target=pinterest
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/the-real-thieves-of-palestine.html
https://careforpalestine.blogspot.com/2023/11/the-real-thieves-of-palestine.html
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Christian religions have felt so threatened by the Jewish religion. The true 
ancient Jewish connection to Jesus is one of indifference, at best. Below is a 
quote from Jewish writings... 
 
"But what do Jews believe about Jesus? For some Jews, the name alone is 
nearly synonymous with pogroms and Crusades, charges of deicide and 
centuries of Christian anti-Semitism. Other Jews, recently, have come to 
regard him as a Jewish teacher. This does not mean, however, that they 
believe, as Christians do, that he was raised from the dead or was the 
messiah... Jews for Jesus is one branch of a wider movement called 
Messianic Jews [formed in the 1960s]. Members of this movement are not 
accepted as Jewish by the broader Jewish 
community." https://www.myjewishlearning.com/article/what-do-jews-
believe-about-jesus/ 
 
The part of the Jewish religion, that now claims to value Jesus, was formed in 
the 1960s and appears to be just to declare a positive Jewish connection to 
Jesus, in efforts to justify the Jewish takeover of Palestine's sacred lands 
where Jesus was born and died. It was also in the 1960s when Israel aimed to 
do a complete takeover of what little was left of the Palestinian territories - 
the Gaza strip and West Bank, including the rest of Jerusalem. So, in their 
rewriting of history, they went from historical fact - the Jewish murdering 
Jesus and remaining in nearly 2000 years of denouncing Jesus...to now 
suddenly claiming that Jesus was Jewish and that the Jewish are Jesus's 
chosen people...etc. 
   Historical records also say that the Jewish people were, through ALL of the 
past, an extreme minority group in Palestine, and therefore never have had 
any right to Palestine. The Arabs were the natives in Palestine and were the 
vast majority of the population in Palestine and its holy lands, until the recent 
mass Jewish immigration took place, and the new Jewish settlers and their 
Zionist supporters began killing off the Arab Palestinians and chasing them 
out of Palestine, in order to turn Palestine into the "Jewish State of Israel." 
   The Jewish and Zionist people sure do want to own the holy lands, bad 
enough to steal and kill and lie and re-write history and project their own 
"evil" behaviors onto the whole Arab population and fabricate things to pit 
them against each other...etc., and these actions alone should be letting 
people know that this is NOT a good or right or just thing. In fact it feels VERY 
dark/evil to me. It must not be allowed to continue. Palestine must be set free 
and restored. 
 

It is the native Palestinians - the Arabs who have an 
ancient sacred connection to Palestine and its holy lands. 
Its the Arabs who belong there. Palestine, and the whole 
surrounding area, has always been the Arab territories 
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and nobody else has any right to it, no matter what. 
 
My instincts have been telling me that the Jewish and Zionist people, who are 
involved in the Palestine/"Israel" scandal, are also responsible for masses of 
problems that other Arab countries have been faced with in the past several 
decades. And this has been validated by historical facts, which state that they 
have been engaging in psychological warfare and dishonest propaganda, like 
has been being done to the Palestinian people. It all just has to stop, so that 
healing can take place and peace can finally be restored in Palestine and its 
neighboring Arab states and healing can take place. 
   A "Jewish State" does have right to exist, but certainly not through theft and 
killing and destruction. How did they ever expect to have "peace" and "safety" 
through treating the Arabs the way they did? Its beyond me. 
   Perhaps their supporting Zionist leaders of other countries can give them 
some unused plots of lands if the Jewish people want to isolate themselves 
from the world and have complete control of where they live. Or perhaps its 
finally time for ALL people to learn how to get along with and be considerate 
of and respectful of other people and their properties and their beliefs and 
their rights. 

Out of Care or to Save Face? 

 For a long time now, many people have been standing up for Palestine and the Palestinian 
people, especially humanitarian organizations and other Arab people. But it is a situation 
that appears to have been more well known only in political circles. Much of the rest of the 
world has not known that Israel had stolen Palestine and has been recently invading what 
little was left of it since 1948, and that resisting Palestinian people have been fighting for 
freedom while being killed and forced out of their homes and imprisoned and held captive 
in inhumane conditions, for many decades now. This lack of awareness is due to the parts 
of the media that have only shared the Israeli propaganda, which says that Israel is holy 
and perfect, and that Palestine does not even exist, and that the resisting Arab (who are 
mostly the Palestinian people) are nothing but "terrorists" who should all be killed. 

  But the Arab part of our world has recently been able to break through the walls and tell 
more of the truths, even though their reporters have been being killed and the Al Jazeera 
building in Gaza was bombed...etc. And now even some main stream media places in the 
USA are sharing parts of the plight of the Palestinian people. 
It is wonderful that so many people are now standing up for the Palestinians. However, it 
appears that some officials and religious leaders are now standing up against Israel's evil 
behaviors, just to save face, AFTER the cruelty has been widely and publicly broadcasted 
for the first time. If enough countries had been truly against it, they would have stood up 
AND taken action, long ago, and Israel would have been stopped and the Palestinian 
people's homes and lands would have been returned to them, and the Arab Palestinian 
people would be safe and living in peace in their own precious Palestine. 
   The black mark on humanity, for this holocaustal crisis, extends far beyond Israel and 
into every other authority that supported it, and every authority that silently let it happen, 
especially those who directly took part in Israel's MANY decades of rounds of harassing 
and imprisoning and massacring the Arab Palestinians. 
   What stopped humanity from saving Palestine and the Palestinian people, is something 
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that must be investigated. Perhaps some countries were too scared to do anything, because 
Israel had at least the British and the powerful USA on its side. Perhaps some were victims 
of various forms of brainwashings...etc. 
   Some cover-ups have been happening, but there is no valid excuse for the Zionists, and 
the leaders of the countries and religions, that have been directly involved in the creation 
and continuation of Israel, at the expense of Palestine and the Arab Palestinian people. 
Who most of them are is now very clear. May considerate justice be swiftly served and 
Palestine set free. 
 

God help force a permanent cease fire and take Israel's evil and intrusive and 
controlling and dishonest existence out of Palestine. God help Palestine to be 
restored to the peaceful place it was before the forced mass "Jewish"/Zionist 
immigration invasion began around the 1930s. God help what is left of the 
Arab Palestinian people to be saved and wrapped in Love while their tears 
wash away the pain and give them the strength to pick up the pieces and 
rebuild their precious Palestine. God help all of humanity to be free and at 
peace, forever. 
 

The Plight of Palestinian People 
 

Another Nakba? Israeli Intel Ministry Proposes  
Expelling Every Palestinian in Gaza to Egypt 

https://youtu.be/t8YSVICeRqI?si=AYNjhoxeS6fNSmGo 
 

They're all dead!' - Dozens killed as Israel targets south Gaza 
https://youtu.be/XY3t80-vCJY?si=eNO3K6Vpxeju47kB 

 

Shocking insight into Israel's Apartheid | Roadmap to 
Apartheid  https://youtu.be/3psMGQE0iW4?si=wsuOW_T6InUMxHvj 

 

 

There is more on You Tube; 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLosHhrNh7LB6lSjsEZzVn3oxXu6rzHhzz 

Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

 

History of Israel - Palestine Conflict 

 In order to realize the real truths we must look at the bigger picture, instead of just at what is 
being said about current escalations, in this decades long conflict. When we do this, the truth is 
VERY evident. That truth is that Israel is the recent invader of Palestine, and the Palestinian people are the 
victims of this brutal invasion, which has been aiming to get rid of them. What is now being called a "war 
against terrorism" is really the aggressive invaders trying to kill off what is left of the native Palestinian people 
who have been fighting for their freedom and the return of their stolen homes and the return of their stolen 
lands.  

https://youtu.be/t8YSVICeRqI?si=AYNjhoxeS6fNSmGo
https://youtu.be/XY3t80-vCJY?si=eNO3K6Vpxeju47kB
https://youtu.be/3psMGQE0iW4?si=wsuOW_T6InUMxHvj
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLosHhrNh7LB6lSjsEZzVn3oxXu6rzHhzz
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https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=5111975005840713685&pageID=2093067422641536579&target=twitter
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=5111975005840713685&pageID=2093067422641536579&target=facebook
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=5111975005840713685&pageID=2093067422641536579&target=pinterest
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You may not believe this, after watching the one sided news reports, but I beg you to care to objectively look at 
the other side of this story, and the historical facts in the bigger picture... and do what you can to promote 
peace and safety and freedom for the Palestinian people and all other people who have been being targeted by 
deceptive evil forces. The following link has many professional and well done documentaries and news reports.  

 
Palestine 1920: The Other Side of the Palestinian Story | Al Jazeera World 

Documentary  https://youtu.be/QUCeQt8zg5o?si=XychjZe7Y2PcE4A3 
 

Three big questions on the Israel-Gaza war answered | Start Here  https://youtu.be/r-
CigdyHMY8?si=BUQR8iMlpoXkE3vw 

 
The history of Hamas, Fatah and Palestine resistance | Azzam Tamimi | The Big Picture 

S3E02  https://youtu.be/WLTLuiqNsWI?si=ijrAC8N6CvJJHg1F 
 

Six days that changed the Middle East: The '67 Arab-Israeli War | Featured 
Documentary  https://youtu.be/cn3RUZsaPmg?si=AGkHyV0OQGxQvRuc 

 
Why does Israel want to annex the West Bank? | Start 

Here  https://youtu.be/6uuD0cGKu1Y?si=Q0HCDVkyAbB0Y-Rf 
 

Al-Nakba: The Palestinian catastrophe - Episode 1 | Featured 
Documentary  https://youtu.be/H7FML0wzJ6A?si=bh9kOA0FE-PNY-MI 

 

There is more on You Tube; 

  https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLosHhrNh7LB6AZv8jZfOjl29g25kOFMqT 
Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

 

Palestinian People's Voices 
Israeli strikes hit ambulance convoys near Gaza's main hospital #gaza #palestine 

#israel  https://youtu.be/DXUz6xyc_7k?si=fxHkOesHCk_cWcwe 
 

“This is a criminal genocide:” Palestinian man begs for ceasefire | Al Jazeera 
Newsfeed  https://youtu.be/946_UM2_V48?si=6XyMJeSZMZbyvENH 

 
Israeli soldiers & settlers push Palestinians out of West Bank 

communities  https://youtu.be/Z7vvV4x1qUs?si=fotyxmjx048iQNNI 
 
 
 

There is more on You Tube; 
  https://www.youtube.com/@SharonPoet/playlists 

Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

 

 

Poetry About Palestine 

 

Twisted Minds 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLosHhrNh7LB6AZv8jZfOjl29g25kOFMqT
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=5111975005840713685&pageID=9159691924638533242&target=email
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=5111975005840713685&pageID=9159691924638533242&target=blog
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=5111975005840713685&pageID=9159691924638533242&target=twitter
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=5111975005840713685&pageID=9159691924638533242&target=facebook
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=5111975005840713685&pageID=9159691924638533242&target=pinterest
https://youtu.be/DXUz6xyc_7k?si=fxHkOesHCk_cWcwe
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copyright Sharon Rose Poet 11-20-2023 

Twisted minds see good as bad. 
Nothing is left of homes we had 

As evil's unleashed bombs swirl 

In this sacred part of our world. 
Every time they came to attack 

We leapt up to fight them back. 
So who's to know the real truth 

Through our tortured broken youth 

Who cried, "Allah, take me Home. 
Everything we had here is gone," 

Before each final vengeful act? 

Angels cried, yet honored the pact. 
But a better way is now being born; 

As, from hate, the twisted are torn. 

They will now learn how to be kind, 

And stop being so totally blind. 
We were never the "terrorists." 

It's evil that put us on this list. 
Its time for all to see our good - 

For life here to be as it should. 
All we ever wanted was peace 

On our land here by the sea! 

Our Palestine must be free. 

 
 

In an Arab Life 
copyright Sharon Rose Poet 11-20-2023 

As I face their writhing strife 

I feel I was Arab in a past life.  
My soul deeply feels their pain.  

And my tears want to fall like rain,  
Until we're all safe and free again. 

 
The Projection of Evil  

copyright Sharon Rose Poet 11-2-2023 
 

They were invaded and crushed  
As the unhealed Jewish rushed  

 In to steal their land and homes.  
But none of them stood alone.  

Resistance spread far and wide.  
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But, evil blamed its victim's side.  
Now thousands die in the storm.  
This is wrong. Its not the norm.  

But it's declared to all of humanity,  
 "Animals must be killed and not be free."  

And so its happened one more time -  
The horrid holocaust - the crime.  
God help what's left of Palestine. 

 
 

"From the River to the Sea"  
copyright Sharon Rose Poet 10-27-2023 

 
The Jewish people should know better 

Because of what happened to them. 
But they invaded and kill and control 

Again and again and again. 
My heart cries for their victims 

Who did not matter enough to save, 
Who have been forced out of homes 

And into dusty camps and caves. 
The Jewish find ways to justify 

While their victims fight and die, 
Or are chased out of their land. 

And who is there to understand? 
Yes, some victims fight too hard, 
But shouldn't have to fight at all 

They should be free and left alone. 
Can't you hear the desperate call? 

"From the river to the sea 
Palestine will be free," 

While it still gets blown to hell 
In a disguised evil spell 

That plans to last for many years 
Regardless of lost children and tears. 

The cry that says, "We matter too!" 
Has not been heard nearly enough. 

Somehow it must finally get through 
The Judgment's - the "terrorist" stuff. 

Beneath the terror on BOTH sides 
Palestinians just want to be free 

"From the river to the sea." 
For decades now - not just this year, 

Suffering in poverty and living in fear. 
Oh please, bring them Loving relief. 

Set them all in permanent peace. 
 

 

My YouTube Stroll  
copyright Sharon Rose Poet 11-2-2023 

 
I found many hearts and many tears  

Where compassion soothed away fears.  
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 But others pushed for us to hate  
And I just can't even relate.  

Their comments were too rude -  
The usual negative attitude,  
That aimed to defame mine.  

How dare I feel for Palestine? 
 

Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

 

"Two State" or "One State" Solution? 
 
I have shared my thoughts on this before, but I've given it more thought since then. And I feel that the only way 
to deal with this would be a one state solution, perhaps with the first stage of it being a two state split, until 
things can be worked out and both sides calm down a bit. This is basically what I said before, but am explaining 
it better here... 
   I think Israel does NOT legally own any of Palestine, in the eyes of morality and humanitarianism, and people 
who know right from wrong. Even if it does legally own some of it, through laws that were imposed, against the 
will of the native majority (the Arab Palestinians), it certainly does not deserve to keep it, due to the fact that it 
was not agreed upon, and due to their hateful and prejudice and thieving and murderous/terroristic behaviors, 
which have turned that sacred land into a bloody raging battlefield since the 1840s. Seriously. 
   I think Israel needs to learn that it can not get what it wants through stealing and killing and displacing the 
Arab Palestinians and turning Palestine into their own personal Israel. And I think the world needs this 
precedent to be set, so that it does not ever happen again. Palestine should be restored to what it was before the 
British leaders and Jewish immigrants...etc., came in and started destroying it and it's native people. 
   God help our world, if a group of people (or a religion), whose ancestors MAY have lived in a small part of 
Palestine over four thousand years ago, now has the right to just move in and kill off and get rid of the people 
who have been the vast majority there for over fifteen centuries. Think about it. Its just a matter of what is right 
and what is wrong. And we should all know right from wrong by now. And those who don't must be taught, in 
ways that are not violent.  

 As for details of how this transition, of turning Israel back into Palestine, would happen; it would have to be 
worked out with NEUTRAL and kind officials over-seeing it, and it would have to happen fast. 
   It would be nice if (in Israel) the whole real truth came out about what Israel did to the Palestinian people and 
what Israel did to provoke the Hamas attacks...etc., and the majority of the people in Israel, could find the 
Heart to face their mistakes and embrace the Palestinians, so they can all heal together, and all live together in 
a Palestine that is run by a combination of the best officials on both sides, until the first elections...etc. All it 
would take is Love and compassion and a willingness to be kind and considerate. 

But I would evict every official and every settler who has knowingly taken part in (or was in agreement with) 
killing or displacing or cruelly mistreating or intruding upon the Palestinian people or their lands. The 
inconvenience of these Israeli people having to make arrangements to move out, and their monetary losses, are 
nothing compared to what they did to the Palestinians who were terrorized into leaving...etc. I'd weed Israel 
out, until all that was left is the people who have the heart to throw the hate and prejudice out the window and 
replace it with genuine care for the Palestinian people, who will have far more healing to do than they do. (They 
will need compassion and understanding.) The Israeli vacant homes can replace some of the Palestinian 
homes, which had been destroyed. On top of this, all existing Palestinian homes, which had been stolen, must 
be returned to their rightful owners. And all of the newest settlements should also be vacated, in order to 
replace destroyed Palestinian homes. Its just what is right and fair. 
 
Unfortunately its not up to me, but I hope this reaches people who have some authority over the situation, if 
anyone does. Many people have probably thought the same things, because its just common sense, but I felt a 
need to write it out anyway. Its helping me to feel like I am doing something to help the Palestinian people. 
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The Rumors and Judgements 

It is not fair to pass judgments that are based on rumors Israel has started. 

Someone told me that 58% of the Palestinians support HAMAS, as if this makes 58% of the Palestinian people 
bad people. I do not know if that percentage is true. But I think those who support Hamas want freedom and 
feel that they have to fight for it, because nothing else has worked since the immigrants started killing them off 
and chasing them out of their homes and out of Palestine in the 1940s. Although I do not condone the Hamas 
violence, I can understand their predicament and why they have resorted to it after being hurt so badly for so 
long.  
   As for the remaining 42%; of Palestinians; Israel has probably convinced them that Israel's killing masses of 
Palestinian's is all Hamas's fault, although it is Israel who is doing it now, and Israel who was doing it long 
before Hamas even appeared on the scene. The truth is that Israel is the only one who is responsible for what 
Israel does, especially since Israel is the aggressive invader and Hamas is the defender who fights back in this 
situation. It appears that Israel is trying to pit the Palestinians against each other. And its sad that it probably 
has indeed worked to some degree, just because of the level of suffering that Israel has inflicted upon all of 
them. 

Someone also told me that Hamas has said that it wants the destruction of Israel and all Jews; I feel that this is 
not true, regardless of any hateful outbursts, that any of the Palestinian people (Hamas included) may have 
uttered through the past several decades, while their lives and homes and lands and people were being 
destroyed by the Jewish settlers and their leaders. 
    It is my understanding that Hamas just wants to restore Palestine, which would remove the new "Israel" 
name from it...and that Israel is making it sound like this is an act of violence, just to manipulate people against 
Hamas and onto their side. And the same goes for the Jewish people; it is my understanding that Hamas wants 
the murderous and thieving and intrusive individuals off of their lands and out of their lives...and Israel is 
making it sound like Hamas wants to murder all Jews. It appears that Israel is also doing this, in order to 
justify the slow genocide that it has been performing for many decades now. Israel has been blaming It's 
victims, especially those who react violently to Israel's violence, and this is not right. 
  I have no doubt that some of the Hamas fighters, especially those who have seen their loved ones hurt or 
killed by the Jewish settlers, do indeed hate all Jewish settlers for it. I'm sure some hate America for helping 
with that process too. (But who can look honestly at the history, and the bigger picture, and rightly blame them 
for being human, instead of like Gods who can remain in a place of Love no matter how much they are hurt?) 
I'm sure that, in time, at least most of the angry Hamas fighters will calm down and heal, if Israel stops killing 
and displacing their people and things are set right, which is all they really want, and is what they should have 
had long before now. (Look at the history; What Israel did to the Palestinian people in the 1960s happened 
BEFORE Hamas was formed and I'm sure Hamas was formed because of it.) 
    It looks to me like, Hamas (and its angry outbursts)  are just Israel's excuse to continue killing off masses of 
Palestinian's and try to terrorize the rest into leaving, so it can finish taking over Palestine, and get support 
from the whole world in this horrid criminal holocaustal process. It's evil manipulations, literally. And I am so 
glad Israel is not succeeding with them anymore. The truth is coming out, even in parts of the USA mainstream 
media, at this point.  
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When I first started realizing there was something very wrong happening in a war, it was due to a dream I 
had, and my own intuition. I doubted myself at first, especially since I was seeing the opposite of the initial 
news reports I watched. But then I broke through a wall and started finding reports that showed what I 
felt was the real truth. This chain of posts, which I had on another blog, were my initial fight to stand up 
for a people who are suffering even more horribly than I have been. Please excuse my blunders and 
mistakes. I was a bit emotional at the time... 

Thursday, November 2, 2023 

 

 

 
 

Below is the Posts I put on my personal blog; 
www.sharonrosepoet.blogspot.com 

 
Monday, November 6, 2023 

PDF for Palestinian Plight 
I have backed my stand for Palestine on my website. Please print it out and help spread the word: 
  

Care for Palestinian Plight PDF 

www.poeticpublications.com/palestine.pdf 
at November 06, 2023 No comments:  
Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

Vamp up in targeting continues 
It appears that I am again getting death threats in the form of dead animals being left. It appeared that I was hit with some 
sort of chemical the other day. It sort of smelled like a skunk and stung my nostrils. But these things can be done with 
microwaves effecting the senses too. Not sure what it was. And the general microwaving has again vamped up in the way 
of making me feel retarded, making it difficult to think straight and write. I have also had a hard time logging into my email 
and you tube has blocked me at least three times, for no good reason. I am also being harassed on you tube, no more 
than the usual though. And my computer has been infiltrated again.  

 

 Care for Palestine Website  

www.careforpalestine.blogspot.com 

 
I'm not stopping my stand for the horrid injustice and terrors and crimes that have been happening to the Palestinian 

people for many decades now.  
 

FREE PALESTINE! 

at November 06, 2023 No comments:  
Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

Saturday, November 4, 2023 

Attacked and Blocked on You tube. 
   The night before last, I experienced a severe Microwave attack. I didn’t know if I’d survive it. But I did. I’m surprised it 
didn’t happen sooner, because I’d been standing up for the Palestinian people in foreign media as well as ours, for about 
ten days. I guess this is OK with them, because they are labeling pro-Palestinian people as “terrorists” and “antisemitic.” 
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So it makes me look bad, even though I’m neither of these things. What appears to have brought on the attack is me 
starting to post things about the core problem – the mind control part, which I feel is why nobody has done anything to 
save the Palestinian people and make Israel back out of their decades long invasion and captivity of the resisting 
Palestinians, and make Israel stop killing them off under the guise of it being a war against “terrorism”…etc. 
   Then, I could not log into my account without repeatedly typing in letters that were shown. Then after I got in and started 
again sharing the mind control stuff, You Tube completely blocked me from doing any comments at all. 
 
As for the radio wave mind control, which is VERY effective on people who are taking the brain numbing and feeling 
blocking pharmaceuticals; I think that at least some of the Palestinian people (Arab people) have figured it out, and many 
are not taking the pharmaceuticals, and this is why they still resist the evil control. I’m sure their tunnels help protect them 
from the radio wave part as well. Smart people. 
   But I think the mind control has been being used on high officials who could stop Israel and help prevent the 
Palestinian natives from continuing to be killed off and chased out of their own country. I feel it has to be mind 
control, because anyone, who looks at the history and both sides would clearly see that it is Israel who is the intrusive 
invader, and Israel who is anti-Arab, and Israel who wants to wipe out Palestine and the Palestinian people, and Israel 
who has been far more terroristic. Israel has projected all their evil stuff onto Hamas and has been convincing the world 
that Hamas – the resisting Palestinian people are the ones who are the bad guys…and it is just not true, no matter what 
wrongs a few Hamas individuals may have done in their fight for freedom on their own land...etc. In a fair look at the 
factual bigger picture, of violent terroristic types of acts, it is VERY easy to see that Israel has done FAR worse than 
Hamas from the very start of this situation...and that it is illegal for Israel to even be there in Palestine. 

I started a new blog for the Palestinian people 

www.careforpalestine.blogspot.com 

 
 

at November 04, 2023 No comments:  
Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

Thursday, November 2, 2023 

Videos on the Israel vs. Hamas Situation 
Its been hard to get past Israeli news to the bigger picture and the real truths, but I have been getting there and I have 
been finding out that many other people also stand behind the Palestinian People... This is what I have found thus far...  
 

 Play List on the Palestinian Plight  

https://www.youtube.com/@SharonPoet/playlists 
at November 02, 2023 No comments:  
Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

The Blame Game 
On the Israel side the attacks appear to be more than just revenge. It appears that they provoke the Hamas attacks, and 
even fabricate things, in order to justify their own terroristic attacks against the Palestinian people. Then they kill off yet 
another mass of Palestinians and hope to scare the rest into leaving. Their goal, from the start, was to get rid of the 
Palestinian people, especially the Native Arab Palestinians who were the vast majority of the population in 
Palestine. And...  
 

Israel blames Hamas for their own killings of masses of Palestinian citizens, 
claiming that they "use their own citizens as shields." The truth is that, what Israel 
calls "Hamas" actually IS the Palestinian citizens. They are various resistance 
groups, including the Hamas one, who have no formal army and no military base, 
because they are too small and have not had the help that Israel has. All they have 
is tunnels they dug out beneath Gaza - beneath their own homes and businesses. 
And Gaza is so heavily polluted that there no other place for them to be. It appears 
that the citizens gather around them, because they are the citizens. Israel's 
"terrorists" are really citizens who are fighting for freedom from Israel's violence 
and Israel's illegal occupation of their own lands. 
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 More coming soon... 
at November 02, 2023 No comments:  
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The Chain of Terror 
It is a shame that the leaders of the Zionists and their new Jewish immigrants did not treat the Palestinian people with 
kindness and consideration. I have strived to understand the Israel side. And it appears to me that, at least some of the 
Jewish people may have been too severely wounded by the holocaust to not pass on the abuse. This is sad for them and 
even sadder for their victims - the Palestinian people. 

The Projection of Evil 

copyright Sharon Rose Poet 11-2-2023 
 

They were invaded and crushed 

As the unhealed Jewish rushed 

In to steal their land and homes. 
But none of them stood alone. 

Resistance spread far and wide. 
But, evil blamed its victim's side. 
Now thousands die in the storm. 
This is wrong. It’s not the norm. 

But it's declared to all of humanity, 
"Animals must be killed and not be free." 

And so it’s happened one more time - 

The horrid holocaust - the crime. 
God help what's left of Palestine. 

at November 02, 2023 No comments:  
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The Israel vs. Palestinian Battle on YouTube 
On YouTube I have run into a lot of kind people who are sharing their hearts and their grief over what has been and still is 
happening to the Palestinian people. This has actually helped me to regain a bit of my faith in humanity. But I have also 
run into many who have been literally pushing people into joining the hate against the Palestinian side of this battle, and 
who have been trying to make me think I am wrong in my view of the situation...etc.  
 
One example of this is when one of them asked, "SharonPoet aren’t you thinking? What if your nation attack by 
Hamas? Will you feel the same to what you are saying? Don’t be fooled by devil words" 
 
And my response was, "My nation was attacked, by what was believed to be a terrorist, on September 11, 2001. And 
even then, I found the heart to not join in on the hate campaigns and to not leap to judgements against whomever other 
people were blaming...etc. In the Palestinian/Israel situation there are two sides to the story and a bigger picture that 
encompasses far more than what has been told by the media, and this is what I look at. 
   And I assure you that I am not being "fooled by the devil words," and I have heard them, just not on the same side you 
think they are on. I strive to listen to my heart - my intuition and instincts above all else. I felt the truth, before I heard it, 
and this is why I recognized it. And if Hamas came and attacked my home, the first thing I would ask is, why - What 
happened to instigate or provoke such horrific violence....was it something I did or is there anything I could have done to 
prevent it. And I'd dig until I found the truth, rather than blindly believing what the media has been told. If only all the 
citizens of Israel and the rest of the world would do this." 
 
Other Israel puppets have tried to make people think I am a "terrorist" or a "robot," through making false statements under 
my comments. It’s sad that those who express their condolences to the Palestinians are being harassed and accused of 
doing wrong or being antiemetic...etc. 
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My YouTube Stroll 
copyright Sharon Rose Poet 11-2-2023 

 

I found many hearts and many tears 

Where compassion soothed away fears. 
But others pushed for us to hate 

And I just can't even relate. 
Their comments were too rude - 

The usual negative attitude, 
That aimed to defame mine. 

How dare I feel for Palestine? 

at November 02, 2023 No comments:  
Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 
Labels: Hamas, Israel vs. Palestine war, Palestinian People 

Relating to the Plight of Palestinian People 
I have been asking myself why I feel so connected to the Palestinian plight, aside from the normal empathy for people that 
are suffering, and my disdain for wars. And I've realized that it’s because their plight touches my own wells of pain. 
   I know what it’s like to be targeted by evil forces who convince people that I am the one who is "evil" and "insane" and 
"dangerous." Due to this targeting, I know what its like to have my homes invaded. I know what its like to have my home 
taken from me against my will. I know what its like to watch my next home go up in flames. I know what its like to have my 
next neighborhood wiped out and neighbors killed. I know what its like to be held trapped in a public prison and not 
allowed to succeed with my own business. 
   I know what its like to be targeted by a force that is far too powerful for me to do anything but strive to survive the 
poverty and hell they shoved me into and held me trapped in after invading and destroying my life - the way I'd lived it. I 
know what its like to be totally at the mercy of those who target me and to feel desperate for freedom that seems to have 
no chance of ever returning to my life. I know what its like to suffer through decades of painful attacks against me and 
people whom I love. 
   My situation is very different from that of the Palestinian people. Theirs is much worse in many ways, and far bigger, and 
far more overt. But the general scenarios are the same, and this is because the same type of evil is behind it all in both of 
our situations. In my situation it has been mostly covert targeting and the violent attacks have been mostly with microwave 
and laser weapons. 
at November 02, 2023 No comments:  
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A People Deemed Worthless 
I have been mostly flying by the seat of my instincts with this situation. But I am now finding some good reports and have 
been being validated over and over again, to the point of being shocked that this really has been and still is happening. 
Below are three videos. More will be coming soon. 
 

Their Invaders Call Them "Animals" 

 
In the bigger picture... from the start of this whole Arab/Palestinian situation, the Palestinian people have been being 
treated like worthless "animals." This started only about one century ago and is still happening today. 
   In the beginning Christian and Zionist writers, like Theodore Herz, described Palestine as "a land without a people." One 
also said something like, "Palestine is a land without a people and the Jewish are a people without a land." This was their 
way of saying that the Palestinian people were nothing but worthless "animals," and that Palestine and its people should 
be wiped out and replaced with the Jewish people and called Israel. Then they attacked the Palestinian people, shoved 
most of them out of their own country, stole their homes and businesses, and later enslaved the survivors who resisted 
the invasion. 
   Today, these resisters are still fight for their freedom. They have formed groups whom they call "the Resistance." One of 
these groups is well known as, Hamas. The Israel side calls them "terrorists" but they are mostly, if not completely, just 
angry and desperate Palestinians who are fighting for their freedom and the return of their homes and lands. They are a 
small informal militant group, who are fighting for freedom and the return of what was stolen from them. No matter how 
badly some individuals in the "Resistance" may have behaved, in isolated incidents, they deserve our compassion and 
understanding. 
 

Under extremely abusive oppression, any human being can become capable of 
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extreme violence. And the way to stop the violence is to stop the oppression and 
the abuse and undo the wrongs that were done to them, if possible. 
 
But Israel keeps vamping up their own terror, instead of stopping. Every time the Resistance strikes back, Israel seeks 
revenge and strikes with far more terroristic force than the Resistance delivered. For example; Hamas is provoked and 
attacks and kills a couple people on a street. Then Israel starts dropping bombs on Gaza and kills hundreds of Palestinian 
citizens and dozens of their homes and businesses and schools and hospitals...etc. There has been round after round 
after round of this happening for decades now. 
 
The fact that the small groups of Palestinian resistance survivors still refuse to give up or leave, after decades of being 
held captive in an "open air prison" and repeatedly attacked and degraded by the most powerful forces in the world, is 
quite remarkable. This may actually be the longest and bravest and most resilient stand for freedom that has ever 
happened in Humanity. Israel has most of the world convinced that they are nothing but worthless terrorists that must all 
be killed, and has literally said this in October 2023. But when the world looks at the bigger picture and sees the truth, the 
Palestinian Resistance (Hamas) may become heroes, especially to military minded and freedom fighter types of people. 
    And the rest of us should understand that most human beings are capable of violence in these types of 
situations. People who are treated extremely badly naturally end up feeling hurt and angry and can react in 
negative ways, including violent ways. And this is exactly what has been happening in this situation, especially in the 
organized groups of Palestinian people who are resisting the cruel Zionist invasion that has had no consideration for them 
and has been far more violent to them. If only the Zionists would look in the mirror, at their own behaviors and how they 
created this volatile situation, with their own "terroristic" and heartless and thieving and controlling behaviors. 
 

The Palestinian, or Arab, people are just as valuable as all 
other human beings. They deserve to be treated with kindness 
and consideration. They deserve the same human rights that 
everyone else has. They deserve to be free and safe in their 
own homes and country. 

 
And they cannot be blamed for fighting for freedom under the inhumane and horrific conditions they have been and still 
are faced with. None of these things should have ever been done to them. Those who deserve the blame are the 
invaders, and all who helped them to attack and get rid of the Palestinian people. The behaviors of Israel's leaders, has 
been so barbaric and criminal that it is difficult to believe it started so recently and is still happening today. It’s like 
something out of medieval history books. 
 
Al-Nakba: The Palestinian catastrophe - Episode 1 | Featured Documentary  
 
https://youtu.be/H7FML0wzJ6A?si=G3854uK3M6UZmBly Al-Nakba:  
 
The Palestinian catastrophe - Episode 2 | Featured Documentary  https://youtu.be/yI2D5Fsd9lg?si=m3e2iyH6Qn36RToN 
 
Al Jazeera World Documentary  https://youtu.be/QUCeQt8zg5o?si=Qdkgogw5foLG7QJw 
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Wednesday, November 1, 2023 

A Suggestion for the Israel vs. Palestine Conflict 
I was asked what I thought the solution would be. So I wrote this... 
 
 

A Suggestion for the Israel vs. Palestine Conflict 
 
To be fair we must look at BOTH sides of the bigger picture and the true history, instead of what just one side says. The 
current violence, and the ways its been reported, has distracted people from realizing the core problem - the land dispute, 
which has always needed to be permanently resolved, in ways that are fair to BOTH sides, in order to prevent the 
violence. This is just common sense and these suggestions are just well known human rights. Why they were not allowed 
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deserves serious consideration and investigation. 
 
 

PART ONE - THE LAND DISPUTE 

 
To be fair and considerate and humane, the following things must happen... 
 
1. The Gaza strip and West Bank, and AT LEAST the land between these two bodies, should be immediately returned to 
the Palestinian people and immediately declared the independent state of Palestine. These lands, and their airspace, 
must be controlled by the Palestinian people, so they can uphold the law on their own lands and prevent further illegal 
encroachment...etc. 
 
2. Out of fairness and consideration to the families of the existing invaders and their unaware "settlers," they should be 
given at least about three months to move back out of these lands, before trespassing laws are enforced. 
 
3. The Palestinian people must also have free and safe passages leading to neighboring countries and out into the open 
sea. 
 
4. The Palestinian people must be allowed to conduct their own businesses and rebuild their own economy without 
interference. 
 
5. In the historical facts, it is VERY clear that the Arab Palestinians are the people who were the vast majority in 
Palestine for many hundreds of years, and that the vast majority of the Jewish people are the immigrants who 
were brought to Palestine  by the invading Zionists who forcefully stole the Arab country and stole Arab homes 
and stole Arab businesses from the Arab Palestinian people. Due to this happening so recently, it truly would be 
fair for ALL the Israel lands to be returned to the Palestinian people and declared their independent state of 
Palestine. If this happened it would be nice if the Palestinians found the heart to let some of the Jewish immigrants stay 
there, at least the ones who are peaceful and not prejudice against the Arab people. 
 
If the leaders of the Jewish Immigrants cannot immediately find the heart to do the above things, they should be 
forced to. If the UN cannot enforce this, then at least parts of the rest of the world should unite and demand it through 
setting dire consequences if it is not done within three months. These consequences should NOT be violent, but 
should make things so difficult for them that they do right by the Palestinian people, for their own sakes. Is there any high 
authority or collective authority that can over-see this? I do not know enough about politics or laws or those types of 
manipulations to venture into details. Someone else will have to do that part. But it is clear to me that, anyone who has 
the heart to be kind and fair and considerate - decent human beings, would surely agree that the Palestinian 
people should have at least most of their land and homes returned to them and be allowed to be an independent 
nation that has a right to protect what is left of their people. 
 
 

PART TWO - SETTLING INTO PEACE 

 
1. There must be an immediate and permanent cease fire on BOTH sides. 
 
2. Hamas must return all the hostages, that have not been killed by Israel's careless bombing. And Israel must return all 
the Palestinian people that they have held captive. 
 
3. Part one must quickly and fully happen so that the Palestinian people, including Hamas, do not feel like they have to 
continue fighting for their freedom or their lands or their lives or their human rights. 
 
4. Israel must stop provoking Hamas attacks, or using Hamas attacks, as an excuse to do their own and murder large 
masses of Palestinian people and terrorize the rest into leaving the country. Too much of this has already been done and 
it just has to stop. BOTH sides must make a pact to not use any future violent incidents, as excuses to attack back. The 
vengeance and violence must stop. 
 
5. BOTH sides must work on healing their hearts at least until they can be kind enough and considerate enough and 
compassionate enough to let go of the hate and refrain from seeking vengeance. Both sides should make a pact to not 
pass the hate and vengeful attitudes down to their children. Both sides should do all they can, to promote a safe and 
peaceful and comfortable environment for themselves and each other.  
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Finishing notes; I feel that, if the heart and mind of humanity were free the recent violent wars would probably not be 
happening, even if the leaders of the Israel are still naturally as selfish and inconsiderate and unkind as they have been 
from the start of their invasion of Palestine, because the hearts of enough other nations would have rallied around the 
Palestinian people, instead of around Israel - the aggressive intruder. 
  
We must look at the global problem of mass distribution of brain numbing and feeling blocking pharmaceuticals, 
which have been blocking the heart of humanity - the ability to feel Love and compassion and intuition, and 
makes people like numb sheep who just blindly follow... whatever. And we also must look at how various 
frequencies of radio waves can effect people's minds. I feel that these things are part of this and many other 
problems since around the 1950s. 
 
EVERY HUMAN BEING IN HUMANITY SHOULD MAKE A PACT TO BEHAVE IN WAYS THAT ARE KIND AND 
CONSIDERATE TO FELLOW HUMAN BEINGS, ESPECIALLY TO THOSE WHO CAN NOT BE FAIRLY BLAMED, IN 
THIS SITUATION AND OTHERS. No matter what terminology some of us have used; the problem is not all of "the 
Catholics" or all of "the British" or all of "the Jewish" or all of "America" or all of "Israel"...etc. It is just the decisions of a few 
of the people in these places that have caused the problems in this situation as well as others. And there are probably 
times when some of them made those decisions before being aware of all the honest details and/or while being negatively 
influenced by other people. Some of them, especially in the beginning of this mess, clearly just lacked the heart to see the 
value in the Arab people. This would be more sad for them, if such horrific destruction had not come from their 
handicapped decisions. 
 
I understand if the Jewish people want to own their own country, but it should not be through theft and the 
destruction of its existing people, like was done in Palestine. Perhaps another country would give them some 
land? Perhaps the British would be willing to help them again, but do it fairly this time? No matter where they go, 
they should not be allowed to steal land and homes and try get rid of its existing people. This lesson must be 
learned now. And the learning should start with Israel not getting away with what it has done to the Arab 
Palestine. 
 

Those who think the Arabs are worthless "animals," really should find their hearts 
and open their minds. In the lowest forms of humanity are those who feel such hate 
and prejudice, and even they are not worthless - they are just people who need to 
find and heal their hearts. 
 
The laws that apply to people's homes should also apply to countries - people must not have the right to just move in and 
take control and either kick the owners out or kill them. Its just common human decency. By now, humanity should have 
learned this lesson through past mistakes with indigenous people, at least enough to not be repeating them. Seriously. I'm 
shocked that what happened to the Palestine part of the Arab territories was even allowed within the past century. We 
can't fix all past mistakes, but we can learn from them and stop repeating them. We ALL must use our hearts and be 
kind and considerate to other people, even when they are different from us. Look with your Hearts and you will see. 
Although I've probably made some typing mistakes, and have not described it all perfectly, and have not fully spelled out 
every possible little detail, you can surely understand the gist of what I'm saying here. Its up to other people to take it 
further and fill in the gaps. 
  
I have actually not chosen sides in the Israel vs Palestine battle, although it may look to some like I have. I am actually 
on the side of what is right and fair and kind and considerate and peaceful. And I hope the rest of the world joins 
this side very quickly...and agrees that hate and prejudice and inhumane acts and dishonesty and justifications for evil 
intentions...etc., are what must be "condemned" throughout the world. Enough is enough. 
 
Initially, it is a shame that the leaders of the Zionists did not treat the Palestinian people with the type of kindness 
and consideration that would have enabled the Palestinians and the Jewish immigrants to all peacefully live there 
together in an independent state of Palestine. 
 
I am an America citizen (since birth) who is part Native American and part French and English. I have no affiliation with 
the Palestinian people or the Jewish/Israel people. I do not even know any of them. I am a real person. My Name is 
Sharon Rose Poet. I matter too, and so does my opinion. Please consider it. 
at November 01, 2023 No comments:  
Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

Monday, October 30, 2023 
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The Original Sin - The Catholic Judgement of Palestinian People 
I just found out that the problems in Palestine actually first started with a Catholic or Christian judgement that said, 
"Palestine is without a people," which meant that the Palestinians were worthless people. This does not surprise me at all. 
Below is a great documentary about the origins of the problem in Palestine. It feels VERY accurate and true to me. Pull 
out a hanky. The truth hurts. But we MUST face it. 
 

Palestine 1920: The Other Side of the Palestinian Story | Al Jazeera World 
Documentary  https://youtu.be/QUCeQt8zg5o?si=Qdkgogw5foLG7QJw 

at October 30, 2023 No comments:  
Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

A Fair Depiction of Hamas 
Yesterday I was wondering if I was wrong about Hamas. So I started looking up interviews with them. I found very few. 
And the ones I found were merely reporters angrily accusing and not even caring to listen to Hamas's side of the story. It 
was impossible to see their side through the videos I found, especially since most of the comments were puppets 
following the hate filled "Condemn Hamas" orders. But, Last night I had a dream about Hamas and the current situation. 
(I'm still processing it.) 
 
But over-all, it appears that, for decades now, Hamas has been severely misunderstood, due to people not objectively 
listening to their side, and due to a lack of understanding of their culture, and due to language barriers, and due to Israel 
fabricating things so they can blame Hamas for what Israel itself has done and so they can make the world hate 
Hamas. Over-all, it appears that Hamas truly is just a small Palestinian militant group that is fighting for freedom - 
fighting the occupation of their lands and the ongoing destruction of their own people. Its not about religion at all. 
   It is VERY unjust that the world has been being pushed to "condemn Hamas," no matter what wrongs some individual 
members may have done, especially since Israel has done far more civilian killings...etc. People have not been looking at 
the bigger picture, or at the Palestinian plight, and we ALL should do so now. 
   As for the semantics of isolated recent incidents that people have been programmed to keep their focus on, instead of 
looking at the bigger picture and what has been happening to the Palestinian people for decades; I do not think there is a 
military group in the whole world that has not had members who stepped over the lines and did wrong things. Most have 
just been able to hide it better than the closely watched and scrutinized Hamas. Military people, everywhere, are mostly 
rough and tough men who have been trained to put compassion aside and attack and kill the enemy and do every 
possible thing they can to win. And Hamas is no different from them. Israel is their invading enemy, throughout all of 
Palestine, for many decades now. 
   Some of the Hamas war tactics may be different from that of more formal and more educated militaries, but this does 
not make them "terrorists" who kill just for the sake of killing. The fabrications and unfair judgments should be stopped. 
Hamas reminds me of the Native American resistance. Everyone blamed only them too, but who could now and still claim 
to have a heart? Native Americans were just desperate people who were fighting for their lives and their freedom and their 
right to live on their own land, and they were fighting in the only ways that they knew how to. Hamas is no different. Did 
humanity learn nothing from the horrid injustices that were done to the Native people of the USA and Canada and other 
places? 
 
As I woke this morning my intuition remembered a song I wrote in the late 1980s, which fits the Hamas/Palestinian 
Resistance people's situation... 

 

Misunderstood 

copyright 1980s Sharon Rose Poet 
 

Misunderstood is my middle name 

I played and I lost YOUR game. 
Now what am I supposed to do? 

I'm sick of defending myself to you. 
 
It is very possible that Israel has been, and still is, justifying murdering masses of Palestinian children, every time Hamas 
fights back or individual members step out of line. And this may be for the sake of population control in Gaza. How horribly 
sad it is that so much destruction has been done and so little has been done to stop it and save what is left of the 
Palestinian people, including Hamas - the braves who fight for the humane rights of their own people. People call Hamas 
"evil," but it looks to me like it is the Israel side that is too filled with, or controlled by, real pure evil. I hope they find their 
hearts. 
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We all have a right to our opinions. But we all have an 
obligation to be objective, and face the truths, and do what is 
right and just and fair to our fellow human beings. 

 
The Palestinian people, including the Hamas part of them, are our fellow human beings. They have been suffering 
horribly, for many decades now. They deserve our compassion. They should be set free and helped and 
comforted, instead of being judged and condemned. 

Just because some cultures are different from ours it does not 
mean they are wrong or bad or should have no human rights. 

 
PS. After writing this I found these videos about Hamas... 

What Hamas is and what it stands for | Explainer 
https://youtu.be/1Sd3JJ1MHOs?si=2dl02Qskd5g31PFa 
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My Stand for the Palestinian People 
Contrary to accusations, I do not stand up for the Palestinian people due to being "antisemitic" or "Palestinian" or because 
I "condone terrorism", or because I "support Hamas" or any other accusation that has been being directed at me and 
others, in order to discredit those of us who sense and tell the truth. I am none of these things. I actually do not even know 
anyone who is Palestinian. I do not know Hamas. I am the opposite of "antisemitic." And I am strongly against all types of 
violence and hate. I am an American (a mix of Native English and French). 
   In the beginning of my realizations; I sensed something horribly wrong, due to the dream I'd had a few months ago. 
When I noticed part of this dream really happening I investigated and intuitively felt that things were the opposite of what 
was being portrayed in the initial reports I watched on the Israel war. So I looked deeper, and as I read historical reports 
and watched other news reports, I was validated, over and over and over again. 
   My heart has ached terribly, because I recognized that pure evil was as involved in the Israel side of this war as 
it has been in the covert targeting situation I experience. Since these realizations I have been standing up for what is 
right in the Palestinian situation, partly because too many have been doing the opposite and I just cannot be silent - I 
cannot condone it. 
 

I feel for the innocent Israeli victims too, but its the Palestinians who have been hurt 
the most, by far. And they have not had enough people standing up for them and 
helping them, due to the evil manipulations that have been happening around their 
demise. The truth is that the Palestinians are the victims who have been being invaded and destroyed, through 

the past few decades as well as now, even though Israel claims that they are. And this evil 'blame the victims' 
scenario just has to stop in this situation as well as mine and others. 
   I know there are probably all sorts of political aspects, or other details, in and around Israel's invasive war situation, that 
I am not aware of. But no matter what they are, the humanitarian considerations and the truth should have 
precedence over them. They should have through the past and they should now. I am also standing up for all other 
victims of manipulative and violent and harmful controlling forces. I am one of these victims myself, and this enables me to 
empathize very easily with the Palestinian plight. And I can't help but wonder if the Jewish people, and those who support 
Israel are mind control victims who are not acting of their own free will. Surely some are. Most people could not be so 
cruel of their own free will, unless their own hearts had been completely blocked by something they experienced and have 
not healed from. 

I choose no side in the war. 
I choose peace for all and freedom and 

independence for the Palestinian people. 
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P.S. It is very possible that there are mind control victims on both sides of the Israel war against the Palestinians, and in 
many witnesses. 
at October 30, 2023 No comments:  
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How Israel's War Could Affect Our 2024 Elections? 
I believe that officials here in America have been being brainwashed into supporting Israel’s war.* This appears to have 
exacerbated this situation here in America as well as in Palestine. Hopefully the current course will change into a positive 
direction. 
   One outcome of this is that it could effect the 2024 elections. One of the effects of officials (like RFK Jr. and President 
Biden), publicly supporting Israel's invasive war, and people not realizing that they may have been brainwashed into it; 
these officials may lose votes, especially RFK Jr. who had been declaring that he was against the wars. It appears that, if 
things remain the way they are; RFK Jr. will be blamed for going against his word and choosing war over peace... and 
President Biden will be blamed for the discord here in America as well as for aiding the brutal massacre of the Palestinian 
people in Gaza. The result of this, if it happens, would probably be Donald trump becoming our next president. I feel 
certain that RFK Jr.'s support of Israel's war was due to mind control being performed on him. And I feel certain that the 
White house is not totally free of the pharmaceutical and radio wave mind control either. Please think about this and help 
spread the word. 
 
* This post explains why I believe this; https://sharonrosepoet.blogspot.com/2023/10/dream-of-current-
events.html 
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Update on Israel's War Against the Palestinian People 
This is a recent situation where the Zionists moved into Palestine and then took 
complete control of it and started killing off and both displacing and confining 
masses of Arab Palestinians. 
 
Israel's invasive war against the Palestinian people has been being recently hidden under the guise of "a war against 
terrorism. “Israel has also been projecting their own wrong and criminal behaviors onto Hamas or the Palestinian people. 
They are pretending that they are the victims who are fighting for their existence. But the truths is that Israel has done far 
more terrorizing violence and vengeful murders, and they are the invaders who have been trying to get rid of the Palestine 
People. Whether children and adults are mutilated by knives or by guns or by hundreds of bombs dropped in residential 
neighborhoods or by military vehicles, its all the same to the innocent victims of it and its all barbaric and wrong. 
   In this last escalation of Israel's long standing war against the Palestinian people, they have been pretending that 
Hamas had just started this war on October 7th. Many news reports reflect this. But this is not true. Its been happening for 
decades. As you'll see in the next two videos; a UN official exposed some of this truth, and called for Israel to "cease fire," 
and then Israel leaders sought revenge through asking for him to be fired and through telling him that he can no longer get 
a visa in Israel...etc. 
   Israel leaders have a very overpowering, 'support and obey me or else I'll hurt you' type of attitude, even with 
officials in the UN, which says a lot about what they are really like and that they are not just the poor victims who 
need to defend themselves, that they have been portraying to the world. The manipulations, and misplaced blame, 
have surely made this a confusing situation for many people. 

Un Secretary General's Cease Fire speech 
https://youtu.be/aeq_eLBu6gM?si=M0Z3FAEWFcggtNOq 

 
Israel and many of their supporters, have been harassing, or trying to discredit, or have been seeking vengeance against 
people who tell the truth and express concern about the Palestinian people. I have both experienced and witnessed this 
on the web. The best example of this is what they did to the UN chief for saying in the above video, "this did not happen in 
a vacuum" - meaning the war did not start with Hamas's attack on October 7th or without provocation. 

Report on Israel's Seeking Vengeance on the UN Chief 
https://youtu.be/Ea3mJfEIfKE?si=wYy6cbtgvO0IwEO8 

 
My tears flowed when I watched the following video, because I was so glad to see another high official standing up for 
what is right. Much more of this is needed in this situation as well as in others. 
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Palestinian ambassador to the UN addresses General Assembly 
https://youtu.be/0CLE-57KP-c?si=FEEE2ElXagFo_DC7 

 
UN chief says ‘clear violations of international humanitarian law’ in Gaza 

https://youtu.be/Ea3mJfEIfKE?si=LMFai1T9kmXbGHqn 
 
After the Un called for a cease fire, and as a growing international outcry for the Palestinian people spread across the 
internet, Israel put out all communications in Gaza and drastically vamped up their attack. They obviously do not want 
anyone knowing what they are doing there. This is like a holocaust. Its horribly distressing to realize that these sorts of 
things can still freely happen and even be supported in our world today. It makes the whole world feel unsafe to me. 
 
People are being pushed to "condemn Hamas" and I refuse to. I condemn their violence, just as I condemn Israel's 
violence. But I cannot condemn the Hamas group, because I keep sensing that there has not been enough honesty on 
this subject. Instead of accepting and believing the "terrorists" label, we must look at what provoked their attacks. I think 
Hamas is not just the heartless criminal "terrorists" that Israel has portrayed them as, in order to justify their own invasions 
and killings of masses of Palestinian people. We should be asking questions, like... why did Hamas needed hostages to 
bargain with? Was it a desperate act that came AFTER a serious threat to their survival? Probably. It’s not fair to judge 
people based on the claims of only one side of a situation like this. Its actually best to listen to our own hearts and 
instincts above all else. I think Hamas is probably mostly a group of Palestinian freedom fighters who have been enraged 
about what Israel has been doing to hurt and kill or get rid of their loved ones and people. 
   After decades of Israel killing and hurting and enslaving and depriving and displacing tens of thousands of Palestinian 
people...etc., it’s no wonder why groups of them are so hurt and angry that they have been periodically seeking 
vengeance. It is not fair to condemn people who have been fighting for their freedom, due to being invaded and killed and 
enslaved and deprived or forced out of their homes and lands. Surely if they have been treated with nothing but kindness 
and consideration they would not have had the violent reactions to it. In my eyes, those who mistreated the Palestinian 
people, and intentionally provoked the Hamas attacks are partly responsible for them. 
 
I feel sad for all of the Palestinian people, including those who are in the Hamas group. I hope they regain their freedom 
and heal from the overwhelming pain and destruction they have repeatedly experienced through the past 75+ years. I 
hope they find peace within themselves as well as in their homeland. 
 

Please help pray for freedom and safety and healing and peace 
to reach what now remains of the Palestinian people. 

at October 30, 2023 No comments:  
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Why Has Peace Failed Between Israel and Palestine 
THERE ARE ALMOST ALWAYS PEACEFUL ALTERNATIVES TO VIOLENT WAR. IN 
THIS SITUATION THERE DEFINITLY WAS, AND THE BALL HAS ALWAYS BEEN IN 
ISRAEL'S COURT. 
 
According to historical facts; The Palestinians, and small minority groups of Jewish and Christian people lived in Palestine 
peacefully. But then the British took control of Palestine and the Zionists brought masses of Jewish people there, creating 
new settlements which took away more and more of the Palestinian land. The Palestinians were understandably against 
the Zionists taking over their territory. 
   In order to avoid battles; all the Zionists had to do is be kind and considerate and respectful of the rights of the 
Palestinian people on their own Palestinian lands. But they weren't - they aimed to take over all of Palestine and get rid of 
the Palestinians, stealing their homes and businesses and lands. So, fighting began ad has continued, because Israels 
violent occupation has continued and the Palestinian people have been resisting the invasion/"occupation" and have been 
striking back against Israel's violence. 
 
   In Palestine there was understandably a growing hatred toward Israel, due to the loss of their land and the 
displacement of masses of their people and the mass murders of their families, including large amounts of 
children, and more recently, the horrid conditions they had been entrapped in on the little Gaza strip of land surrounded 
by tall walls and Israel controlled borders. The Palestinians are literally fighting for their lives and their freedom from an 
inhumane and horribly unjust situation that has been happening for over 75 years. Even anti-war and peace loving people 
like myself can understand why the Palestinians have resort to acts of violence against their violent controlling oppressors 
- Israel. Most human beings can only take so much abuse before striking back.  
   All Israel had to do, in order to prevent the "Hamas attacks," phase of this battle, is set the Palestinian people 
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free from the hell they had them trapped in, and be kind and considerate and fair and honest... and let them have 
a fair share of their own land back and let them gain independence on their own land. But Israel didn't and its 
supporters didn't.  
   Israel's initial proposals, for the UN's "two state solution" plan, were not fair to the Palestinian people. And the revised 
ones were never signed because hell broke loose each time they were about to be signed. This has happened at least 
two times. I suspect that Israel intentionally provoked, or orchestrated, "Hamas attacks" each time they and the 
Palestinian leaders, were about to sign the peace agreements. It appears that Israel has wanted to remain in complete 
control, and not give ang of Palestine back to the Palestinian people, and has not wanted them to form their own 
independent state. And Hamas and the Palestinian people had nothing to gain by not signing the peace agreements and 
everything to lose. But Israel blames Hamas for the peace agreements not being signed. 

The problem that exists today started with past mistakes by the British and Zionists leaders who had far too little 
consideration for the Palestinian people. Them taking over Palestine and turning it into Israel, and Israel's 
continued brutal violence against the Palestinian people in their aim to gain and retain complete control of all of 
the Palestinian land was just too wrong. Israeli leaders and their supporters have brutally murdering and injured 
and displaced and intentionally deprived masses of Palestinian people through the past few decades. Hamas has 
sought vengeance through small periodic attacks, but the results have been VERY small compared to what Israel has 
been doing to the Palestinians. The saddest part is that Israel is still doing it today, and they are blaming Hamas for it, 
even though they were doing it long before Hamas existed. 
   In an AP news report, a Hamas leader said that the peace talk and two state solution approach “got more settlements, 
more violations, more killing. So I think that it is now logical that the use of the resistance is legal against the occupation. 
And there is no space now to talk about peace with Israel or about a two-state solution or to talk about coexistence.” The 
Palestinians want their country back and for the Zionists to completely relinquish control. Israel has vowed to destroy 
Hamas whom they want the whole world to think are nothing but terrorists who should all be killed and it looks like 
they will not stop the violent massacres of the Palestinian people. In the past couple weeks, Israel has killed about eight 
thousand Palestinian people, almost half of them children, as they invade and bomb the Gaza strip. 
 
Israel has the world thinking that Hamas is just a horrid terrorist group that kills for no reason. "Condemn 
Hamas," they demand, but what they are really demanding is that we all join their side and agree with them 
retaining complete control of Palestine and what is left of the suffering and wounded Palestinian people whom 
they treat like animals in the Gaza "prison camp." 
   The Palestinians have never stood much of a chance, in their desperate fight to keep their land and regain their 
freedom, because Israel is the one who has had the most help from the rest of the world, and Israel is the only one who 
has had the freedom to grow and thrive and build huge armies and defense systems...etc. What is wrong with this 
picture?  
 

WHERE IS THE COMPASSION AND CONSIDERATION THAT 
SHOULD HAVE BEEN THERE FOR THE PALESTINIAN PEOPLE 
FOR OVER SEVEN DECADES NOW? WHERE IS IT NOW?  

 
Unfortunately its not in the leaders of Israel and they are still manipulating things, and fabricating things, in order to 
prevent help from coming from other places, while they terrorize and massacre yet another bunch of Palestinian people. 
 
The Palestinian/Arab people should matter just as much as the Jewish and Zionist people, especially in their own 
lands. They should have in the 1940s. They should have since then. And they should now. 
 
There is no valid excuse for what Israel has done to the Palestinian people. Its VERY wrong and it should be 
immediately stopped. The Palestinian people are not the worthless "animals" that Israel views them as and treats them 
like! They are valuable human beings with human rights that should be respected, no matter how wounded or ill-behaved 
some may have become after being treated so horribly for too long. 
 

EVERY human being should be allowed to have safety and freedom and all other 
basic human rights. And humanity should find the heart to provide the peace and 
compassion and consideration that enables this for the Palestinians and everyone 
else who does not have it. 
 
I hope Israel's leaders are immediately forced to do right by the Palestinian people and find their hearts. I hope everyone, 
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on both sides here in America, strive to keep the peace and understand that, on the Israeli side, most Jewish and other 
Israeli citizens are just innocent bystanders who deserve compassion...and that on the Palestinian side, most Palestinian 
people are not "Hamas terrorists" and are even more in need of compassion and comfort, at this time.  
 
Remember our statue of Liberty, that holds up a strong Light, to guide foreigners into the safe harbor. This is 
what America has always stood for to me; not just the flag or the patriotic songs, but a free and safe place. Let’s 
make it free and safe, and do the same for Palestine. 
 
Some current maps on the web no longer show Palestine, because it and its people have been being slowly wiped out. 
It’s hard to believe that such a thing could be happening in today’s day and age, but it has been and it must be stopped. 

A Brief Part of the Recent History of Palestine  https://youtu.be/lv1SpwwJEW8?si=DWQDpxdwITE96TRH 
at October 30, 2023 No comments:  
Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

Friday, October 27, 2023 

Dream of Current Events 
I am very concerned because a dream I had, on 7-29-2023, showed a chain of events that mimic what is now happening 
here in America. In short, the dream showed Robert F. Kennedy Jr. walking into the light, and then a beam of energy 
being shot down from the sky in the area he lives in, and then Robert's place suddenly flipping into a different 
direction from the one it had been in - no longer right side up, and then the American military picking up people, 
in our residential neighborhoods, to use them to fight in a war. 
 
I had a hard time understanding the dream when I had it, because I was distressed and overwhelmed and the microwave 
targeting vamped up on me as I tried to share it on my blog. However, this recent chain of events appear to be that dream 
coming true.... It appears that RFK Jr. did the "flip" when he recently publicly supported Israel's war against the 
Palestinian people, after repeatedly proclaiming that he was against the wars. I feel certain that his "flip" was due to radio 
wave mind control, because of my dream showing the "beam" of energy being shot down where he lived. (I wonder if 
Biden is a mind control victim as well. Did he make that choice of his own free will? Was he free to consider the possible 
consequences?) Israel's violent war against the Arabs snowballing into a war in America, appears to be the war part of my 
dream.  I hope this does not happen. 
   
 
I have no doubt that pharmaceutical and radio wave mind control is being used to fuel anger and discord in many places 
right now. There are many evil manipulations happening, and I beg officials, and everyone else, to not let that darkness 
get what it wants. It wants chaos and war. But the world needs freedom and peace. 
 

Please pray for freedom and peace for everyone everywhere, 
and do what you can to make it happen.  

 

CHOOSE PEACE AND FREEDOM. 

 
P.S. I feel that, if things continue the way they are going, without people realizing what is really happening and without it 
being stopped, the results could be catastrophic for America and the rest of the world. The evil manipulations and wars 
must be honestly exposed and completely stopped as quickly as possible! They just must. 
at October 27, 2023 No comments:  
Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

Poem for the Palestinian People 
   My heart is aching for the Palestinian people, because I can relate to their general situation, that has existed through the 
past fifty years and more. When its evil that is in control, long term Targeted Individuals and larger groups of targeted 
people go through similar things; homes and lives being invaded by controlling forces that are too powerful for us alone to 
stop... loved ones being killed just to make us suffer and isolate us... being wrongly and negatively labeled, in order to 
cover the crimes that have been, and still are, being committed against us... feeling completely trapped while those, who 
invaded our lives, torture or hurt us and our loved ones in many ways... not knowing when the next severe attack will 
come and if we will survive it... being misunderstood and feeling like we do not matter to people who could help and save 
us... being forced to loose our homes... Our businesses being sabotaged or destroyed... the brutal targeting freely 
continuing until it is too late for us to recover our homes - our land, our bank accounts, our lives - the way we'd lived 
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them... having no safe or healthy or peaceful place to live... losing too much and gaining too little...etc. This morning my 
tears wrote this poem for the Palestinian people... 

"From the River to the Sea" 

copyright Sharon Rose Poet 10-27-2023 
 

My heart cries for the poor victims 
Who did not matter enough to save, 

Who have been forced out of homes  
And into dusty camps and caves.  

Israel finds ways to justify  
While it's victims fight and die,  
Or are chased out of their land.  

And who is there to understand?  
Yes, some victims fight too hard,  
But shouldn't have to fight at all  

They should be free and left alone.  
Can't you hear the desperate call?  

"From the river to the sea  
 Palestine will be free,"  

While it still gets blown to hell  
In a disguised evil spell  

That plans to last for many years  
Regardless of lost children and tears.  
The cry that says, "We matter too!"  
 Has not been heard nearly enough.  
Somehow it must finally get through  
The Judgment's - the "terrorist" stuff.  
Beneath the terror on BOTH sides  
Palestinians just want to be free  

"From the river to the sea."  
For decades now - not just this year,  
Suffering in poverty and living in fear.  
Oh please, bring them Loving relief.  
Free them all into permanent peace. 

 
at October 27, 2023 No comments:  
Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

Thursday, October 26, 2023 

For President Biden 
President Biden, please stand up for freedom and peace, instead of supporting 
Israel's long-standing war against the native Palestinian people. 
at October 26, 2023 No comments:  
Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

A Call for Peace in Palestine 
It’s a horribly sad situation when the victims of brutality are painted out to be the 
bad guys, so that the brutes can continue hurting or controlling them and others. 
Unfortunately there is a lot of this sort of deception happening in our world, and it 
is very effective when the victims react negatively to the abuse. It appears that this 
is what Israel is doing in it's war against the Palestinian people. 
 
Many media reports have been stating that this war started with Hamas attacking Israel on October 7th, but this is not 
true. Israel's leaders have been at war against the Palestinian people for many decades and has, through brute force, 
been gaining complete control of the Palestinian lands for many decades. 
   Israel and some news reports claim that Hamas is a "terrorist" group, but it appears that this is also not true. According 
to many reports from other nations; Hamas is a military group that has been fighting for freedom for the Palestinian people 
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to be able to live in what remains of their own homeland without it being taken over or controlled by Israel. I do not 
condone violence. I am actually very anti-war, anti-hate, anti-violence...etc. But I am looking at the bigger picture - at 
what provokes the hate and violence on the Palestinian side. And I hope you do to. 
   The anger/pain in the Palestinian people is VERY understandable to anyone who looks at the historical facts and has a 
heart. Some of their ways of fighting for freedom have been cruel, for sure. But, to be fair, we must step back and look at 
what forced the Palestinians into this fight... 

According to historical reports; the current Israelian people are the Zionists and 
masses of new Jewish immigrants who moved to Palestine around the second 
world war. My heart deeply feels for the Jewish people, and I'm glad the survivors of 
that holocaust found a place to move to that was safe from Hitler's hell. But it was 
not right for them to forcefully take over the lands and homes of the Palestinian 
people. 
   I can understand that the Jewish people must have needed a sense of security - a 
sense of having control over their own lives and homes and land, after what Hitler 
and his supporters did to them, but it should NOT have been gained at the expense 
of Palestinian lives, and Palestinian freedoms and the theft of Palestinian homes 
and businesses and land. 
    Israel is blaming Hamas for things that Israel instigates, in order to justify its lethal attacks on the Palestinian people 
and its theft of Palestinian lands. Right now Israel is trying to excuse its own violent behavior by saying that it is all 
because of Hamas and its "terrorism", but Israel was attacking and controlling and stealing from the Palestinian 
people long before Hamas became their military leader. In fact, Hamas was recently put there to protect what little 
was left of the Palestinian people and their lands. 
   As far as Hamas's violence is concerned; throughout history many human beings, from all walks of life, have resorted to 
violent vengeance after their loved ones have been murdered and their homes and lands have been stolen and after they 
have been too wounded for their hearts to douse the rage. And none of them have been called terrorists, except for the 
Palestinians, that I know of. Its easy for the initial abusers to point fingers at and blame their victims. But the truth is 
that such acts of vengeance (like the October 7th attack on Israel) are partly the responsibility of the brutes who 
provoke them, because they would not have happened if there had been kindness and considerate instead of 
violence and brute force. Violence often provokes violence. This situation is a prime example of this. But we must 
remember that the intruding aggressors are Israel. And the victims, who are fighting for their freedom, are the 
native Palestinian people.  
 

Since Israel was created in Palestine, the Palestinian people have been being 
repeatedly attacked - many thousands of them murdered and many thousands of 
them displaced from their own homeland and not allowed to return. And many 
thousands of them have been suffering immensely. Many reports, and the UN say 
that what is left of the Palestinian people, in that area, have been living in what is 
like a "prison camp" under the control of Israel. (A UN official, who knows more 
than the rest of us do, has just said that the past 56 years have been hell for the 
Palestinian people, under the control of Israel.) No matter how its looked at, it is not 
fair or right. Who can blame the Palestinians for fighting for freedom under such 
conditions? Nobody who has a heart and believes in freedom. My heart aches for 
the innocent victims of this war, on both sides. 
    
Just a few decades ago, the cruel injustice that the Israelian leaders were doing to the native Palestinian people was so 
obvious that, in1977 President Carter stood up for them to have part of their own homeland back. Due to his negotiations, 
the West Bank and the Gaza strip were returned to them. But Israel remained in control of the boarders and the air space 
and even its government. And Israel did not allow many thousands of displaced Palestinian people to return to their own 
homes. 
   Then Israel lost some control, when the Palestinian people elected Hamas, and battles have escalated since then, the 
worse being in 2014 and now. Israel very obviously wants to get rid of Hamas, and Hamas, and other Palestinian resistant 
groups, are fighting for the freedom of the Palestinian people and the survival of its own members. 
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   In this current escalation of bloodshed, as well as in previous ones, Israel has demonstrated inhumane brute 
force that has no regard for the lives and wellbeing of civilian Palestinians and even seems to be intentionally 
killing and displacing masses of the women and children, with bombings of residential areas. It appears to be for 
population control, among other ill intentions. Israel blamed Hamas for setting up bases in civilian areas, but 
Israel surely could use other methods to get to Hamas, rather than bombing and killing masses of women and 
children and other innocent people. In fact it could choose to just leave them alone and let them have their own 
land. 
   According to a news report; in the past week, Israel told Palestinian civilians to congregate in a designated safe place - 
South of Gaza, and then they bombed that place! No matter what excuse they give for this, it is just too horribly wrong! 
   Due to their history and tactics I wonder if Israel did something to instigate Hamas's October 7th attack, and/or 
portrayed it as being far worse than it was, just so they could justify attacking Hamas and gaining complete 
control of what little is left of Palestine since their invasion of it - since they turned it into Israel. 
   I'm glad to see that the UN, and leaders of some other countries, realize that what Israel is doing is wrong. The UN has 
called for a cease fire and peace, thank God. But the wise and objective speech that the UN official gave was 
attacked by Israel who is now seeking vengeance on the UN by not allowing them to have visas in Israel. This 
alone makes it clear what sort of mentality Israel has. 
It does not look like Israel is going to back down this time, especially since they have the backing of President Biden - the 
USA armed forces.  
 

I hope President Biden changes his mind and pushes for peace instead of 
continuing to support Israel's war against the native Palestinian people and their 
beloved homeland. I hope a cease fire is forced. 
 

If only the Zionist people had appreciated and respected Palestine's sanctuary, 
without wanting to brutally steal it all for themselves and turn it into Israel. 
Understandably, in some minds, its all still Palestine, but because Israel is so well 
established, at this point, these two groups of people will have to find a way to 
either peacefully unite or fairly divide the land and respect each other's boundaries 
and human rights. Hopefully soon, they will both agree on what is good for ALL of 
them. 
 

I imagine a Palestine where the natives, and the Jewish 
immigrants, live in peace and help each other, instead of 
fighting each other. This is the way it should be. Its the way it 
should have been from the start. Its the way it will be when 
both sides heal their broken hearts and are free of the dark 
controlling force. 

 

The United Nation's Great Stand for Peace; 

  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GE4FXNDAxG8 
 

An update on Israel's current aim to destroy Hamas and kill or displace what little is 
left of the native Palestinian people; https://www.pbs.org/newshour/world/live-updates-whats-happening-

on-day-19-of-the-israel-hamas-war 
 

Britannica's History of Palestine; 

https://www.britannica.com/place/Palestine/The-Arab-Revolt 
 
It may look like I have chosen sides in this war, but I haven't. I do not choose sides in wars, because I do not believe in 
wars. But I feel for the victims of it. I am an American who stands on the side of peace and fairness and kindness and 
freedom. I am part Native American and part English and part French. And my spiritual beliefs are not totally in line with 
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any religion, but include parts of many religions. I believe that every human being should have the freedom to live their 
own lives the way they want to, as long as it is not hurting or intruding upon anyone else. 
   My heart goes out to all the innocent victims who have been being hurt on both sides of Israel's war against the 
Palestinian people. It mostly goes out to the Palestinian people, only because they have been hurt the most in 
this situation and because they have been being treated unfairly for a very long time and have lost so much. What 
has been done to them, and is still being done to them, is cruel and inhumane. It reminds me of what happened, long ago, 
to some of my native ancestors in North America. And its shocking that barbaric things like this are still happening in our 
world - bullies cruelly attacking and then calling their victims "terrorists" or "savages," without realizing that this is a 
projection of their own behaviors. Who was there first and who were the cruel invading thieves who moved in to steal it all 
for themselves? The historical facts speak for themselves in both situations. Its time to stop fighting and start learning 
how to live together in peace, like what should have happened from the start. 
    

I wish for the Palestinian people to be free and safe in their 
own homeland, and for them to heal from what has been done 
to them, at least enough to stop seeking vengeance...and to 
settle into a place of forgiveness and peace. And I wish for the 
Israelian people to be safe and free and find their hearts 
enough to not be trying to gain control over other people's 
homes and lands, especially not through theft and murderous 
brute force. I hope both sides quickly settle into a place of 
peace and forgiveness. 

at October 26, 2023 No comments:  
Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

Monday, October 23, 2023 

The Israel vs. Hamas War 

 Judging by the historical reports I've read; The abusive disputes between Israel and Gaza have been going on for many 
decades. And I see cruel wrongs being done on BOTH sides, but Israel has been far worse and is the instigator. 

I, and many others, feel for the Palestinian people. Their country has been reduced to a poverty stricken prison camp, 
because its borders and air space, and how much food or water or electricity they are deprived of, is all controlled by 
Israel. And it appears that Israel has been like an abusive bully who intentionally deprives and hurts them in many ways, 
aside from the violent bombings. What Israel has done to the Palestinian people, is utterly cruel and inhumane, no matter 
what reasons it was for. Of course Hamas and the Palestinian people are feeling hurt and angry and are fighting. Anyone 
would under those conditions. 
 
I THINK AMERICA SHOULD ONLY HELP WITH DRAWING UP PEACE AGREEMENTS, AND HELP THE SUFFERING 
INNOCENT PALISTINIAN PEOPLE TO GET THE WATER AND FOOD AND HOUSING AND MEDICAL ATTENTION 
AND EDUCATION FOR SELF SUFFICENCY, THAT ISREAL HAS BEEN DEPRIVING THEM OF. 
 
I ALSO FEEL THAT AMERICA SHOULD BE DOING MORE TO HELP ITS OWN SUFFERING PEOPLE. THERE ARE 
MANY OF US HERE TOO. WHETHER THE SUFFERING IS INFLICTED BY BOMBS OR BY INTENTIONAL 
DEPRIVATION OF NEEDS, OR BY SECRET MICROWAVE AND LASER WEAPON ATTACKS AND DEPRIVATION OF 
FREEDOMS...ETC., THE SUFFERING IS IMMENSE AND IT JUST HAS TO STOP, EVERYWHERE. I BEG AMERICA 
TO LEAD WITH ITS HEART, AT HOME AS WELL AS ABROAD. I BEG AMERICA TO STOP FUNDING WARS AND 
START DEMANDING FREEDOM AND PEACE. 
 

I BELIEVE THAT ALL WARS CAN BE PREVENTED WHEN 
THERE IS ENOUGH KINDNESS AND CONSIDERATION ON 
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BOTH SIDES. MAY ALL SIDES FIND THE HEART TO DO THIS, 
IN ALL CURRENT AND FUTURE DISPUTES AROUND THE 
GLOBE. LETS LET PEACE THRIVE. 

at October 23, 2023 No comments:  
Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

My View of God 

 Since experiences I had in the 1980s, I strongly feel that we do not have to believe in "God" or be be baptized or belong 
to any religion, in order to be connected to God - I strongly feel that we are all born with a natural connection to God, 
because God is the Love that naturally works through all of our hearts when our hearts are open enough to let it in. This is 
why I have been so against the pharmaceuticals...etc., that block people's hearts - people's feelings/emotions. 

The blocking of the heart of humanity is the same thing as depriving humanity of Love/God. This has already been done 
far too much (in many different ways) and is VERY evident in the parts of our world where hate and vengeance and greed 
have been replacing compassion and consideration for fellow human beings, especially in recent decades. 
 
 
A Few of the Things That Block Our Hearts are; 
 
Pharmaceuticals; the types that interfere with brain function and natural feelings/emotions - the types that have been 
being prescribed to a massive degree for many different physical illnesses and emotional difficulties. We should avoid 
these as much as possible. 
 
Marijuana and other street drugs; marijuana is NOT good for humanity, except for rare medicinal use. We should avoid 
all types of drugs or chemicals that interfere with natural feelings and brain function. 
 
The suppression of natural feelings of sadness. We should let ourselves cry whenever we feel a need to. Its OK to 
cry. Crying keeps our hearts open, through releasing emotional pain. Crying is like giving the heart a shower to wash 
away accumulated dirt. It keeps our hearts open. 
 
Inflictions of trauma or fear; too much emotional distress blocks our hearts. We should avoid these situations. 
 
Radio waves; that interfere with emotions and other natural brain functions. Our environments should be completely 
free of the types of radio waves that are tuned to the same frequency as the human brain. FYI; this is a very low 
frequency that some detectors and blockers may not register. We should avoid all of the above things, and everything 
else that interferes with natural brain function and natural feelings/emotions, and work at healing our hearts through 
releasing the suppressed emotional pain that blocks all of our hearts to some degree. 
  
In the 1990s, I wrote the first edition of the following book to help people do this. It was lost in a fire in my home, but I 
recently resurrected it into the following two books... 
 

My Embracing Feelings and Healing book; https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/embracing-feelings-

and-healing-sharon-rose-poet/1139427529?ean=9781666282450 
 

My Wisdom's Beacon for Freedom book contains the above book and many other things to help us 

through these troubled times in our world; https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/wisdoms-beacon-for-freedom-sharon-rose-
poet/1134004058 
 
I also strongly feel that God does NOT do any of the bad things that happen in our world, like many religions have told us. 
These teachings actually turn people away from God, because it makes people think God is mean and vengeful and 
responsible for bad things. It also controls people through inducing fear, which appears to be the primary aim of the 
demand for people to be "God fearing." 
  A brow beating minister walked up to me a few years ago and barked out, "Are you God fearing?" I stared him down and 
firmly said, "No. I'm God loving." He didn't know what to do with that answer or my confidence in it. He shuddered and 
stammered and then changed the subject. 
   The truth is that bad events are either accidental or criminal or evil doings. Like I had said in my other blogs, "God 
doesn't do it - God is the Love that helps us through it." And I know I am not wrong about this. I know it with every fiber of 

https://sharonrosepoet.blogspot.com/2023/10/the-israel-vs-hamas-war.html
https://sharonrosepoet.blogspot.com/2023/10/the-israel-vs-hamas-war.html#comment-form
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https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=1426787737908410604&postID=5118988238552863455&target=twitter
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=1426787737908410604&postID=5118988238552863455&target=facebook
https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=1426787737908410604&postID=5118988238552863455&target=pinterest
https://sharonrosepoet.blogspot.com/2023/10/my-view-of-god.html
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https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/embracing-feelings-and-healing-sharon-rose-poet/1139427529?ean=9781666282450
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/wisdoms-beacon-for-freedom-sharon-rose-poet/1134004058
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/wisdoms-beacon-for-freedom-sharon-rose-poet/1134004058
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my heart and soul that God is Love - God's hands work through our Hearts and we must keep our Hearts open, in order to 
feel and share that Love. And we can keep our hearts open by not blocking them with anything that suppresses or 
interferes with natural feelings/emotions. 

God's Hands Work Through our Hearts 

We Must Do Our Part 

 
There are many people who have been taught the opposite of what I share here. So I ask you to please listen closely to 
the heart of your own instincts and what feels right to you. And please realize that there are evil forces that have been 
trying to block the Heart of humanity, and take complete control of humanity, which must be stopped. Unfortunately they 
have used religion, to a massive degree, in this process. However, there are many good people in our religions - people 
who are genuinely trying to help other people, and people who are just searching for something good and pure to believe 
in, during these troubled times. I hope my realizations help them and others to find God/Love in their own hearts. 

Everything will be better when the heart of humanity 
is free to share Love and compassion. 

Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

Tuesday, September 19, 2023 

The Enslavement of Humanity 
This is one of the most heavily targeted articles I've ever written. It was actually in December 2014 when I pulled the 
puzzle pieces together for it. Then I experienced such heavy targeting that I did not even start writing it until 
February 2015. And I was nuked through that process, so it never was what it could have been. It is still a work in 
process, but it is now in better shape than it was before. I hope it helps people far more than writing it has hurt me. 

Please Read and Share This Article 

https://sharonrosepoet.blogspot.com/p/the-enslavement-of-humanity.html 
at September 19, 2023 No comments:  
Email ThisBlogThis!Share to TwitterShare to FacebookShare to Pinterest 

 

Below are the first batch of videos I’d saved in my You Tube Playlist for Palestine 

 

 

History of Palestine 

https://youtu.be/cn3RUZsaPmg?si=GqW7uFCSbcngNMON 

https://youtu.be/-CxUYHezniY?si=YgJv4MUvu_BjFiJu 

https://youtu.be/QUCeQt8zg5o?si=XKjb7y3nTYUyBU-b 

https://youtu.be/3psMGQE0iW4?si=21wZk9Cw4nvMKCny 

https://youtu.be/r-CigdyHMY8?si=WDhfnzQjMtxrg31N 

https://youtu.be/WLTLuiqNsWI?si=YiThFDGVchlUCYKh 

https://youtu.be/cn3RUZsaPmg?si=IGZ6TgdF6d7I1suX 
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https://www.blogger.com/share-post.g?blogID=1426787737908410604&postID=1325975730428895047&target=pinterest
https://youtu.be/cn3RUZsaPmg?si=GqW7uFCSbcngNMON
https://youtu.be/-CxUYHezniY?si=YgJv4MUvu_BjFiJu
https://youtu.be/QUCeQt8zg5o?si=XKjb7y3nTYUyBU-b
https://youtu.be/3psMGQE0iW4?si=21wZk9Cw4nvMKCny
https://youtu.be/r-CigdyHMY8?si=WDhfnzQjMtxrg31N
https://youtu.be/WLTLuiqNsWI?si=YiThFDGVchlUCYKh
https://youtu.be/cn3RUZsaPmg?si=IGZ6TgdF6d7I1suX
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https://youtu.be/6uuD0cGKu1Y?si=qgiNAW2XcvP_nKP0 

https://youtu.be/DdmBD-3WRfE?si=a7rc5RXsNFEEE9je 

https://youtu.be/H7FML0wzJ6A?si=Ru6HqccpE1PmHZXk 

https://youtu.be/yI2D5Fsd9lg?si=cvqkg_VeNOzwyItW 

https://youtu.be/5SKECszemmA?si=FqZ2VIFDROhe1fXr 

https://youtu.be/SsKpy2ftuF4?si=LWTCo6sA1lZhNlFP 

https://youtu.be/yiuW_wE4SUI?si=prWlfN7982pwr9mk 

https://youtu.be/lv1SpwwJEW8?si=oUBaHd5AVDVnv6Om 

https://youtu.be/B1RNj8FXKqY?si=1OKy0N-rjIMRrEmU 

 

New News Reports 

https://youtu.be/XrXawZBGG9A?si=EdJioK2JDgXsiVtj 

https://youtu.be/p535nBSjEc4?si=bmUj6Y23hF8oSHPP 

https://youtu.be/ckyDJu3g0S0?si=y3Gq6aDlHMlohrVS 

https://youtu.be/vCf7hNiTeSY?si=Ft8lT9fdTVdvSNMx 

https://youtu.be/LtI9CqGP-AE?si=-CiQL0UQrdZV-SDU 

https://youtu.be/uTDJLRFyBiM?si=JruzY_b5ymPjbA_7 

https://youtu.be/oQJt8dwvs78?si=RoMGjIDy-XW8ZCAt 

https://youtu.be/ohfU0xBTTg0?si=wHu4CvPD_0-t8RR1 

https://youtu.be/amKnSybgv8s?si=vmyvGWVzuDW4NN4A 

https://youtu.be/amKnSybgv8s?si=H8bky1rCrRwZ5xyq 

https://youtu.be/ShcGVRmF9f8?si=QgQXj0ajO8HQejlF 

https://youtu.be/IelcxV-b69U?si=UdGJ74kSEzfnkSFT 

https://youtu.be/721xIh2UiIo?si=zvgmyfH47sgMa7aK 
https://youtu.be/nxqwdyf9FSM?si=BA-LfA-xQ_U5Jdyx 

https://youtu.be/jtUusrtvhtI?si=16ekOycNkE55K0Se 

https://youtu.be/7Y1WKOApMeE?si=sGrRu-8GEQZ5fsf3 

https://youtu.be/_eb5wDiFCU8?si=noex7weMiIkk6lz4 

https://youtu.be/KisbAv2RTkA?si=h9XfoUD7DFJIUK1f 

https://youtu.be/sdqPvtERmiM?si=oMJ_9-tIJYtT0D_v 

https://youtu.be/DjQD1Gq5qq0?si=vVPaFNSIPfzJmdjX 

https://youtu.be/6uuD0cGKu1Y?si=qgiNAW2XcvP_nKP0
https://youtu.be/DdmBD-3WRfE?si=a7rc5RXsNFEEE9je
https://youtu.be/H7FML0wzJ6A?si=Ru6HqccpE1PmHZXk
https://youtu.be/yI2D5Fsd9lg?si=cvqkg_VeNOzwyItW
https://youtu.be/5SKECszemmA?si=FqZ2VIFDROhe1fXr
https://youtu.be/SsKpy2ftuF4?si=LWTCo6sA1lZhNlFP
https://youtu.be/yiuW_wE4SUI?si=prWlfN7982pwr9mk
https://youtu.be/lv1SpwwJEW8?si=oUBaHd5AVDVnv6Om
https://youtu.be/B1RNj8FXKqY?si=1OKy0N-rjIMRrEmU
https://youtu.be/XrXawZBGG9A?si=EdJioK2JDgXsiVtj
https://youtu.be/p535nBSjEc4?si=bmUj6Y23hF8oSHPP
https://youtu.be/ckyDJu3g0S0?si=y3Gq6aDlHMlohrVS
https://youtu.be/vCf7hNiTeSY?si=Ft8lT9fdTVdvSNMx
https://youtu.be/LtI9CqGP-AE?si=-CiQL0UQrdZV-SDU
https://youtu.be/uTDJLRFyBiM?si=JruzY_b5ymPjbA_7
https://youtu.be/oQJt8dwvs78?si=RoMGjIDy-XW8ZCAt
https://youtu.be/ohfU0xBTTg0?si=wHu4CvPD_0-t8RR1
https://youtu.be/amKnSybgv8s?si=vmyvGWVzuDW4NN4A
https://youtu.be/amKnSybgv8s?si=H8bky1rCrRwZ5xyq
https://youtu.be/ShcGVRmF9f8?si=QgQXj0ajO8HQejlF
https://youtu.be/IelcxV-b69U?si=UdGJ74kSEzfnkSFT
https://youtu.be/721xIh2UiIo?si=zvgmyfH47sgMa7aK
https://youtu.be/nxqwdyf9FSM?si=BA-LfA-xQ_U5Jdyx
https://youtu.be/jtUusrtvhtI?si=16ekOycNkE55K0Se
https://youtu.be/7Y1WKOApMeE?si=sGrRu-8GEQZ5fsf3
https://youtu.be/_eb5wDiFCU8?si=noex7weMiIkk6lz4
https://youtu.be/KisbAv2RTkA?si=h9XfoUD7DFJIUK1f
https://youtu.be/sdqPvtERmiM?si=oMJ_9-tIJYtT0D_v
https://youtu.be/DjQD1Gq5qq0?si=vVPaFNSIPfzJmdjX
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https://youtu.be/ANKi2E_fxBY?si=h4vPt3AS7ArbSaYf 

https://youtu.be/vM71i2XIqfU?si=t_Dr5Q0GBTz6V4_h 
https://youtu.be/_nABWsV9aeY?si=1dziSKdMXwdQs_fO 

https://youtu.be/2PBdyhWwlGo?si=pESVv_HarM7IP9xq 

https://youtu.be/L7uhs9k9ePw?si=WDfDJDkKHb6WuVDl 

https://youtu.be/wz-DPeX_LTE?si=y1nE0yO5PI4zlWt1 

https://youtu.be/aBYVz3PHzwA?si=M4X-6UQUOJb6xOV1 

https://youtu.be/eU19t5heB-4?si=FJ7MeTlR3SjUDlD4 

https://youtu.be/MOMr1YDbv30?si=uZVh134L4CX9WBt7 

https://youtu.be/JW-FLoscQiw?si=DXsmCIXdo4Pl1vzJ 

https://youtu.be/pzpQpAtMPno?si=W-WQfQ7CzA9Vqp0j 

https://youtu.be/e1QqDehrdRg?si=a8HRTw1gL_WKZoCx 

 

https://youtu.be/Lt_Z6XGs02o?si=NAuC4f-vd6qhWaZa 

 

https://youtu.be/_OAniUDMA1Y?si=KHlr2mynO5QDBTEf 

https://youtu.be/-0M2cbF_DCw?si=Um4EKmFC1hqDyWYD 

https://youtu.be/dnJzrRObAWg?si=szR2Qrs2arx2j23T 

https://youtu.be/Lt_Z6XGs02o?si=gtkSdiF2fiH2MkTZ 

https://youtu.be/e1QqDehrdRg?si=PlANTEKJQDibv7KN 

https://youtu.be/iO-gYEx4rNg?si=cdn_09Ke28r9mwKS 

https://youtu.be/IMDCsnMsqg0?si=alEqDwQNnYOt8xed 

https://youtu.be/zv2xT9JoYuc?si=wE8exQdzDKml2Cp1 

https://youtu.be/loyptuBMHmo?si=qhuwOm20rO0L8DCZ 

https://youtu.be/Ep45fZ_oC40?si=daJ7wAEIdkRGTlo6 

https://youtu.be/7oS4qw6_dYM?si=P6DarBZwH-oUn6De 

https://youtu.be/T8_XYEa_9gI?si=FFu1zpawAoMEJ3X8 

https://youtu.be/GZ1b3nHq8YY?si=cTiyOsAW3cd9S4Nb 

https://youtu.be/XY3t80-vCJY?si=pKDGnyLom7XnORaX 

https://youtu.be/wiGp2mvFLY0?si=IhvFbzG4mabY2mgu 

https://youtu.be/MdPUAg0m89I?si=WGBdBKM4lzFkcPqK 

https://youtu.be/AWpzokyLaNg?si=_2IcfENhbniHddaw 

https://youtu.be/19oLzl55iE8?si=oeDdXNMdNLQvI0Rg 

https://youtu.be/ANKi2E_fxBY?si=h4vPt3AS7ArbSaYf
https://youtu.be/vM71i2XIqfU?si=t_Dr5Q0GBTz6V4_h
https://youtu.be/_nABWsV9aeY?si=1dziSKdMXwdQs_fO
https://youtu.be/2PBdyhWwlGo?si=pESVv_HarM7IP9xq
https://youtu.be/L7uhs9k9ePw?si=WDfDJDkKHb6WuVDl
https://youtu.be/wz-DPeX_LTE?si=y1nE0yO5PI4zlWt1
https://youtu.be/aBYVz3PHzwA?si=M4X-6UQUOJb6xOV1
https://youtu.be/eU19t5heB-4?si=FJ7MeTlR3SjUDlD4
https://youtu.be/MOMr1YDbv30?si=uZVh134L4CX9WBt7
https://youtu.be/JW-FLoscQiw?si=DXsmCIXdo4Pl1vzJ
https://youtu.be/pzpQpAtMPno?si=W-WQfQ7CzA9Vqp0j
https://youtu.be/e1QqDehrdRg?si=a8HRTw1gL_WKZoCx
https://youtu.be/Lt_Z6XGs02o?si=NAuC4f-vd6qhWaZa
https://youtu.be/_OAniUDMA1Y?si=KHlr2mynO5QDBTEf
https://youtu.be/-0M2cbF_DCw?si=Um4EKmFC1hqDyWYD
https://youtu.be/dnJzrRObAWg?si=szR2Qrs2arx2j23T
https://youtu.be/Lt_Z6XGs02o?si=gtkSdiF2fiH2MkTZ
https://youtu.be/e1QqDehrdRg?si=PlANTEKJQDibv7KN
https://youtu.be/iO-gYEx4rNg?si=cdn_09Ke28r9mwKS
https://youtu.be/IMDCsnMsqg0?si=alEqDwQNnYOt8xed
https://youtu.be/zv2xT9JoYuc?si=wE8exQdzDKml2Cp1
https://youtu.be/loyptuBMHmo?si=qhuwOm20rO0L8DCZ
https://youtu.be/Ep45fZ_oC40?si=daJ7wAEIdkRGTlo6
https://youtu.be/7oS4qw6_dYM?si=P6DarBZwH-oUn6De
https://youtu.be/T8_XYEa_9gI?si=FFu1zpawAoMEJ3X8
https://youtu.be/GZ1b3nHq8YY?si=cTiyOsAW3cd9S4Nb
https://youtu.be/XY3t80-vCJY?si=pKDGnyLom7XnORaX
https://youtu.be/wiGp2mvFLY0?si=IhvFbzG4mabY2mgu
https://youtu.be/MdPUAg0m89I?si=WGBdBKM4lzFkcPqK
https://youtu.be/AWpzokyLaNg?si=_2IcfENhbniHddaw
https://youtu.be/19oLzl55iE8?si=oeDdXNMdNLQvI0Rg
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https://youtu.be/XHcovS7G_aM?si=VaLVNQJbW9edRLJZ 

https://youtu.be/m5cv7nXMFSs?si=-gQKTSKWfZ9CvVi7 

https://youtu.be/xuVNuH8OqYE?si=AgNxrDWY7KElzSpL 

https://youtu.be/_df_u7yJj3k?si=OxovlAiQe5IlR76Q 

https://youtu.be/AHYLyYaB6e0?si=lZ2NqfsYiFrbTK8g 

https://youtu.be/22b12zWs0ws?si=5f6HI4M5DwQYKaJU 

https://youtu.be/SsvgLuIaDgs?si=ADoNUw1wDXpBpiz7 

https://youtu.be/1w9fAgaUBrw?si=a1UpVFvuDBivbtcH 

https://youtu.be/pepci6bEEF4?si=Ei1thDjmKDkwRZO5 

https://youtu.be/PoAHc-60mU8?si=L9IaWUuW7igLSZm8 

https://youtu.be/ykTtyuhasX8?si=_KAmfS5De0c7Yovt 

https://youtu.be/6YZrAmyV6sE?si=Wmq4YIyeBo8YbPZV 

 

Jewish People for Dismantling Israel 

https://youtu.be/3DuNkBH31K0?si=nRpdAiV42i0Eonc5 

https://youtu.be/oUppu2OHVTY?si=nZ1UV1ZC8GbK62Xx 

https://youtu.be/7S17Fr8z_Oo?si=7MbwvgndCMQg1RNN 

https://youtu.be/hZw9VSgPmag?si=cn05uyVOuv9x6smR 

 

Plight of the Palestinian People 

https://youtu.be/EXfn-BCTBNc?si=gP0h_kdhex-ZCiPE 

https://youtu.be/0TXQEqDi3WA?si=oxn1pxZmOu5mwCKS 

https://youtu.be/l04UWdUy8hI?si=ux-hMA2FBiKNvQri 

https://youtu.be/TbA9wdWkSPw?si=isAjnnX6HyH600wJ 

https://youtu.be/tCxpwVkiI40?si=4uY7gJ_Ebv2a1iWP 

https://youtu.be/yG3wJPcq6Rk?si=pEHspuCsO_CWqJUe 

https://youtu.be/XPhEjECGjAs?si=KMzkr1-s3oKoXI3U 

https://youtube.com/shorts/OovSnfD7Fko?si=3-Csm08c2iuBJyAf 

https://youtu.be/-24N7IEzNNg?si=qt-UMhIMByva3Hpe 

https://youtu.be/8RVoPZPKxLY?si=F1uhAM0Rc3fOeAdm 

https://youtu.be/JSiGSxI3nVU?si=BJp1dvscs9ywSHcl 

https://youtu.be/XHcovS7G_aM?si=VaLVNQJbW9edRLJZ
https://youtu.be/m5cv7nXMFSs?si=-gQKTSKWfZ9CvVi7
https://youtu.be/xuVNuH8OqYE?si=AgNxrDWY7KElzSpL
https://youtu.be/_df_u7yJj3k?si=OxovlAiQe5IlR76Q
https://youtu.be/AHYLyYaB6e0?si=lZ2NqfsYiFrbTK8g
https://youtu.be/22b12zWs0ws?si=5f6HI4M5DwQYKaJU
https://youtu.be/SsvgLuIaDgs?si=ADoNUw1wDXpBpiz7
https://youtu.be/1w9fAgaUBrw?si=a1UpVFvuDBivbtcH
https://youtu.be/pepci6bEEF4?si=Ei1thDjmKDkwRZO5
https://youtu.be/PoAHc-60mU8?si=L9IaWUuW7igLSZm8
https://youtu.be/ykTtyuhasX8?si=_KAmfS5De0c7Yovt
https://youtu.be/6YZrAmyV6sE?si=Wmq4YIyeBo8YbPZV
https://youtu.be/3DuNkBH31K0?si=nRpdAiV42i0Eonc5
https://youtu.be/oUppu2OHVTY?si=nZ1UV1ZC8GbK62Xx
https://youtu.be/7S17Fr8z_Oo?si=7MbwvgndCMQg1RNN
https://youtu.be/hZw9VSgPmag?si=cn05uyVOuv9x6smR
https://youtu.be/EXfn-BCTBNc?si=gP0h_kdhex-ZCiPE
https://youtu.be/0TXQEqDi3WA?si=oxn1pxZmOu5mwCKS
https://youtu.be/l04UWdUy8hI?si=ux-hMA2FBiKNvQri
https://youtu.be/TbA9wdWkSPw?si=isAjnnX6HyH600wJ
https://youtu.be/tCxpwVkiI40?si=4uY7gJ_Ebv2a1iWP
https://youtu.be/yG3wJPcq6Rk?si=pEHspuCsO_CWqJUe
https://youtu.be/XPhEjECGjAs?si=KMzkr1-s3oKoXI3U
https://youtube.com/shorts/OovSnfD7Fko?si=3-Csm08c2iuBJyAf
https://youtu.be/-24N7IEzNNg?si=qt-UMhIMByva3Hpe
https://youtu.be/8RVoPZPKxLY?si=F1uhAM0Rc3fOeAdm
https://youtu.be/JSiGSxI3nVU?si=BJp1dvscs9ywSHcl
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https://youtu.be/Ebuk8equZfM?si=J7VKNjaMv9Tpl_Vx 

https://youtu.be/YnABfgu-_RI?si=n_APJ9iCMQbqRlPJ 

https://youtu.be/YAqULN47R4E?si=8V9JjQ-5sDxg8rIk 

https://youtu.be/ANKi2E_fxBY?si=h4vPt3AS7ArbSaYf 

https://www.youtube.com/@PalestineDeepDive/videos 

https://youtu.be/Wf6_tEsFjo0?si=FfrTrHvgIV_9P3PX 

https://youtube.com/shorts/SwcKTDYB_6A?si=mrDDpfToNK-C8isq 

https://youtu.be/bCh043-gLIM?si=GpofkAzt-2w_AOqC 

https://youtube.com/shorts/bxWucyfc8lM?si=yAoGBPMih6AMg5_I 

https://youtu.be/SsKpy2ftuF4?si=0PobWlI8l11HGAze 

https://youtu.be/6Rk60vNUJ9Y?si=sSI8b7WiyFD8UM8N 

https://youtu.be/MdGuuzGJjZY?si=GN1XKNrJ6vHpcShc 

https://youtu.be/d2PguJV7l24?si=fyVqd03IrpMwAINz 

https://youtu.be/r-CigdyHMY8?si=WTErIb1inh4cBwpX 

https://youtu.be/6uuD0cGKu1Y?si=k6d2uKs30TMM-s_g 

https://youtu.be/FSCYbzqNM9w?si=7iqaN81-qLG2oSNL 

https://youtu.be/10tgDlHaWZM?si=XJyw0laAPkt0QrSL 

https://youtu.be/d1-eXmVpw-Y?si=jH0Wbg5QJ5Z1g6aq 

https://youtu.be/C-_GPXmucWw?si=2Q6jv5-0kLbKr5NS 

https://youtu.be/19jQ_tJmaMo?si=bEZRdx3Xt5vafBfa 

https://youtu.be/lbo26GzUk8M?si=Q7ZmVZ7ecvcXy9mm 

https://youtu.be/_df_u7yJj3k?si=nqx7d1-BPi5euhGO 

https://youtu.be/EgToBuVaank?si=BkSEger58fOPrsOH 

https://youtu.be/i9TwBqDe_I0?si=V_1zv-mx4Rx_gFse 

https://youtu.be/RDm8OA52v-g?si=e_P_-DpTVFy7jqCf 

https://youtu.be/WbdRkbt0buQ?si=Zbf2mt2HbHd5ewsd 

https://youtu.be/GJ4XaCO_Lzc?si=XPXbnc-ycU6XTQm2 

https://youtu.be/vaJlArpyt0I?si=53gWJuvDYk5VQdq4 

https://youtu.be/UuMUuqqa7NM?si=hcT4D4dfz1o1bFjU 

https://youtu.be/B1RNj8FXKqY?si=cRTN-q7ZoJdefXJD 

https://youtu.be/K0HUHVD0TsE?si=DlSwu3GmrmOyxkDt 

https://youtu.be/bj1rH4tc7M0?si=2LoX-xlf4z0FBNEW 

https://youtu.be/Ebuk8equZfM?si=J7VKNjaMv9Tpl_Vx
https://youtu.be/YnABfgu-_RI?si=n_APJ9iCMQbqRlPJ
https://youtu.be/YAqULN47R4E?si=8V9JjQ-5sDxg8rIk
https://youtu.be/ANKi2E_fxBY?si=h4vPt3AS7ArbSaYf
https://www.youtube.com/@PalestineDeepDive/videos
https://youtu.be/Wf6_tEsFjo0?si=FfrTrHvgIV_9P3PX
https://youtube.com/shorts/SwcKTDYB_6A?si=mrDDpfToNK-C8isq
https://youtu.be/bCh043-gLIM?si=GpofkAzt-2w_AOqC
https://youtube.com/shorts/bxWucyfc8lM?si=yAoGBPMih6AMg5_I
https://youtu.be/SsKpy2ftuF4?si=0PobWlI8l11HGAze
https://youtu.be/6Rk60vNUJ9Y?si=sSI8b7WiyFD8UM8N
https://youtu.be/MdGuuzGJjZY?si=GN1XKNrJ6vHpcShc
https://youtu.be/d2PguJV7l24?si=fyVqd03IrpMwAINz
https://youtu.be/r-CigdyHMY8?si=WTErIb1inh4cBwpX
https://youtu.be/6uuD0cGKu1Y?si=k6d2uKs30TMM-s_g
https://youtu.be/FSCYbzqNM9w?si=7iqaN81-qLG2oSNL
https://youtu.be/10tgDlHaWZM?si=XJyw0laAPkt0QrSL
https://youtu.be/d1-eXmVpw-Y?si=jH0Wbg5QJ5Z1g6aq
https://youtu.be/C-_GPXmucWw?si=2Q6jv5-0kLbKr5NS
https://youtu.be/19jQ_tJmaMo?si=bEZRdx3Xt5vafBfa
https://youtu.be/lbo26GzUk8M?si=Q7ZmVZ7ecvcXy9mm
https://youtu.be/_df_u7yJj3k?si=nqx7d1-BPi5euhGO
https://youtu.be/EgToBuVaank?si=BkSEger58fOPrsOH
https://youtu.be/i9TwBqDe_I0?si=V_1zv-mx4Rx_gFse
https://youtu.be/RDm8OA52v-g?si=e_P_-DpTVFy7jqCf
https://youtu.be/WbdRkbt0buQ?si=Zbf2mt2HbHd5ewsd
https://youtu.be/GJ4XaCO_Lzc?si=XPXbnc-ycU6XTQm2
https://youtu.be/vaJlArpyt0I?si=53gWJuvDYk5VQdq4
https://youtu.be/UuMUuqqa7NM?si=hcT4D4dfz1o1bFjU
https://youtu.be/B1RNj8FXKqY?si=cRTN-q7ZoJdefXJD
https://youtu.be/K0HUHVD0TsE?si=DlSwu3GmrmOyxkDt
https://youtu.be/bj1rH4tc7M0?si=2LoX-xlf4z0FBNEW
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https://youtu.be/19oLzl55iE8?si=ZC6PRc02FLAPWvLn 

https://youtu.be/aeq_eLBu6gM?si=ApOBDZjWtr-VSnzA 

https://youtu.be/lv1SpwwJEW8?si=8xoP5RssyYQA_dTu 

https://youtu.be/AWpzokyLaNg?si=fIVlATFJU7H8wGhS 

https://youtu.be/wiGp2mvFLY0?si=0LXatGPKD3Xj_slK 

https://youtu.be/XY3t80-vCJY?si=-E9ompz3V9kuyeRm 

https://youtu.be/3psMGQE0iW4?si=TaQFfpNk_mE1UENo 

 

Officials Standing for Palestine 

https://youtu.be/hI_v0XTBU5A?si=PJFGuK_XQj4prTkt 

https://youtu.be/CcSS1kXDqN4?si=kbd7PrueaTlXzAJx 

https://youtu.be/BqzOEVbROgM?si=RhpTAyc8Lcwh5GyZ 

https://youtu.be/NYKEvK6lgHw?si=dQxcoeAyn60eKLUC 

https://youtu.be/x60C_ZT-57A?si=2GKshRH1LWGsPMKt 

https://youtu.be/k5ccH2TLsZA?si=F97tpTzEtJvDTZZu 

https://youtu.be/AW5WHzcSack?si=q1qDq_K4BHJ478GR 

https://youtu.be/OT_pAGoB_EM?si=hjU-NiOXw-do5OU7 

https://youtu.be/amKnSybgv8s?si=vmyvGWVzuDW4NN4A 

https://youtu.be/6SPgVqTvbNw?si=eBQzkP-iHT5z0A7C 

https://youtu.be/yISGty8aLRE?si=zNDv_B7hvjffwtRg 

https://youtu.be/WQEm3UlDRaU?si=iL59a1cwvZqXSWMl 
https://youtu.be/QfwVvOBrB6A?si=h85THrl_7r4HZhsF 

https://youtu.be/til6__DO6IA?si=EwPAFsaKZoPm5jnM 

https://youtu.be/tWCVJ9iIPvk?si=j0dLnOBJSc9ayhc6 

https://youtu.be/exMIunx37Po?si=-P3qw8hLZrByrEGS 

https://youtu.be/YwWp5G6hRSE?si=hbGcENZJZ94vfGVH 

https://youtube.com/shorts/UWmR0teX0-w?si=4yxZkB_gcuVDQSMX 

 

https://youtu.be/nscmLVGEsbo?si=OdD9nqwbFHmhd3lr 

 

https://youtu.be/G9XjNqXYf_Q?si=77CZM2qwyJ_MAZga 

https://youtu.be/7jDBp0g65Jk?si=FYBZjnXqVGru0MId 

https://youtu.be/BFvGgU_rQ-k?si=wkCnDnvpoYANGC-6 

https://youtu.be/19oLzl55iE8?si=ZC6PRc02FLAPWvLn
https://youtu.be/aeq_eLBu6gM?si=ApOBDZjWtr-VSnzA
https://youtu.be/lv1SpwwJEW8?si=8xoP5RssyYQA_dTu
https://youtu.be/AWpzokyLaNg?si=fIVlATFJU7H8wGhS
https://youtu.be/wiGp2mvFLY0?si=0LXatGPKD3Xj_slK
https://youtu.be/XY3t80-vCJY?si=-E9ompz3V9kuyeRm
https://youtu.be/3psMGQE0iW4?si=TaQFfpNk_mE1UENo
https://youtu.be/hI_v0XTBU5A?si=PJFGuK_XQj4prTkt
https://youtu.be/CcSS1kXDqN4?si=kbd7PrueaTlXzAJx
https://youtu.be/BqzOEVbROgM?si=RhpTAyc8Lcwh5GyZ
https://youtu.be/NYKEvK6lgHw?si=dQxcoeAyn60eKLUC
https://youtu.be/x60C_ZT-57A?si=2GKshRH1LWGsPMKt
https://youtu.be/k5ccH2TLsZA?si=F97tpTzEtJvDTZZu
https://youtu.be/AW5WHzcSack?si=q1qDq_K4BHJ478GR
https://youtu.be/OT_pAGoB_EM?si=hjU-NiOXw-do5OU7
https://youtu.be/amKnSybgv8s?si=vmyvGWVzuDW4NN4A
https://youtu.be/6SPgVqTvbNw?si=eBQzkP-iHT5z0A7C
https://youtu.be/yISGty8aLRE?si=zNDv_B7hvjffwtRg
https://youtu.be/WQEm3UlDRaU?si=iL59a1cwvZqXSWMl
https://youtu.be/QfwVvOBrB6A?si=h85THrl_7r4HZhsF
https://youtu.be/til6__DO6IA?si=EwPAFsaKZoPm5jnM
https://youtu.be/tWCVJ9iIPvk?si=j0dLnOBJSc9ayhc6
https://youtu.be/exMIunx37Po?si=-P3qw8hLZrByrEGS
https://youtu.be/YwWp5G6hRSE?si=hbGcENZJZ94vfGVH
https://youtube.com/shorts/UWmR0teX0-w?si=4yxZkB_gcuVDQSMX
https://youtu.be/nscmLVGEsbo?si=OdD9nqwbFHmhd3lr
https://youtu.be/G9XjNqXYf_Q?si=77CZM2qwyJ_MAZga
https://youtu.be/7jDBp0g65Jk?si=FYBZjnXqVGru0MId
https://youtu.be/BFvGgU_rQ-k?si=wkCnDnvpoYANGC-6
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https://youtu.be/3ELWllZORq0?si=WEBq3irIsDiD2TbN 

https://youtu.be/aeq_eLBu6gM?si=mdzrOINe8WEH1Atw 

https://youtu.be/19oLzl55iE8?si=CCbq5-uYJUCEJV6O 

https://youtu.be/6Rk60vNUJ9Y?si=jjEf1el4BGHo3fJo 

https://youtu.be/Ea3mJfEIfKE?si=Ubaspd6Mq0S-cOMj 

https://youtu.be/0CLE-57KP-c?si=hZeIfNFp-1jlL1rd 

https://youtu.be/MdPUAg0m89I?si=dZS3LYYuT-vt_ItL 

https://youtu.be/CVjNYKBAFtU?si=Ln5DJASVwQ--e3xI 

https://youtu.be/MdGuuzGJjZY?si=WbVfReHHU9_hdPeg 

https://youtu.be/wiGp2mvFLY0?si=ucqhd0EPVdBiFfa3 

https://youtu.be/SsvgLuIaDgs?si=ybaF_t0lmHzWlUxA 

https://youtu.be/1w9fAgaUBrw?si=yqGMhCDlPMVRr1kA 

https://youtu.be/KYxlYdnh4xA?si=eJRBJ30axCQ5WLez 

https://youtu.be/ykTtyuhasX8?si=Tyerg_sJT8YHFg_J 

 

About Hamas 

https://youtu.be/ihuVybyYN1g?si=_zMK1Nn2bWIql-ds 

https://youtu.be/ROQGkbp3Vz0?si=kytNz3QbNd79lZG4 

https://youtu.be/JPCCg_GeZck?si=3i4ol9UIfmZXGXxd 

https://youtu.be/ohfU0xBTTg0?si=wHu4CvPD_0-t8RR1 

https://youtu.be/NnU89P0PO_s?si=B-C92tPj5sSpsU2x 

https://youtu.be/Gd72KigJhLI?si=JoGqlS0NgIXKm__8 

https://youtu.be/IelcxV-b69U?si=UdGJ74kSEzfnkSFT 

https://youtu.be/XBsFF0DXaxI?si=wx1IXlXjes8UoJzP 

https://youtu.be/fqC5KlFCkq0?si=Wx-UawAaaBPu0tWR 

https://youtu.be/1Sd3JJ1MHOs?si=P3UXMfpiSVY2gs8u 

https://youtu.be/N74O67NSwKo?si=S6IrQ-tvpo0_pRE5 

https://youtu.be/yiuW_wE4SUI?si=mBDjI2hqm-SYJx1G 

https://youtu.be/mSS51ZVhcA0?si=skCVYc00vejMsy0L 

https://youtu.be/DdmBD-3WRfE?si=kYTmG_Q0K17vrWnO 

https://youtu.be/DdmBD-3WRfE?si=6UXaKBGK91_dvJRt 

https://youtu.be/bj1rH4tc7M0?si=7sZu-H__VbfJ3A-O 

https://youtu.be/3ELWllZORq0?si=WEBq3irIsDiD2TbN
https://youtu.be/aeq_eLBu6gM?si=mdzrOINe8WEH1Atw
https://youtu.be/19oLzl55iE8?si=CCbq5-uYJUCEJV6O
https://youtu.be/6Rk60vNUJ9Y?si=jjEf1el4BGHo3fJo
https://youtu.be/Ea3mJfEIfKE?si=Ubaspd6Mq0S-cOMj
https://youtu.be/0CLE-57KP-c?si=hZeIfNFp-1jlL1rd
https://youtu.be/MdPUAg0m89I?si=dZS3LYYuT-vt_ItL
https://youtu.be/CVjNYKBAFtU?si=Ln5DJASVwQ--e3xI
https://youtu.be/MdGuuzGJjZY?si=WbVfReHHU9_hdPeg
https://youtu.be/wiGp2mvFLY0?si=ucqhd0EPVdBiFfa3
https://youtu.be/SsvgLuIaDgs?si=ybaF_t0lmHzWlUxA
https://youtu.be/1w9fAgaUBrw?si=yqGMhCDlPMVRr1kA
https://youtu.be/KYxlYdnh4xA?si=eJRBJ30axCQ5WLez
https://youtu.be/ykTtyuhasX8?si=Tyerg_sJT8YHFg_J
https://youtu.be/ihuVybyYN1g?si=_zMK1Nn2bWIql-ds
https://youtu.be/ROQGkbp3Vz0?si=kytNz3QbNd79lZG4
https://youtu.be/JPCCg_GeZck?si=3i4ol9UIfmZXGXxd
https://youtu.be/ohfU0xBTTg0?si=wHu4CvPD_0-t8RR1
https://youtu.be/NnU89P0PO_s?si=B-C92tPj5sSpsU2x
https://youtu.be/Gd72KigJhLI?si=JoGqlS0NgIXKm__8
https://youtu.be/IelcxV-b69U?si=UdGJ74kSEzfnkSFT
https://youtu.be/XBsFF0DXaxI?si=wx1IXlXjes8UoJzP
https://youtu.be/fqC5KlFCkq0?si=Wx-UawAaaBPu0tWR
https://youtu.be/1Sd3JJ1MHOs?si=P3UXMfpiSVY2gs8u
https://youtu.be/N74O67NSwKo?si=S6IrQ-tvpo0_pRE5
https://youtu.be/yiuW_wE4SUI?si=mBDjI2hqm-SYJx1G
https://youtu.be/mSS51ZVhcA0?si=skCVYc00vejMsy0L
https://youtu.be/DdmBD-3WRfE?si=kYTmG_Q0K17vrWnO
https://youtu.be/DdmBD-3WRfE?si=6UXaKBGK91_dvJRt
https://youtu.be/bj1rH4tc7M0?si=7sZu-H__VbfJ3A-O
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https://youtu.be/lv1SpwwJEW8?si=J7vZRMpuX4iCPlCP 

 

VOICES OF THE PALESTINIAN PEOPLE 

https://youtu.be/nscmLVGEsbo?si=OdD9nqwbFHmhd3lr 

 

https://youtube.com/shorts/DaqIRXysJio?si=Iry0OgqAUviXJB8p 

https://youtu.be/dBhEhxly00M?si=3SdtOklkLh4xW_ML 

https://youtube.com/shorts/r8qRP0CxaiQ?si=pfbscFm8s8lzaIjT 

https://youtu.be/_FF49SSinyI?si=SKhc4CsX6pxAqiuc 

https://youtu.be/BAujeFizTi4?si=f_VOURM9BeDOsK55 

https://youtu.be/QdeCeEDaQeU?si=9AzLJl7Mnj42F-Qf 

https://youtu.be/DXUz6xyc_7k?si=zJ6lbPQyT4hEZVdN 

https://youtu.be/F3ReQ-NCNoA?si=MQD4IC9VxOCg9ZtI 

https://youtu.be/946_UM2_V48?si=-3kgQ_gzp7adecNw 

https://youtu.be/aEdGcej-6D0?si=f192quUNSmkcH9OW 

https://youtu.be/lbo26GzUk8M?si=4QdGsUujwDMDH8zR 

https://youtu.be/yiuW_wE4SUI?si=x6s_gaFND992hy-p 

https://youtu.be/mSS51ZVhcA0?si=qUkqona2RcAjur0L 

https://youtu.be/Kutv1XqUAOc?si=VgmGVCI_daPwSA5w 

https://youtu.be/r-CigdyHMY8?si=hvRPN16Ycz2aTtEh 

https://youtu.be/bj1rH4tc7M0?si=upb7Q3BuwrCI2zJS 

https://youtu.be/bj1rH4tc7M0?si=Am7i9aJ0rGQlhLvU 

https://youtu.be/xuVNuH8OqYE?si=HXDxxIqChaYYeeKR 

https://youtu.be/GJ4XaCO_Lzc?si=dTOdJIH2mjElShv5 

https://youtu.be/vaJlArpyt0I?si=VqoMD6Jw5YhfoLQ4 

https://youtu.be/7d466rk8E8Q?si=OMA4-yYWz4LDFfKF 

https://youtu.be/h_hZzMVohok?si=CWWVj9D4gB65w6fs 

https://youtu.be/n7XWnOhmJOM?si=zdqnKzaYF25h0zZ1 

https://youtu.be/XY3t80-vCJY?si=qSnHAM4Io9ESLLvO 

 

Israeli Voices for Truth 

https://youtu.be/hZw9VSgPmag?si=6mzkT5rQZjWcGqWq 

https://youtu.be/lv1SpwwJEW8?si=J7vZRMpuX4iCPlCP
https://youtu.be/nscmLVGEsbo?si=OdD9nqwbFHmhd3lr
https://youtube.com/shorts/DaqIRXysJio?si=Iry0OgqAUviXJB8p
https://youtu.be/dBhEhxly00M?si=3SdtOklkLh4xW_ML
https://youtube.com/shorts/r8qRP0CxaiQ?si=pfbscFm8s8lzaIjT
https://youtu.be/_FF49SSinyI?si=SKhc4CsX6pxAqiuc
https://youtu.be/BAujeFizTi4?si=f_VOURM9BeDOsK55
https://youtu.be/QdeCeEDaQeU?si=9AzLJl7Mnj42F-Qf
https://youtu.be/DXUz6xyc_7k?si=zJ6lbPQyT4hEZVdN
https://youtu.be/F3ReQ-NCNoA?si=MQD4IC9VxOCg9ZtI
https://youtu.be/946_UM2_V48?si=-3kgQ_gzp7adecNw
https://youtu.be/aEdGcej-6D0?si=f192quUNSmkcH9OW
https://youtu.be/lbo26GzUk8M?si=4QdGsUujwDMDH8zR
https://youtu.be/yiuW_wE4SUI?si=x6s_gaFND992hy-p
https://youtu.be/mSS51ZVhcA0?si=qUkqona2RcAjur0L
https://youtu.be/Kutv1XqUAOc?si=VgmGVCI_daPwSA5w
https://youtu.be/r-CigdyHMY8?si=hvRPN16Ycz2aTtEh
https://youtu.be/bj1rH4tc7M0?si=upb7Q3BuwrCI2zJS
https://youtu.be/bj1rH4tc7M0?si=Am7i9aJ0rGQlhLvU
https://youtu.be/xuVNuH8OqYE?si=HXDxxIqChaYYeeKR
https://youtu.be/GJ4XaCO_Lzc?si=dTOdJIH2mjElShv5
https://youtu.be/vaJlArpyt0I?si=VqoMD6Jw5YhfoLQ4
https://youtu.be/7d466rk8E8Q?si=OMA4-yYWz4LDFfKF
https://youtu.be/h_hZzMVohok?si=CWWVj9D4gB65w6fs
https://youtu.be/n7XWnOhmJOM?si=zdqnKzaYF25h0zZ1
https://youtu.be/XY3t80-vCJY?si=qSnHAM4Io9ESLLvO
https://youtu.be/hZw9VSgPmag?si=6mzkT5rQZjWcGqWq
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https://youtu.be/oUppu2OHVTY?si=AvGKoSJirZkWqMTI 

 

https://youtu.be/NVby0bw8nAE?si=N9vl2HxvmGhp8GyS 

https://youtu.be/rD7NI0tGbp8?si=Pj-5TuZMx5ndZdYr 

https://youtube.com/shorts/YEvmbtwzH9E?si=3jEhlrTTCbMmc1A3 

https://youtu.be/7S17Fr8z_Oo?si=0Gykew1KPCp670tO 

 

Songs From Palestine 

https://youtu.be/_2OIRJuOOtk?si=N2FMRYt_DMHsVhNw 

https://youtu.be/5N6inrAHLPY?si=C2c85Nowho0W16Rb 

https://youtu.be/aL_nzUKJBoY?si=V9AOMa2e19A91Fj6 

https://youtu.be/6t_jxZGk04E?si=vzuDJGnjXS62Q5Dp 

https://youtu.be/5N6inrAHLPY?si=FFyzfXEqIY5btzVf 

https://youtu.be/iazbot7aSZA?si=ppQPxWLseMXCAXjz 

https://youtu.be/Mb37wk0bdC8?si=qjWCNABm1WpfqBoO 

 

For freedom and Peace for Palestine and all of humanity 

https://youtu.be/oUppu2OHVTY?si=AvGKoSJirZkWqMTI
https://youtu.be/NVby0bw8nAE?si=N9vl2HxvmGhp8GyS
https://youtu.be/rD7NI0tGbp8?si=Pj-5TuZMx5ndZdYr
https://youtube.com/shorts/YEvmbtwzH9E?si=3jEhlrTTCbMmc1A3
https://youtu.be/7S17Fr8z_Oo?si=0Gykew1KPCp670tO
https://youtu.be/_2OIRJuOOtk?si=N2FMRYt_DMHsVhNw
https://youtu.be/5N6inrAHLPY?si=C2c85Nowho0W16Rb
https://youtu.be/aL_nzUKJBoY?si=V9AOMa2e19A91Fj6
https://youtu.be/6t_jxZGk04E?si=vzuDJGnjXS62Q5Dp
https://youtu.be/5N6inrAHLPY?si=FFyzfXEqIY5btzVf
https://youtu.be/iazbot7aSZA?si=ppQPxWLseMXCAXjz
https://youtu.be/Mb37wk0bdC8?si=qjWCNABm1WpfqBoO

